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MAINE MINING BUREAU
3rd

2nd

1st

1968 - 1969
4 '::h

Total

750.00

750.00

750.00

750.00

3,000.00

4,810.00

2,950.00

2,950.00

1.150.00

11,860.00

Commodities

100.00

200;00

100.00

100.00

500.00

Gran:ts etc.

--------

--------

--------

--------

---------

4,400.00
10,060.00

250.00
4,150.00

250.00
4,050.00

300.00
2,300.00

5,200.00
20,560.00

Personal Services
Contract. Services

Capital Exp.
Totals

Budget

Spent

3,000.00

2,250.00

750.00

11,860.00

8,687.97

3,172.03

Commodities

500.00

87.02

412.98

Grants etc.

---------

--------

--------

Capital Exp.
Totals

5,200.00
20,560.00

4 1 282.13
15,307.12

917.87
5,252.88

Personal Services
Contract. Services

Bal. - June 18, 1969

LEGISLATIVE DISCOURAGE1vIEN'.~· OF
MAINE'S lvfARINE INDUSTRIAL GROWTH
At comnson law the public rights to navigation anc fishing could not
be alienated by the King. 1 Dry land and the land ben :ath the sea could
be alienatec. but only so long as the public rights to navigation and fishing
were presc~·ved. 2 This common law doctrine was rcjecl ;din 1842 by the
United Statt·s Supreme Court as binding precedent for limiting the alienation of th,:-, rublic domain by the legislatures of the various states.3 In
Martin v. T7adell4 the Court reasoned that this com 11011 law principle
was not applicable because the people of the United S .ates through their
act of revobtion and reassemblage had abrogated the ,~ommon law, and
had delegated to the state legislatures full power to d, al with the public
domain. 5

.

1_.Blundell v. Catterall, 106 Eng. Rpt. 1190 (K.B. 1821) .
. The shc,r,: of the sea is admitted to have been at one ti ne the property
of the King. From the general nature of this property, it could never be
used for ,:xclusive occupation. It was holden by the Ki g, like the sea
and the hig"nvays, for all his subjects. The soil could on!) be transferred,
subject to this public trust; and general usage shews that the public right
has been t ,xccpted out of the grant of the soil . . . .

Id. at 1197.
' Many of the King's rights are, to a certain extent, for ti:~ benefit of his
subjects, a '.ld that is the case as to the sea, in which all of the subjects
have the right of navigation, and of fishing, and it is so i 1 the highways,
along which all the subjects have the right of passage, ar :1 the King can
make no r 10dern grant in derogation of these rights.

Id. at 1203.
2 Duke of Sl>merset v. Fogwell, 108 Eng. Rpt. 325
. Catterall, 106 Ing. Rpt. 1190 (K.B. 1821).
3 Martin v. Vi adell, 41 U.S. (16 Pct.) 367 (1841).
4/d.
5 Martin v. Wadell, 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 367 (1841).

o-::..B.

1826); Blundell

V.

For whe 1 the Revolution took place, the people of each state became
themselves sovereign; and in that character hold the absolute right to all
of their na?igable waters and the soils under them for their common use,
subject onlf to the rights since surrendered by the Constitution to the
general gO":crnment. A grant made by their authority .nust therefore
manifestly be tried and determined by difierent principles from those
• which apply to grants of the British crown

Id. at 410.
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Faced with ,:1is history, tb 1i::-1rd Legislature was prcsenteJ mtll a
roposal to permit the granting of exclusive lease rights for tlie har!sti:ig of Irish moss;" in return for payment to the State of rents on the
1bmerged lands and royalties on the harvests reaped therefrom. 1~ Public
::irings were held and the proposal submitted was vigorously opposed. 16
he original proposal finally emerged as an act to repeal the 1927 sta.te dealing with the leasing of submerged lands for the harvesting of
;lp. 17 Included in the repeal act was an order that the Legislative Rearch Committee study the original proposal and report its findings to
,e 104th Legislature. 18 This report 19 was submitted to the January, 1968
'
·but that all such rights, in all probability, hereafter will be granted on a
lease under which a rental accrues to the State, and under which there
are proper safeguards to protect the interests of the people . . . .
ddress of Governor Percival P. B'.lxtcr to the 81~t iv:~in,.. T n'.'isl3.tnre, Anril 5.
>23, in [1923] Me. Laws 1043, 104u. The bill was passed over his veto as the
.pport that he had counted upon from members of both the Legislature and the
>ncerncci industries never materialized. Id. at 1048-49. Governor Brewster conmed to press for the changes proposed by his predecessor and was ultimately
:ccessful. In his inaugural address he stated that
a study of our policy . . . leads me to the very strong conviction that
it is the part of simple prudence for our posterity to make long term
leases rather than sales of the rights that we possess . . . .
The hazards incident to development in the early days very likely required great stakes as the 9rice.Jn our day ( 1925) the prospects are far
more stable and may reasonably be placed on stricter terms, which shall
yet protect private enterprise in reasonable profits upon its undertakings
i" ~o far as the property of the State is concerned.

& BOLD, ..·\LG,"'E

.,~D

:9(,"7) Sr,-:;._ ('.F \!1.r::,,..;: Lt.c~.;z,_.... r;Yr.. Rt.sE.,~.zc11 Co\i'-L RrP0A7 u~ ~!,;,:..~E
~~~-:-·~·..-r.:f 1C3- G i :··.:-",>) -~..::::::-.:\!:,:- ;:;'.cj ;:;.s Rr~s~.. \:.:-:t Co~n,!~ Rr.?.:.
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See note 15 supra.
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3703 (Supp. 1968).
22 fd.
23 Any person or corporation interested in scientific research relating to
shellfish, or other fish over which the commissioner has supervision, or
in the cultivation and development of the shellfish industry or the sea"'•~ecl~, :::;;!::..'.:::,; t::: ::.J! !l:':1it~d to Irish moss, for economic purposc5,
may apply to the commissioner selling forth the desire to make experiments relative to the cultivation, conservation and harvesting of particular
marine species or seaweed.
20

21

1au,,_.al Address of Governor Ralph 0. Brewster in [1925] Me. Laws 640.
The Kennebec Reservoir Charter was eventually amended to include provisions
,r the lease rather than the sole of state lands. Ch. 74, § 13 [1927; :Me. Laws
11. It must be concluded that, in ;i,::ht of the hia.ory, a,.;y fu,ure aiie,iatiu;i of
1e State's bnd should be by lease .
11 Irish rr:oss. a member of the red algae family, is highly prized by contempo,ry industry for its derivatives. These derivatives arc used as suspension agents
1 medici::e. co~metics, chocolate milk, and ice cream. Agar, another compound
r.iq'Jc to red a:_;;:cc, is high:y prized as a solidifying agent in cxpcrimc::ital culture
~.cdia ~Ld i:-. pl~fcr:-cd by sci~:itists over 1:1~ c1d _zc!ativc r:1cdiu;n b~,::1usc the
·):-T':"'.l.!r is f':'.J: :f:('t~~:-o:!zcd by the b:..~tcri3. ~\LEXO?OL'LOS

special session of the Legislature and recommended the leasing of ~mallei
areas of the ocean floor than had the original proposal,20 but larger arem
than are permitted by the Research and Development statute now in cf.
fect. 21 The Legislative Research Committee's proposal, if enacted i:itc
law, would have had absolutely no effect upon the individual moss rakers,
in defense of whose interests the proposal was diluted and passed as an
amendment to the already existing Research and Development statute. 21
The Research and Development statute authorizes the Commissioner
of Sea and Shore Fisheries to set aside areas of the submerged lands and
reefs within the jurisdiction of the State for experimentation in the cultivation, conservation, and harvesting of seaweeds including Irish moss.2.1
The Commissioner is also empowered to allocate such areas to any
person or corporation interested in conducting rcsea.rch relativ0 to the
conservation and development of the Irish moss industry. The total
:::::::::::::: 0: :i.llc~atior:s may not ..:;;:ceed :;.n ar.::a of ten square miles 2r:.cl :r:'.:'
single applicant is allowed more than three areas in which to carry out
the stipulated research, with each area being limited to one square mile. 2·1
This privilege may be revoked by the Commissioner if the grantee thereof
does not conduct the resec::rch required by the grant, or if such research
proves harmful to the environment. 25 The statute, as revised, serves as
Maine's current answer to the orignal demands of the moss industry
and leaves the State in a position of having no controls over the taking
of Irish moss in areas other than those outlined by the statute.26

The commissioner may set aside areas on the submerged laP.ds or reefs
within the jurisdiction of the State, for experiments with the cultivation,
conservation and harvesting of seaweeds, including Irish moss. No one
applicant shall be entitled to more than three such areas and no such
area shall exceed more than one square mile, and . . . shall be cast of
69°45' west longitude. The total area set aside for all applicants for expc::imcnts with seaweed shall not exceed . . . 10 square miles .
'.'.IL REV. STAT.

'•

- ., ,..

ANN. tit. 12,

§

3703 (Supp. 1968) (emphasis added).

:; Id.

:: ~-'.r.. Rr:v. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3703(7) (Supp. 1968).
•'' ~,(:. Rrv. S,.n. :\NN. tit. 12, § 3703 (Supp. 1968) (permits the regulation of
0
,:'.
',:c fo~ cxr~rimcnr;ition); :\fE. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12. § 4051

:;,rA::-,::

L:!..\-:,·

I·:E·::::::.~s

S:1b~:::q:.1:::n,:y. the: cour:s of :'.L:inc and :.fa.ssachusetts held in accord
\:;i~l: ;~'(:d:.:l!~ ·:nd f:::-thcr c1- ·.i,..:;·;-:1i11~\.l tiJ,ti. t!H.; gluf1L v~ ~;~ch.!5iv,; !1,_;i~i:"!g
ri;f::s to pri\·c1:e p,utics could be considered an exercise of the delegated
pov:e, for the benefit of the public, and not necessarily a violation of the
public trust. 6 The courts of the several states have adhered to a presu;11ption that the legislatures would grant exclusive rights only upon
the grounds that the interest of the public would thereby be promoted. 7
For all practical purposes, therefore, the legislatures of the several states
have broad discretion when dealing with the public domain. 8
On numerous occasions when the Maine Legislature has been faced
with a public need, economic or otherwise, it has responded by exerr · :ng this broad power over the public domain.n In 1927 the Maine
Le.,~ Jrnture granted exclusive lease rights to private individuals for the
6 State v. Leavitt, 105 Mc. 76, 72 A. 875 (1909) (Maine has authority so long
as it is exercised in the public interest); State v. Peabody, 103 Me. 327, 69 A. 273
(1907) (state authority to regulate anc: control the ".:.~:,..,.;,.., '" r1,~ _:,;1blic interest);
Commonwealth v. Hilton, 174 Moss. 29, ·33, 54 N.E. 362, 364 (1899) ("It is not
to be assumeJ that the Legislature would undertake to grant exclusive rights except on the ground that the interest of the public would thereby be promoted.");
Commonwealth v. Alger, 61 Mass. (7 Cush.) 53 (1851). See generally Waite,
Public Rights in Maine Waters, 17 ME. L. REV. 161 (1965); J. WHITTLESEY, LAW
OF THE SEASHORE, TIDE-WATERS AND GREAT PONDS IN MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE
(1932); J. AGNELL, ON 'I'lDE WATERS (1851).
7 Cases cited note 6 supra.
8 In the exercise of its trust, it cannot be seriously doubted that the State
has the power, and, in fact, the duty rests upon it, to use such land for
the greatest public good, and, where they can be put to productive use,
not to permit them to lie waste and unproductive.
Opinion of the Justices, 216 A.2d 656, 660 (Me. 1966) (quoting State v. Longyec·· Bolding Co., 224 Minn. 451,464, 29 N.W.2d 657,670 (1947)).

,tis determined and declared to be in the public interest that (1) title to
and ownership of the lands beneath and navigable waters within the
boundaries of the respective S,ate,, and the natural resources w::hin such
lands and waters, and (2) tr..;: right and r,cwer to m;in.,gc, ::.:l;:;.:;uiste;:,
lease, develop, and use the said lands and natural resources all in accordance with applicable State law be, and they are, subject to the provisions hereof, recognized, confirmed, established, and vested in and assigned to lhc respective States . . . .
Submerged Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1311 (a) ( 1964). Under ME. REV. STAT. ANN.
tit. 1, § 2 ( 1964), the State's jurisdictional outer boundaries are determined by the
federal government.
9 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3703 (Supp. 1968) (lease of the submerged
lands for research and development of fish, shelifish, and seaweed); ME. REV.
STAT. ANN. tit. 12, §§ 4304. 4305 (1964) (exclusive use of clam flats by licensee
for pc-riods of up to ten years); ch. 45. [1927] Me. Laws 36 (repealed 1967) Ccc.sc::
of the ,ubrncrgcd lands for the harvesting of kelp upon the app:oval of fr.c G,w•
c~or and cou:-:cil); ch. 79 [1876] ~ic. Laws 59 (repealed 19!3) (s::!; ,:: ~:c:
i~l~~c!3 vf the S:::.:~ to r:.lisz funds).
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harvesting of kelp from the ocean. 10 This particular grant responded ·
;_;·,., ,:iccu aL t;wi. Lilli\; for potash, a major ingredient of smokek~s gu,
powder which is foup.d in the kelp piant. 11 Since 1869 ·the State has al,
encouraged the development of its ocean resources through cxclusi1
grants to the fish and shellfish industries for the purpose of research ar
development. 12 Though the State has been quick to respond throuf
such temporary and limited alienation, history has nonetheless mac
Maine aware of the error of irrevocably alienating large portions of tl
public domain. 13
10 From 1940 to 1967 only three companies held leases under the statute.
lessee in the Cobscook Bay region claimed to have harvested over 300 to
of kelp within a three year period. NATIONAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAIN
CONSERVATION BULLETIN (Dec. 1967).
11 W. MARX, THE FRAIL OCEAN 40-53 (1967). The kelp was harvested, place
on the beaches to dry and then burned. The residue was collected and processc
for its potash content.
12 Ch. 143, § 61 r1879] Me. Laws 381 (repealed 1895); ch. 70, § 23 [187
Me. Laws 373 (repealed 1895); ch. 70, §§ 22, 23 [1869] Me. Laws 51 (rcpc:il,
1895); ch. 79, § 2 [1821] Mc. Laws 891 (repealed 1871).
13 There is a period in Maine's history which possibly had a more powerft
although indirect, influence upon the 103rd Legislature's refusal to allow the va
and exclusive lease of the submerged lands than did the ostensible concern ov,
the potential damage to the ecological balance and the environmental purity ,
the ocean. Only passing mention was made of it at the legislative hearings on tl
present statute.

.. So into being came the giants, the timber companies, and in a few short
years these tracts of valuable timberland were leased, given away for
political favors, and sold for practically nothing. They say our forests are
in the hands of five or six huge companies, with the sole rights for timber,
water and mineral rights. Ladies and gentlemen, you can't go to the north
woods today, stumble on a gold mine and get one penny out of it, because
our rights, our mineral rights have been given and sold and leased until
there is none left . . . .

St~!::::::::~ v!: :.;•. ~;al ....; v~ Y,\;ol,vich, 103 LEG. REC. (2d Spec. Sess.) 189 (1968

It will be seen that the State of Maine by herself sold a.nd granted
5,541,608 acres or less than 30% of the state . . . . The 3,573,323
acres sold by the state brought $2,014,221.66 or an average per acre of
56.4 cents. Of the 1,968,285 acr'es granted by the state about 700,000
acres were deeded to the European North American Railway Company . . . .
STATE OF MAINE FORESTRY DEP'T, REPORT ON PUBLIC RESERVED LOTS 14 (1962:
Largely through the efforts of the late Governor Baxter this spendthrift a
titude was terminated in 1927. Addressing a joint session of the legislature cm
cerning his veto of the Kennebec Reservoir Charter he stated that
[i]f this legislature in its wisdom enacts this bill [the substitute bill which
the Governor proposed] into law, it means that never again will a private
corporation obtain storage rights from the State under a deed or transfer,
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:~t2·;:; :::z.ri~~ r.:~0~::-c2;; ::.~-2 t\ :cfoI..:L Fi1sL the lcgisiatton is a shaPov,' r~?O~~~ to :i~~ C:::;,~:r::..:s o{ t112 I;i:-;h mo.'s-usin,; industry for the leJsing of
:;;-::R;;:,,.t 2rc:ts cf:';: o;;czm floor to p:::rmit the economic development of
1c Iri~;1 moss clcn,cnt of the State's marine resources. Its shallowness is
~fleeted by the Legislature's lack of consideration of the interests of both
1e State and the industrial moss harvesters concerning a very narrow ascct in the development of the total marine resource which the Legisla1re was asked to consider. Second, this approach represents an attempt
) deal fragmentarily with the marine resources of the State. It is an inadeu: rnswer to a general problem which at some time the Legislature
m~, ~ace. When the Legislature proceeds to enact legislation expressing
policy and affecting strong economic interests concerning a small asect of a large problem without balancing the interests involved, and
iithout formulating an overall policy, the fear must arise that adequate
~gislative attention to the total p_oblem may never oe given.
This note suggests some areas which a legislature should consider in
lealing with a single element of the total marine resource, specifically
ris:1 moss, and further suggests some considerations which are worthy
>f legislative attention in the development of a comprehensive program
lealing with M<line's total marine resource.
The present manner of dealing with Maine's sea resources differs
:ignificantly from approaches used in the past. 27 The possible economic
Jencfa which could be derived from leasing for harvesting purposes is
1ot taken into consideration by the present legislation28 despite the fact
hat the Legislative Research Committee, after extensive public hearng::: 20 recommended that about 250 square miles of the presently unJn
:tive ocean floor be set aside for lease by the interested industries. 30
[n return for granting this privilege, the State would have received rents
-~ .. ._ r
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1

REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3504 (1964) (pe11i",itti1;g t::e Commissioner of Sea &
Shore Fisheries to issue regulations for the conservation of various marine species
excluding Irish moss).
2 7 See notes 9, 13 supra.
28 ·n1e areas set aside for research are leased to the applicant without charge
and the language of the statute is directed toward research rather than economic
production. See note 23 supra.
2 , RESEARCH Co:-.n,!. REP., Sllpra note 14, at 2.
~ 0 The committee proposed the exclusive lease for periods of from five to ten
years of the 5Uhmcrgccl lands with the right to h:irvcst the moss att;ichcd to these
hncs by mcch~,r:icd r:1c::ir.s. The submcr;;cd J;rnds w~rc to be divided in:o scctio:1s
cf :.5 sq'.12.:-c rr::l,.;·'i c~~:h \vh:lc 4~1lo\vl~.s r.o hlOrc th~.n. t'r1:-cc L1rca, to :iny o:-:c ~?:·
~~::,~:--~. ~rt,.: cc~:('~ :i~c.~ :~ .. --·: '.\"~~.::. :,:_) 'r::: 55 r--.::- "=l~:~c:.: :-:;t;~ ;·~-=- :-~:-::- v~:~:-1 =-~ r.::}·::.:::•
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;_"rod /'•inJ1 rriy,ilties. 31 Enactment of the Research Committce'i
recommendation would have allowed. the State to derive an immediate
economic benefit and ·at the same time would have motivated a progran
of research to improve the yield of future harvests of Irish moss. Anothe:
approach available to the legislature would have been to maintain tlu
status quo by relying solely upon licensing fees for revenue. 32
The Legislature chose instead to set aside a small area, at no charg1
to the industry interested in harvesting Irish moss in which researcl
could be conducted under the supervision of the State, and to allow t:1(
existing licensing provisions (with respect to using other areas of th1
ocean floor) to go unchanged. 33 Presumably, in enacting this statute th<
legislators were concerned with maintenance of the ecological balanc<
and environmental purity of the ocean floor. This presumption might b,
inferred from the legislative hearings surrounding the enactment of th,
statute, and from the provisions for revocation of the grant if no researcl
~~ ,::-'.):,onrted 0r if !Such research is found harmful to the environment. 3
The presumption is invalid, however, since the statute merely provide
for preservation of the ecological balance and environmental purity in :
very limited area of the State's submerged lands, i.e., the ten squarn mile
covered by the statute. 3 s
Even though this statement of legislative policy affects only a singl
component of the total marine environment, the lawmakers should hav
placed the highest priority on the interests of the State. Recognition c
these interests can best be assured through a statute which allows th
State to derive some economic benefit while preserving the ecologic,
and environmental character of the area. The present statute fails t,
deal with the ecological and environmental factors because it leaves th
industry free to operate in all other areas restricted only by administrativ
licensing requirements. 36 The statute also fails to assist in the realizatio
of economic benefit to the State from these Irish moss resources b
;ind

11

31 /d.
32ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 4051 (1964).
33 See notes 23, 26 supra.
34 ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3703(7) (Supp. 1968).

The Commissioner may revoke the certificate . . . [if] [t]he holder
has not within the year last passed conducted any experiments in said
area or the experiments conducted have been injurious to the marine
species in said area.
See note 26 supra.
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 3504 (1964) outlines the several "marin
species" that the Commissioner may supervise through his pow~r to issu~ re;ul~
tio.1s to protect the fish and shellfish from improper harvesting pra.:ticcs. Iris
7:'.,~~-s is not :r~clt.:dcd in those s;,ccics listed and. iri t"!c[. th:: Re~.:-2;-:h J.r:j De
-. ::' :·;-:-::-:~: S:;;:u:c ( ~fE. R1:v. Sr.1-1. .-\~:---.:. rit. 1~. § 3703 (Surr. 195::::)) i5 ~h: c:-:I·
< >•:v;; .;.:,~.:c:-:-~c:;~ v.,}:;;:;: r:1;1kc'., 3:1y rrv·tir..'.(,:, for ~L1;::1 :c2:-:l::.~::..~~35
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1yir!g the benc '::s of the fund,: \·_.·J:i~J.1 \Vuuill ai...:cru~ tU tl1c iSt:.!c throu;h
extensiv:; lcas:ng progran1.~i
In addition to the Legisbture's failure to deal with these rather gen.I goals, the s1:ttuw indicates that the Legislature failed to consider
1er and more objective information, concerning Irish moss, which was
1ilable for examination. The Legislature would have been forced to
.cl1 a different conclusion if it had considered data concerning the life
Jccsses of the plant and the present harvesting methods; the attempts
other jurisdictions to deal with the plant; and the economic potential
the industry.
It :. ,stimated that there are 150 to 250 million pounds of Irish moss
1;L .: for harvest in the coastal waters of Maine. 38 The plant, atbed to the rocks by a holdfast (root), is harvested by breaking the
mt (the fronds and the stem) from the holdfast and collecting it with
vices ranging from rakes to vacuum pumps. 30 Irish moss reaches bloom
riods in late May and early Jui e and in late August ana ea11y '.:,epnber during which times it is ripe for harvest. 40 Periodic harvesting
ring these bloom periods does little harm to the plant as it quickly
~eneratcs providing the holdfast is not damaged. 41 Irish moss serves
a shelter for young lobsters, shrimp, crabs, and scallops as well as
wurce of food for the sea urchin. 42 These tenants must be considered
1en dealing with the environment and the prospect of extensive harsting. Present unsophisticated methods of harvesting have had little
·ect upon the interrelated organisms which are sheltered and nour1ed by the plant. Vacuum pumps have been used successfully by
37

NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAINE, DOLLAR VALUE OF MARINE ACRE·
E r· '. 1969) (Stimates that the Irish moss taken from one acre in one year
s"
,uc of $1,600.) Simple calculation leads to the conclusion that one square
ilc of equally productive land would yield a harvest valued in excess of
,120,000.
~, N'Ew ENGLAND RESOt,"RCE 1Nf0h:'-1A:-i(1N Yl\vG::>.~1-f, lt:!.'ORMATT<"IN l. at l (M"~'
i60); RESEARCH COMM. REP., supra note 14; Maine Sunday Te1cgram, Jan. 14,
l6S, d, ;:,t 7 .
:, Ir.tcrvicw ·.,:ith Rich2rd Dodge, Jr .. Ch:iirman of the Cumbc:land County
~Z"~r1::c rr:i:-:,~:-:-::-; Co~i~~~ iDr. in Po:tland. \1a:n,c. Apr. 12. 1969 [he:c::1aftcr c;tci:!
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the Maine D1?:xirtment of Sea and Shore Fisheries without harming the
other life existing amid the moss. 43 This same negative effect canr.1ot be
assured if cumbersome mechanical harvesters (bottom crawlers) arc
introduced at some future time, or if "weeding out" methods are used
to eliminate other plants competing with the moss in the environraent.
The present statute does nothing to prevent these practices.H It simply
defines an area where research may be done under the ·auspices of the
State. These harvesting techniques should have been dealt with Ly legislative prohibitions against their use anywhere or by restricting their application to limited areas. 15
The industry is further limited by the fact that the majority of harvesting is done by manual labor (hand raking). The hand rakers can
harvest only moss within eight to ten feet of the surface both because
of the limits of human strength and the unwieldiness of their equipment.46 Under existing methods, and the small number of interested
:ir>oy,11". invn)vr>rl, it is physicall~• impossible to harvest all of the suitable
moss areas in the waters of the State. 47 Thus there is no shortc1ge of
suitable territory for lease. The physical extent of the Irish moss resource would allow substantial development of the industry with little
danger of over-farming. The current state of the industry appears to
have been ignored by the lawmakers.
At public hearings on the statute the Legislature heard the objections
of the independent rakers and lobstermen.~ 8 One of the objections was
43

D. Erickson, The Sea Moss Story, MAINE RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT
CORP. Pun. (1967); Dodge Interview, supra note 39.
41 See note 26 supra.
45 MAss. GEN. LAWS, ch. 130, § 102 (Supp. 1964). "No person shall take by
mechanical means Irish moss or kelp, marine plants of the species chondrus
crispus, except with the written approval of ·the director and in accordance with
such rules and regulations relative thereto as he may adopt." There are currently
no valid permits. Letter from Irwin M. Alperin, Ass't Dir. of Mass. Dep't of Natural Resources, Division of Marine Fisheries, to John H. Pursel, Jan. 31, l~'.i9,
on file in office of Maine Law Re11iew.
46 The moss raker either wades into shallow water or works over shallow water
in a boat and, without the assistance of mechanical means, can only extend his
reach to a depth of from eight to ten feet. Dodge Interview, supra note 39.
47 Id.
•18 "The committee does not mean to imply . . . that the granting of exclusive
lease rights would create a monopoly or segregate all the good moss beds in the
ha.."lds of a cho~en few." RESEARCH COMM. REP., supra note 14, at 2.

I ::.m very much concerned also that this will set a precedent on the
co~,st of M:iinc, and that in 1968 certain groups of fishermen may come
:.:-:i :,,;; :!"Jc l 04th Legislature to set aside for their personal benefit
~~ ·:~ ·:: :c:c.":c, of the co:ist of Maine.

'' ·. r::..:;;.:~-:,.:n

of S:onini;ton, 103 LEG. REC. (2d Spec. Sess.) 183
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~~t tl1e cxc}usi ·:: lc::s;; ,~.-~1s ru.;r'...,rcd ::;: :..:.::.:: =-~- :: ,ro,:;:-~ ... ,~ ... ,;~,-. (';l~iLY, S!:~ .•:..;
1ly s..:ch rn org:rnization would be able to assemble the funds ancl cquip::r,t necessary to harvest a large area. Admitkdly, independent rnkers
)tild be un:ible to muster the requisite funds or to manage a large area
1der an exclusive lease. However, under the Research Committee's pro1sal they would have bcea entitled to leases of a size which they could
am:.ge. Another objection, based more upon the necessities than the
1ditions of the industry, was that the success of the moss harvester is
pendent upon the wind and the tide. If the winds are high, the harsters must work in the lee of the islands and projections of land or
)t a• "ll. 49 Thus, it was argued by the independent rakers that the large
>er. i would have an advantage over the small one since the former's
ant might cover both leeward and windward territory while the latter
ight not be as fortunate. 50 These objections have more appeal than
erit. If the leases were to be granted only in presently unproductive
·eas as recommended by the Re,c.1rch Com;~~:::.::.::," 1 ;:::::.-::::::.5 c11,,·r~t1: 1
the industry could continue as foey had in the past. 52
In determining the proper course of action to take, the Legislature
10uld have examined the methods for the management of Irish moss
cilized by a neighboring jurisdiction. Since 1959, Nova Scotia has
)llowed a practice of leasing her once unproductive areas to industrial
arvesters while reserving the more productive areas for use by any
crson who might qualify for a iicense. 53 The Nova Scotia legislation
ermitting the lease is supplemented by regulations designed to protect
1e plant from wasteful harvesting methods based on a long range desire
J insure nn abundant supply.5'1 The Administrator of the Department of
'isheries (N.S.) believes that the policy of leasing the less productive
re.
md of reserving the more fertile beds for the individual harcsters, has substantially contributed to the development of the moss
1dustry in the Province. 55 The main objection to the exclusive leasing

I confess I am sort of led to · he point tha, not fc.:- t'lio 11rE• ,;,~-,.: i;-.
their lives that the commercial fishermen, including the lobstermen, are
t::king very much the attitude of the dog in the manger.
ltatement of M.r. Pike of Lubec, 103 LEG. REC: (2d Spec. S;ss.) 184 (1968).
~ 3 Dodge Interview, .supra note 39.
·
::;o Id.
:,i Sec ri0tc 30 s;,pra.
;,::: S1.:-;.• ::--,o~c 26 s::;:r,-;.
:... 1-~-:c:.:r f:0:-:1 J.\V. \V:l:r. :\..:!:n·r. ~VVJ. Scoti3. D::,;>·t of i=is:tc~ics. to Joh:1 i·L
·p~>,.:;, :\;:~ 10. : jlj9. ei:i .:-:L: fr1 c ;T:.:c cf .\fGit:e L-.:.w Rt~v;,:;1r..· Ih..::rc~:-::.f:r::- c:tc,..!
::.- ~ ,_ l.:~: ::- ·;.
, ..
:5-:
.:..:<,. '()•_:7"'..\ !L.~--;.:;
.J..~..::_
"-,; :-:
-.; :-·•, 7.
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of Nova Srnfo1'<. snhmergeo lands is the fact that the Province does not
require any capital commitment wilhin the Province from the holderc
of these leases. 56 The Maine Research Committee's proposal was simil::11
in substance to Nova Scotia's program for the harvesting of Irish mos1
except that Maine's proposal would have required an assurance oJ
capital commitment within the State from the recipient of the lease. 5 :
Had the Legislature considered the experience of Nova Scotia, similarlJ
situated to Maine in both economics and environment, it is rer,sonabl,
to assume that it would have provided a more balanced statutory frame•
work within which the industry could operate.
Currently the moss industry in Maine is technically primitive and eco
nomically inefficient. The capital strength of the corporation is needec
to elevate the harvesting industry to a position of major importance ir
the State. A corporation needs the long term lease of large areas to guar
an~ce a source of supply, and capital commitment should be required a
::c Mr.r1itin11 p ·,;;cedent for such a contr;:ict. The prospects of economi<
benefit and the success of the lease in Nova Scotia justify a legislattv1
modification of the long tradition of allowing the individual harvester
to compete with one another, and with the elements, while excluding th,
corporate entity from the field.
There arc about 500 licensed moss harvesters in the State at thi
present time. 58 However, the number actually involved in the hz.r
vesting of moss is inversely proportional to the quality of lobster fish;n:
because lobstermen often supplement their income by moss harvestin.
when the lobster catch slackens. 59 The present moss harvest supplie
only a small percentage of the moss required by the processing industrie
of the State. 60 Processors estimate that from 80 to 98 percent of thei
1

56 N.S. Letter, supra note 53. Marine Colloids holds all of these leases, bt
maintains its processing facilities in Maine.
57 "In c~<('< whPre thf'. applicant indicates that Irish moss is to be processed ,
facilities to be constn;cted within the sta:e, the granting of the lease may be cc:1d
tioned upon the construction of such facilities." RESEARCH COMM. REP., supr
note 14, at 9. The Nova Scotia statutes outline the extent of the leases, the are"
subject to the le:isc, and arc supplemented by administrative regulations to insur
proper managcmeat of the plant, but ·make no provision for the conditioning c
such a gram on the promise of capital commitment from the lcaseh0lder. Iris
Moss Act, XS. REv. STAT, ch. l54 (1967); Sea Plants Harvesting Act, N.S. RE,
STAT. ch. 279 ( 1%7).
~, S::itc'm~r.! er '.\!r. Prince of Harpswell, 103 LEG. REC. (2d Spec. Sess.) 29
(J%S).
::, :Sc:.: :9 !:,,-,.::.
"'.'.<·T:..~•~ :• :!--:: :"",_·~, :::..:u"-try is Jc;,cndcnt LI;Jon foreign in1purts. lJ;:dcr p;-cscnt
:.~ci:· :h:::: I!hJss \'l'C us~ is h~rvcstcd in i\f~1inc. If rte
- ,~ .!.. :·;::l:;--.;; '.':jrpl::\i v,:ould coffLc fron1 ?\f:1ir:c. the r.1os:-;
:.:-,:
-t.::-~-1 ."!~d its gro'.v:h cxpauJcJ ir..:-at;y \l.·!t~1
o:' :'.b:r:c.
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?-,!::::-:•.:.:·s i::~:><::: ·::,:;:; t.) °:."'~· ;::..:::~:::.~~J fro;:: ~L:::in~\; h2.rv;;sr~rs it
.. .~,- :::::~1:-1 2.n ~-..~~:.: __ • :-·2·. ;2:~:.:s cf f:-.JD.1 th:·cc to four n1i1lion do}JJ_rs in
;~s ~·~;-:d rv:;:J:i.:s :o :l:2 S:J~,::=.:: 1-hc i:1Justry offers irnn1cd!ate cco-nic beccfit \ ;ith ~...-~n ~-:ir1;~-::cr prospects for the future. The refusal
t:,c S:ate to lc::s.:: pr.::sc:1tly unproductive areas to industries represents
:c~dlcss econo~1ic s2(:rifice.
The short-sightccliicss of the present statute dealing with marine algae
.icatcs the necessity of establishing a broad policy to administer the
ire marine resource. Under such a program the marine resource com1e;
:ould be dealt with in an effective and organized manner rather.
n the ineffective, fragmented manner now employed. Although the
lization and management of marine resources is still in its infancy,
ny states (notably Florida, California, Texas, Louisiana, Oregon, and
1ska) have begun to treat the sect's :cesources jn .,,., intp::::r-:itP-d manner. 63
~

1

ine Sunday Telegram, Jan. 14, 1968,

§

D, at 7, col. 2.

It is conservatively estimated that there may be as much as 50 - 75
miiiion pounds of Irish moss off the coast of Maine that is not being
harvested.
tcment of Mr. Benson of Southwest Harbor, 103 LEG. REC. (2d Spec. Sess.)
' - 78 (1968).
·1 1'faine Sunday Telegram, Jan. 14, 1968, § d, at 7, col. 3.
·2 103 LEG. REC. (2d Spec. Sess.) 178, 181, 183, 185 (1968).
'3 Florida-FLA. STAT. A1'N. §§ 253.67-.75 (1968), as amended, (Supp. 1969)
horizes the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund to lease the submerged
ds and the water above to persons desiring to engage in aquaeultural activities,
provi<ie penalties, to establish conservation regulations, and to coordinate with
1er
crnmcnt agencies on problems of conflicting uses. The trustees may
se or sell rights for petroleum, FLA. STAT. ANN. § 253.47 (1968), with the ap>val of the Commissioner of Oceanography, FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 369.01-.12
1;,p. 1969). Texas-All matter<· relative to the leasing of sta,e land above or
ow the water is managed by the c~.mmissioner uf the Ge::.erai :,dnG Ofii..:e,
x. REV. Clv. STAT. § 5358 (1968), with the approval of the Submerged Lands
lvisory Committee. Oregon-Leases to the extent 13,200 acres may be granted
an individual upon winning in seaied bid, plus a 12 and one-half percent royalty
the value of the gross production, ORE. REv: STAT. §§ 274.630, 274.785-.790
968), with stipulation that each lease contain provisions to protect the public
crcs,, i.e., health, safety, :rnd welfare of people in the area, aesthetic values,
olo;:c::i.l b:11:rnce of marine plant and animal liic. ORE. REV. STAT. § 274.760
96~)). \V:1::;hin~ton-Lc~sc:> of mi:',cral rights to those of the federal govern;;n: m;,y be r,;antc,L \V.,s,!. REV. CODE §§ 79.01.610-.900 (1968). by the Com;ss:o:·cr cf P,:·cli:; L~,nd, (co:h ;;cove an.J below the water). WASH. Rr:,.
G::::=_ :, ":" ).\j: .O~S ,, l '.!r;::-:) _ /..,_;;15 ►:j-0f ;ill t!:~ s:::ttcs thl> OD; :1:is ~he 1cj-;t ~·z._1::1~-:cn
-,-,.:-.:: :·c-;- :[:_· ·'~ .... ~..::-_·~,: ~:.~.Js. lt Jc:,~ r.c: c·;c:-. C'.t:'~:-cr::::1:-;:: h~:;\,,:-,::; C:·y
!: ,,.:;-< s :1~-._.:--: ::... : \'< :.:~7 ::.:c·. ,;_ :·:-:.: ,,~·=-1
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TI:cse s!~~:cs h:-:.Yc r:01 cqt:h·o.:~~tcd in:}~~:: c::o~s to ci:-~:::1 t>·..:: 7":~~~ ... :.:~·-·_•::-~
territory pcrn1issibl~ 3.rid to ma:12;c the subrncr,;cd L:nds ccGcd tc :::,2::1
by tl~c federal Sabn1ergcd LJD.ds r-\ct. 6 ~ :-\s is of~en the c:1s-~, th~ ie:C2r:~.
government poin:ed the way by its treatment of the fcdcrd suo;11c,.;cd
lands as an integrated resource, placing them under the administrative
control of the Secretary of the Interior who acts \Vith the advice of the
Public Lands Law Review Commission. 6"
On a comparative basis Florida's statutory program for the administration of its public lands and property stands as the current ideal and
should serve as an example for future programs in other statcs. 60 The
portion of the act dealing with aquaculture establishes a conservation
board which coordinates all uses of Florida's tidal and fresh waters and
the submerged lands below them. 67 A survey of Florida's lands is being
~~ uu[,'-..; 6tates v. Luuisi:rna, 38\1 D.S. 155 (1%7) (Texas must measti;-; th•::-,league boundary from natural shoreline and not from artificial jetties); United
States v. California, 381 U.S. 139 (1964) (California not permitted to use straight
baseline nor concept of "historic" bay to determine the extent of her inland waters);
United States v. Louisiana, 363 U.S. 1 (1960), .wpplem.:ntary decree, 382 U.S.
288 ( 1965) (Louisiana, Alaba,na, and Mississippi could claim only the watets
within three geographic miles from their shores; Texas and Florida could claim
the inland waters within three marine leagues of their shores); United States v.
Alaska, 236 F. Supp. 388 (D. Alas., 1964) (inland waters to be me:isured by
inte!national standards in effect at the time Alaska was admitted to the Union);
United States v. Maine, 37 U.S.L.W. 3~83 (U.S. July l, 1969) (motion to file
complaint granted). See generally Comment, Offshore Petroleum Exploration in
Federal Systems: Canadian and Australian, 17 I.C.L.Q. 501 (1968); O'Connell,
Problems of Australian Coastal Jurisdiction, 42 Ausn.,. L.J. 39 (1968); He3d,
The Clamour Over Canadian Off-Shore Minerals, 8 ALBERTA L. REV. 312 (1968)
(for attempts by other federal systems to define federal state jurisdiction over submerged coastal waters).
65 The federal government places the discretion for the lease of the outer Continental Shelf with the Secretary of Interior, 43 U.S.C. § 1333 (1964). Fer cn:-,servation purposes, the Secretary will cooperate with the adjacent st;,tcs. 43 U.S.C.
§ 1333(a) (1) (1964). If controversies arise as to which sovere,ign shall have
jurisdiction to territory which the Secretary claims, they mny be settled by agreement between the two. 43 U.S.C. § 133_6 (1964). Lease rights to the Continental
Shelf will be granted to the highest responsible qualified bidders by Cl':npctiti\·e
bid. The successful bidder must also pay a pcrc-2ntage of the gross produc:io;i
value. Terms of the lease wili be for five years or for as long as the k:i,cd iand
shali produce oil and gJs in paying qu:intitics. 43 U.S.C. § 1337 (3) (l 954). Su:phur lc::.s~s \1-·ill be granted to the hifhc~t qi.i:'(Eiicd bidder for tc::i ye~::-~ or :;.5 !,._"';-;;;
thcrc~ftcr as stllphur is pr0d{:c_cd. \\"ith rcy.:::ics ro C'c not k·s, :h.1:1 ::-.·-.:- ;;-::.:~~;;~
of ~rcss rrc-.:h:~t:-:n . ...;3 l..?.S.C . ~~ L337(~)-\~) (!06-!). T:~e P:..:·:-.::.: L---:~:~ L .. •,;·
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,nducted and ,,reas found to be inconsistent with "aquaculture" will
: reserved for other purposes such as petroleum, minerals, or recreton. 68 Florida's approach, or even the slightly less centralized program
the other states mentioned, encourages an approximate definition of
c lands and minerals available, and assures that the component parts
11 be dealt with in an organized manner under guidelines set out by
ch a general program. An ancillary benefit of such a program is the
inimization of the conflicting uses problem, e.g., leasing the water
1ovc and the land below or the land itself for separate and incompatible
irposes. The possibility of such a conflict was the main point of op)si
to the Maine Research Committee's proposal because the rakers
,d lobstermen feared that the lease program would be incompatible
th their method of earning a living. 69 If an organized program had
:en presented to such opponents it would have done much to temper
cir fear of possible confEcts.
Concurrent with the initiation of these programs the states of Florida,
1liiornia, Alaska, Louisiana, Texas, and Alabama have had the benefit
the federal judiciary's definition of the exact extent of the marine re·urces over which the states have jurisdiction. 70 The states of Texas
td Florida have fared better in these conflicts with the federal governent than have the others but, 71 at least, all are now certain of the exnt of the resources with which they may deal. There has not yet been
:ch a determination in Maine but, because of a grant of mineral leases
, King Resources, Inc. in the submerged lands of George's Banks, 72 the
:tent of her territory will soon be defined. The Department of Justice,
a suit filed against the State of Maine, 73 seeks to resolve the question
' 11 'Xtent of the submerged lands over which Maine has jurisdiction.
l c1._..:nse of this suit Maine should study carefully the precedent that
1s developed in this area to insure that it receives the maximum terri,ry permitted under the fedc:.:il Suh~e:-gcd Lands Act. 74
i
The maximum territory which Maine may claim under the provisions ~
GS/d. § 253.75(2)(c).
69 Note 48 supra.
70 Cases cited note 64 supra.
71 Florida and Texas were permitted to use three marine leagues (nine geo·,;phic miles) to rnc.isure the breadth of their inland waters. Alabama, Louisiana,
1d Mississi;,pi on the other hand were required to use one marine league to
:lineatc their inland waters. The difference was based upon the historical boundaes of thc,c s:a:cs v:hcn they. became members of the Union. United States v.
ouisi;ma. 363 U.S. 1 (1960), .weplcmentary decree. 382 U.S. 288 (1965).
72 ?'-EW E~GlX's,) :.I.\Rf~E REso:.;acEs l;-.;FOR'>:ATIO:S PROGRAM, I;-.;FOR~L\TlO:S !.
: 3 (\f:,y i9(,~).
70· l',::,:::i s• ,:cc v. \1 ,,;-.<:, 37 U.S.L.W. 34S3 {U.S. July l. 1%9) (,cc'.:.::: t,,
;:,:c :-:· - ···.: ~-:--.
:. :;--:-. --.:·:-·:2): ::::! C . .1 ;;·.: :17;~: G::\."'(!.:::i~ S:::-~;.::~·
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of the Submerged Lands Act is three marine miles extending from th
natural shore into the adjacent sea. 75 Although this figure is constant
the point from which it is measured is flexible. 76 The United State
Senate in ratifying the Convention of the Territorial Sea and Contig:wu.
Zone made it a part of the law of the land. 77 The treaty does not defin1
the extent of the territory that a state may claim, but rather outlines th,
manner in which this outer boundary is to be set, be it three or 2,
miles. 78 The treaty was cited as law by the Supreme Court in Unite,
States v. Califomia, 79 in which the Court refused to allow California'
75 "The seaward boundary of each o,riginal coastal State is approved and con
firmed as a line three geographical miles distant from its coast line .
" 4:
U.S.C. § 1312 (1964). But see cases cited note 71 supra.
76 Except where otherwise provided in these articles, the normal base line
for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea is the low-water line along
the coast as marked on large scale. charts officially recognized by the
coastal State. ( art. 3)

In localities where the coast line is deeply indented and cut into. or if
there is a fringe of islands along the coast in its immediate vicinity, the
method of straii;ht base lines joining appropria,e points may be employed
in drawing t:ic ba:,:c line from which the breadth of the territorial sea is
measured. ( art. 4, 1)
Convention on The Territorial Sea and Con:iguous Zone, April 29, 1958. [ 1964]
15 ·U.S.T. 1606, T.I.A.S. No. 5693 [hcrcinaf:c~ cited as The Convention].
See generally SH.\LOWITZ, SHORE A:-:D SE.\ BoL-:-:Ln"1rs ( !954) [b..:!rcinafrcr citec
as SIIALO\VlTZ]; Comn1cnt, The St·c:;~·c:rd Ex;c,.5i(irr cf :he Sta:cs, --10 TE\i?. L.J
66 (1966); Comment, .\fari:imc Bn:u:d,,rics of ti:,' S:;;:cs. 6-. ;.:!CH. L. REV. 635
(1966); O'Connell, Problems of A11s:r,1!:,,r: Cccs:,:l Jurisdiction, 42 AvsTL. L.J.
39 (1968).
77 U.S. Co:,;sT. a--t. V,:
This Co,Ni:ulion :u:~! ihc L2ws of th: L'nitcd States which shall be made
in Pur,u~n:::: :~:r,·,,,f; :,r,..i :i'.; Trc:,::~, made. or which shall be n~z,<.ie,
und~r t:,c :\"::~:•7i::, c: :::: Cr::cJ S:"tc,, shall be the suprerte Law of
the LJ::d; :o:-: :::: 3::c,:, i--: cv:;y ~:::'.c ~'.1;tll be bound thereby, anything
in ,::c C,,:. .::·,;::.,:-: :; L:,_,' :-: :1:-:y S:;,'.c to the Contrary notwithstanding.
T.--:c c,,;;,s::-:'.·:-, .,.;•: :::::: :-,;_ .,,,,.s r:J:i;;cd by the United States Senate in 196~
, ·.:-::.-.'..·.if.,~ :r;c fu,ure delineation of inland waters by the
L""':'.:~ ~· · • - ~
: , ~:; ::-: L":.::.:J States v. California, 381 U.S. 139 (1964).
a;;J v,:_, ;,: -· '
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r.-, ,';::::ni.-:~ the applicability of The Convention, supra
; --: ,·: :::c inl,rnd waters of the various coastal states the

~'. ;':

·, c :;.:::1,r.cs a single coastline for both the adminis••

:: .,:/ i :,:1,:s Act and the conduct of future intcrna·: - ; :1:1 t:ncxpectcd change in the mks est::l'b:ished
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;\I:-,;E LA \V RE\'IEV/

1im to the stn.ight b::ise line staadard of measurement rather than the
rmal base line to delineate her inland waters, so and that her bays be
tssifi;;d as historic. 81 Though the Court sanctioned the provisions of
30 The Court to date has not precluded the use of alternative methods for deli.ion of the co:ist iine permitted by the provisions of The Convention, supra note
It has stated only that one method or another may be applied by the federal
,ernmcnt-not the state government-to a particular fact situation in setting
territorial boundaries for international purposes. United States v. California,
l U.S. 139 (1964).
We agree with the United States that the Convention recognizes the va,. ··v of straight base lines used by other countries, Norway for instance,
would permit the United States to use such base lines if it chose,
but that California may not use such base lines to extend our international boundaries beyond their traditional international limits against the
ex;xessed opposition of the United States . . . . We conclude that the
choice under the Convention to use the straight-1-,;ise-linc method for
determining inland waters claimed against other nations is one that rests
with the Fe-deral Government, and, not with the individual States.

at I 67 - 68 ( emphasis added).
The Convention provides for a 24 mile closing line for all but "historic" bays,
ich are bays over which the nation has traditionally asserted dominion, These
:storic" bays may be inciuded in the inland waters of the state regardless of the
lance between the headlands of such a bay. California's attempt to classify
·tain bays as "historic" was thwarted by the Court's holding that "California
LY make no claim to historic inland waters unless the claim is endorsed by the
tited States." Id. at 173. The Court limited its holding by indicating its reluctance
, hold that such a disc!aimer would be decisive in all circumstances, for the case
ght arise in which the historic evidence was clear beyond doubt." Id. at 175
11phasis added). The Court noted that such evidence was not present and stated
,t " legislative declaration of jurisdiction without evidence of further active
j
.inuous assertion of dominion over the waters is not sufficient to establish
: claim." Id. at 174.
The Court relied on the standard outlined by the International Court of Justice
United Kingdom v. Norway Ca~c, [195i 1 I.CJ. 116, which delineared the er£
ia to be considered in the use of the straight base line to establish national
undarics.

1

ll

But the decision [Norway] cannot be interpreted as giving nations carte
b!anche authority to use straigh~ baselines ·for drawing' the outer limits
of their territorial seas . . . . [T] he Court carefully circumscribed the
cor,ditions under which straight ba~elines may be drawn . . . . [I]t
said: ( l) uth-;; cira\\"ing of the basc~ir:cs nn1st not depart to any apr:-c;:?2.01c cxtc:.: f;-om t11c gcn~r2.l Jirc:tion of the co~st"'; (2) Hth~ rc3l
q"J·:stio:1 rc.i~~J. ir: the choice c~ ba1;:.~1incs ~s i:-: effect \\·!":ether ccr:z.in
~:.::-i. :irc:ts lyi:--.; wi·.:11u ih::sz lir:1-!:; a:-c st::T::'.i::;-,~1y c:c~-2:y li:1~:.:d t.J t.:":c
::..:-:: Cc1:-::.:~iT1 :::i L"··.: •;u·c-:::- ..:: :o th~ :rc;:::i•.:: c~ i:--.:t::-'.:!l ,.;;:~:~rs~': (}) "";.:::--:."\'.:-:
c-:,"-:,.~·=-"".:..: i::::.----:-,::-> :-·1:~-:.::·,:- !.;r ;::. rc:;:,--:,7"'., :!:,: ;.::-'.i~:.- .:,_;·.~ !:--:;-<".. :::-:.: .-if
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the treaty, 82 it directed California to use the normal base line to measure
her inland waters ana refused to accept California's claim that the holding of the International Law Court in the Norwegian Fisheries case
should, by analogy, be applied to the measurement of her coastai
\Vaters. 83 The decision is bolstered by a comparison of the relatively
smooth topographic features of the California coast, where the normal
base line was used, with the deeply sinused and island-dotted coast of
Norway where the straight base line was permitted. 81 It is clear that the
two are not given to analogy. However, a comparison of the coastline
of Maine with that of Norway merits the analogous argumem. 8:; Had
Maine defined the extent of the territory available for lease, the objections made to the proposals of the Research Committee might have
been overcome as the proposed lease area could be shown to encomp::iss
only a small portion of the available area. Now, Maine must apply her
':',.,.Pr,::r :::~~ c.:-~1Jf!}C:-:.t tO\VZ!:-d :!:e est~1;]ish::icnt of the str::iight ~'. SC line
for the measurement of her inland waters, which if acccpted by the court
would be most beneficial to the State. It is also interesting to note that
Maine, having one of the longest co:istlines, but no general prngram or
development and control, ranks substantially b:::low states having such
programs in ( 1) the :imount of ocean-related industry; (2) ta..,able income from ocean-related industries; ( 3) employment of persons in these
industries. 80
.The submerged h:nds offer a new medium in which the State may
merge its attitudes and traditions with objective information concerning
other jurisdictions' management of their ocean resources and thus arrive at a me:iningful and general policy st1tement for the handling of
Maine's occ:rn resources. Past mistakes should not deter the pursuit of a
comprehensiYC plan of economic development. The economic environmcr..t of frc sea, \Vith the few exceptions already noted, never dictated in
fr2 :1·,,; ,',--.t ;. ':'·? IT''.:"'!'.':3er:! :n any manner other than as a portion of the
pt:b!:c c:o:n;:ii:-:. Those times are no longer with us.
Th;:; p:-cse.-it statute does little to alter the traditional practices of the
:-:,,:,,a :r:c~:st:-y, nor does it direct itself toward the management of the

)·

:-.:a-.·-; C,':.:~-t~ that her bays qualify as "historic". Second, -Maine must show that
:.>: c·- ::,.! S::,tcs h'.ls traditionally exercised jurisdiction over the waters which
\:: -: .:'. i:;;-:s 2r.d t:iat such exercise has been recognized and accepted by other
;: '•:':,!"

~:-:c 79 J:1r,r..-i ..

0
:.: ~::-:,:::. ra v. l':orway Case, [1951] I.C.J. 116 (Norway permitted to
·-: , ... ; ;":: :-:'.'C li:1c to dctcrmine the starting point for the measurement of

. . :, ;

:.. ,i.. ::~).

· ,, ::-:· 67. 69 (su;,r,orting illustrn:ions).
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total resource. 'TI1e trend in the other coastal states concerning the management of submerged lands shows that the majority of states are willing
to take immediate action to realize the economic potentid of the resource by utilizing exclusive leaves pursuant to establishe,I guidelines. Although most current leasing programs concern underw1ter mineral
resources, California and Oregon, since World War I, hwe had aggressive and succe~sful kelp harvesting programs via the excl .1sive lease.87
Nova Scotia's sncc:~ss in the management of Irish moss shculd serve as
an example of the success of the lease when applied specifically to Irish
moss. Florida's le~ islative framework, t!}e most comprehern:ive to date,
will insure the or;;anized and complete development of her ocean resources, and the 1.quacultural portion of that program will insure the ·· ·
coordinated growth of that portion of the resource.
An examination of the indust1y in Maine evidences the fa:t that there
is room for expa 1sion without injuring the already vestl:d interests.
There are large ar,:as which could be harvested by hand and are not, as
well as areas that ' re not suited to manual harvesting. Irish moss is very
much suited for h,, ,vesting since it regenerates, and "thinning out" of the
plant will increase its growth rather than diminish it. Exclrsive leasing
has been opposed ::m several grounds, all of which have appeal, few of
which have merit. {t appears that the meritorious grounds WP-re not considered and that those without merit controlled the formulation of
Maine's policy. Un:ler present methods of harvesting and hdministrative'
regulations large r uantities of Irish moss are going to wm.te. Untried
and unproven metlods must be restricted until the results cf their application are known. This should be accomplished as one facet of a
comprehensive pro.~ram.
Even in the abs,)nce of precise legal thought, fish will be caught and
moss will be harvc ,ted within the boundaries of Maine. Criti.::ism of the
present legislative attempt to deal with Irish moss is not, lwwevcr, an
adventure in trivia. "The scientific study of the sea is a rel;, tively new
enterprise, and bee rnse of this, in part, no participant has an c utstandingly advantageous p( 1sition as yet." 83 Maine's legislative fraff•e vork in the
future must be adequate to meet the needs of these new industries. Acceptance of the Legislative Research Committee's proposal would have
been a step in the right direction. The formulation of a viab1e legislative
framework under which an orgnnized program for the total resource
can be administercrl is essential.
1
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State Geologist
Assistant StatE , Geologist

Administration Costs
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Supplies
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Estimated

2,500
1,000
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2,000
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4,500
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1,000

\

Marden Building Rent
(1500 sq. ft.)
Travel Ex pense (Experience)
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2,160

50%

1,080
4,150
$33,54~

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE :MAINE MINING BUREAU FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1969
REVENUE:
Prospector's Permits
Recording and Renewal
of Claims
Royalties

8J.35
290.00
19,000.00

Total Income

$19,373.35

EXPENSES:
Salaries .sxtd
Professional Fees
Travel - In State
Travel - Out of State
Automobile Expense
General 0Jerating Expense
Office Supplies and
Equipment
Capita] EquipmPn~
Transfer to Trust Funds

*

Total Expenses
Total Funds Transferred to
Reserve

5,025.55
1,227.64
2,36l.!..98
1,438.29
429.78
164 . 17
238.50
103.50
$10,992. l~l
~,_380. ~~

* Based on twelve months experience (1/1/69 - 12/31/69).
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100 .
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_
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- - -100.
- -----
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------

General Operating

_ __c..6_5--=... 8 5 _

.

3 mos.
Expe ncl:i.hn'CS

2,000._ __

Travel Out

Auto Expense

1969
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-· ····- J _ _ __________ _

2 66. 2l

783.38

402. 2(

-705 . 05

52.

_ _(:,. .c.6. . :. .05 ~ Q2..)
_ _ _ _ ,_,?5

.,

10~.

Office Supplies

Capital

_ _. , ,l,. ., OO_c_

500.
5,302.
Per. Ser. Jlal.
-- All Other Dal.

l,497.9L
750.00
1 001 16

3,550.84-

500 .
1,751.16

The elements ·which motivate the petroleum industry
into leasiqg particular lands for exploration and drilling purpo~~s are a combination of 11) the availability
of technical data and (2) the risk factors involved.
These t\vo functions are obviously interrelated because
the less that is technically known about an area the
higher the risk is considered to be. Obviously then,
those areas or tracts which go for exorbitant bids are
near to proven or well researched ~reas.
Those areas
where the geologic knowledge is sp~rce are not conducive
for competitive bidding and certairly not for the amounts
that are quoted in lease sales for proven areas.
Offshore leasing practices in the Uni~ed States, especially,
as they pertain to the oil and gas industry, began in
the Gulf CJast of the United State~ as an orderly development of oil and gas reserves from c,nshore to off shore
areas.
As extensive exploration, ~rilling and development in onshore oil and gas provinces progressed, it
became cle:tr that close offshore geologic basins were
merely an axtension of proven onshore sedimentary basins.
This was further confirmed by intersive geophysical
.exploratio:1 programs which have crisscrossed millions of
square milas in the Gulf of Mexico.
This is not to say
that the risk factor was nil, for there was still a 12 to
1 dry-hole to discovery ratio. But, at least a geologic
environment existed which was condtcive for the occurrence of oil and gas and the econorric factors were favorable enough to overcome a 12 to 1 ory-hole ratio.
Lease
practides by state and federal agencies were geared for
what was k:1own to be a proven area.
The last five years
has seen a~ expanding struggle to find new domestic
reserves a1d bidding practices have become highly competitive.
The dissappointing discovery rates which have
recently occurred off the Texas coast after the enormously
expensive 1967 lease sale, resulted in a sharply reduced
drilling and exploration rate.
Nominations and lease
bids fell off drastically '.vhen it became apparent that
offshore Texas is in a different geologic province than
the neighboring states onshore and offshore areas.
There was just enough production found to be enticing,
but the geologic ~elations had changed. Oil occur~ence
offshore Texas is a more subtle ~henomenon.
The risk
factor has greatly increased and the cost of further

.drilling and lease acquisition is economically a marginal
or. near marginal proposition.
In other words, the State
of Texas and the Federal Government priced themselves
out of the orderly exploration and evaluation of the
Texas Gulf Coast.
It was at this point, which ~e can
confirm, ,.:.hat the Federal Governmi:-, nt began to have second
thoughts about the present nomination-bid system.
This was the beginning of serLous thought being given
to change offshore leasing practic 2 s, and the development
of a more practical and rational p~licy towards offshore
acreage.
After the recent and inccedible Alaskan lease
sale, added impetus was given to c~anging the federal
leasing pc 1licies. Here again the industry had moved into
an area wl .ere, although the risk factor was high, a vast
amount of data had been accumulatEd through twenty
years of ~xtensive geologic and g8ophysical mapping
carried Ol 7 t by the Uni'ted States Geological Survey, the
U. S. Na~ and the Alaskan Geologjcal Survey. These
data reve~led the presence of thick and extensive geologic
sedimentary basins. A number of s u rface oil seeps ·
further indicated · that a hydrocarb::m-forming environment
was favor, tble in the basins.
Thes e factors, coupled
with the c' iscoveries at Prudhoe Ba / and huge corporate
pressures to compete, resulted in 1n inordinate amount
of money 1,eing spent in acquiring :racts covering a
relativel} small area in the north~rn Alaskan Provinces~
Just a fe~ dry-holes on any one of these expensive
tracts wo1 ld seriously retard the :)rogressi ve development
of the va~t territories of the nor t hern Alaskan Provinces.
The Eederal Government is now seriously considering
changing its lease practices to bi,:l.ding on a royalty
basis, i.E., money paid out on the basis of discovery and
establishEQ production rather than where oil and gas
ought to or might be.
The soaring costs of offshore
. exploration, especially, in the ari:;as of adverse climate
conditions and lack of available capital to meet these
burgeoning costs have forced the petroleum industry into
ni'ergers and combined operations. Even under these circumstances they are finding capital hard to come by for
offshore exploration costs, especially in the North
American Artie.
·
The administration of the Majne Mining Bureau has
been following these d~velopments for years.
It has
been observed that foreign countries, especially Canada,
have a more realistic and beneficial approach to their
exploration and leasing progrruns.
The permit system
which we have proposed for the State of Maine is modeled
essentially after the Canadian appro~ch. As the U. S.

Government is now like ly to do, we are emphasizing th e
State Payment Schedules after discovery and production.
Offshoie Maine, like most of the offshore areas on the
North American Continent, have very little geologic and
geophysical data available and are extremely high-risk
areas.
~he result is that there ~s very little - to
encourage industry into e x ploratory efforts via a bidding
approach. As the Canadians are now doing, we want to
encourage a thorough and e x tensive geologic and geophysical evaluition in our territorial waters. Then, if
productio 11 is established, the State can assess the
situation and assign the dollar numbers through leases
and _roy~l t y percentages which will most benefit the State.

December 16, 1969
Neil Rolde

Executive

Robert G. Doy le

Maine Mining Bureau
Oil an<l Gas Legislation

The enclosed brief amendment to Chapter 301 of
Revised Statutes 1969 is, I hope, our final attack on
the probl.em of permits and fees. I will leave .it to
the Lcgislatur-:) and the attorneys to make any final
decision:.; on what comes up. I would ask that you forget
about any of t.he other material I have sent and that this
brief aruendment be submitted to the Governor for
inclu:,:don iri his Call. I believe that I will have a
few minutes with him on the 22nd of Decembero I would,
in the meantine, appreciate anything you can do to help
things along.

Thank yo1.1 again for your continued assinta!1ce i~:i.
our k.-1otty little prubl-'.i:?ms.

.

AMENDMENT TO:

CHAPTER 301

AN ACT Creating the Oil and Gas Conservation and
Development Control Act.
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine, as
follows:
Section 2155.

Authority of the bureau

This Act shall apply to all lands located in the State,
however owneu., including submerged lands on the continental
shelf within the territorial seaward boundary of this
State, and any lands owned or administereu by any government or any agency or political subdivision thereof, over
which the State, under its police power, has juris<liction.

The bureau is authorized anc:.i. it is its duty to prevent
waste of oil and gas and related materials to protect
correlative rights, and to prevent pollution, to make such
regulation~, issue such permits, and collect such fees as
are necessary to the proper administration of this Act,
and otherwise to admi·nis ter and enforce this Act. It has
jurisdiction over all persons ·and property necessary for
that purpose.
Without limiting its general authotity, the bureau shall
have the specific authority:

December 16, 1969

Mr. B. L. Mitchell
Exploration Gas & Oil Company,
Inc.
f,
P. o. Box 30277
Middleburgh H~ights, Ohio 44130
Dear -lr. Mitchell:

In reference to your letter of December 1, please
find enclosed a copy of The Maine Mining~ for StateOwned Lands •. We are recommending several amendments
which will go before the Special Session of the Legislature this January ana :i: will forward them to you if and
when they are passed upon. The Haine. Mining Bureau is
also preparing oil and gas regulations but it is not in
conpletion form as yet.

If there is anything further that I can do for you,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
V

ry truly yours,

MAINE dINING BUREAU

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant Administrator
WAl'.. :pm

EXPLORATION GAS & OIL COMPANV, INC.
216-842-3015

P . 0 . BO X 30277 MIDDLEBURGH HTS. , OHIO 44130

Decembell. 1, .1969
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To_~R~o
=b~e~r~t~ G
-=---"-o---=D~o~y-'--=l~e' - - - - - - - - From

Subject

Robert Go Fuller, Jr o , Assistant

Date Decemb er 11, 1969

D~t. Maine Mining Bureau
Dept. Attorney Gener a l

Oil and Gas Drilling Permits

Your memo of November 17, 1969 requested that I review
a set of proposed regulations designed to set up a drilling
permit systemo You will recall that I advised you that, after
discussion with other members of this office, to set up such a
system by regulation would not be possible under the Oil and
Gas Development and Control Act 0 and that legislation would be
necessary .
I have drafted and furnished you with copies of such legislationo
I understand you will advise me of any substantive
changes to the draft which you feel necessary .
At your request a copy of this memo goes to Neil Rolde of
the Governor ' s staff .

•
Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:mfe
cc:

Neil Rolde

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To

From

Robert Doy le , State Geoloaist

Date

December 3 , 1969

Dept. _ _E~cc.._o___n
~ o.....m~i~c'---D
--=
e -'-v---"e'-"l~oc...o.. . ;m
~ e-=-n.. .t"--__
.;
_

Elmer H. Violette , Subcommittee Chmn . Dept.

Legislative Research Corm ittee

Subject ___P---'u=bc:...=
l =i-=c'----=H-'-e'=-c1c...=
r -=i-=-n=--n----'o=-n::..::._...c:.S---=u=r=--f- 1=·--=c=i-'-a---=]'--_---=M
..c.1=·=n=i=n=--q"---- =
D---"e:...:ca..ce=m
---=b= e-=r'------'l=-0"-L..,__;;cl'--q"""'6a..c9" - - - - - - - - -

Please be advised that the Legislative Research Subcommittee
studying Surficial Mining has scheduled a public hearing for
Wednesday , December 10 , 1969 at 2 : 30 P . M. in Room 228 at the State
House and requests your attendance.
Should you be undble to attend this hearing, I would appreciate
being advised at your earliest convenience .

November 24, 1969
Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Maine Mining Bureau

Robert G. Doyle, Adminis~rator

Maine Mining Bureau

Mining Bureau Activities

Here is a revised copy of the discussion on Mining
Bureau rel tionship with the Departn~nt of Economic Development. You will find also enclosed a description of time and
cost figures totaling over $33,000~ This represents an
accurate estimate of the time spent by the Departme nt on
direct and indirect Mining Bureau activity. It is my
suggestion to the Department (which has been accepted by
Mro Hebert) that a scaled down contractual arrangement of
possibly $22,000 would meet the need. This would· be slightly
less than .the Bureau's estimated annual incomea We presently
have a $40,000 reserve and would expect to add to that at the
rate of $1,000 to $2,000 a year. This seems to be a reasonable
level of maintenance.
'

·when you have finished looking at the enclosed material,
we might get together to discuss it and after such time a
copy can be sent to the membership for their observation.
pm,

• I

MINING BUREAU RELA'I'IONSHIP

The cost of operation of the Mining Bureau has been
borne as an unlisted item by the Department of Economic
Development.

Since 1957, when the Bureau was reorganized,

until a few years ago, this was nei tl .er time-consuming nor
Now, however, with increase([ mining activity and

costly.

the offshore programs. starting up, 3!:,% of the time and
facilities of the Mineral Resources I>i vision staff is
committed to Bureau activities.

New legislation directed

the Department of Economic Developmerct to provide administrative and fiscal assistance to the Bu1 ·eau.
The most effective way of adjust.ing this overbalanced
~udiet-time schedule is to have the Bureau contract, formally,
with the Department of Economic Development for the services
required for Bureau management.

After a careful examination

of the costs--salaries, supplies, overhead, travel, accounting
assistance, etcetera,-- attributable to Bureau work, the
Department would advise the Bureau of the required funds.
These money requests and accompanying explanations would
be reviewed by the Bureau.
-
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Table I shows the anticipated costs of operation for
the corning year of the Bureau.

These figures are based on

actual experiences from time and activities reports, budget
reports and inventory statements.

Examples from the activities

reports of the Division members are included as an appendix.
Approximately 30% of Division staff time is required for
Bureau work.

From the fiscal records we note an additional

$4,000 is spent on directly related Bureau travel.

At least

5% of the administrative and accounting sections of the
Department ~o into Bureau related work.
This Wes especially trying during the past year when
the DepartrnE•nt of Economic Development received a 10. 7%
cutback iI?:_ ! unds and personnel.

Contractual employees,

drafting services, vehicle repairs and maintenance make up
the bulk of the remaining cost figures in table I.
A few words about publication costs and needs:

The

supplementary material with this report describes the relatively
inseparable nature of the Bureau and Division of Mineral Resonrces.
Part of the responsibility of the Geological Survey is the
publication and dissemination of technical information.
In many instances, the area being described is partly
State land, and often the information has relevance for
economic evaluation and interest in ~tate and coastal lands.
Thus, a legitimate part of the dual responsibility of this
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•I
is to have support for publication of strictly
opera t ~on

!I

technical reports, including legal and statutory data.
We will have available at the next Bureau meeting all
pertin~nt records of activities and the budget of the total
operation.

Prior to that meeting, members of the Department

will be pleased to discuss the situation with Bureau members.
The paragraphs below will provi,le a description and
discussion cf the basic roles of the Bureau and Department
and how the agencies interrelate.
Since its inception, the Maine 1;eological Survey has
devoted the major portion of its bu&ret to a basic geologic
mapping effcrt in the State of Maine

This involves a

systematic and quantitative descript:.on of the geologic
environment in this State.

The uses of these basic data are

varied and manifold and serve many interests in Maine geology,
whether it be in the area of economics, conservation or pure
science.
In the past, the Maine Geologica~ Survey had also
supported a number of geological efforts directed specifically
towards the exploration of base metal sulphides in this
State and was instrumental in act~vating the multi-million
dollar exploratory program currently underway in Maine.
Due to the complexity of Maine geology and the necessit1
of quality, and at least several field seasons, the Maine
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Geological Survey selects their workers on a doctoral or
post-doctoral basis.

These researchers are usually well

established in their profession and are not without contacts
in the academic, federal and industrial community.

Their

activities are closely followed by mining interests which
would utilize their data for directing exploratory efforts,
staking claims and acquiring leases.
In addition to dispensing inforr:.1ation, there is that ·
which the Maine Geological Survey acquires from its field
personnel on the activities and wherctbouts of mining and
related interests.

It is this function which allows the

office of the State Geologist to ass3 .gn priorities and
emphasis in his personal liaison witt. mining interests, and
allows an economy of time and money on in-state travel.
Since it is also the purpose of the Maine Mining Bureau
to administer, regulate and control natural re.source conservation as it relates to mineral development, it must again
rely on the measurement and data which the Maine Geological
Survey and its workers have acquired in the field.
The Department of Economic Development is supporting
the Maine Geological Survey in several coastal environmental
s~udies which are situated in localities where ore bodies
might be de~eloped.
These data will furnish much of the necessary background

-4-

i

for effectively monitoring and mining activ~ty.
\

The Maine Geological Survey has also made an extensive
effort to acquire and place on file the results of geochemical
survey ~nd- other systematic measurements ~arried out in this
State by industry, federal, academic and State institutions.
It is recognized that these data, while important in locating
ore bodies, a.re also invaluable in _fnrnishing background
information •Jn the local environment and will facilitate
moni taring programs in potential min_i ng areas.

-5-

TIME

COST
OR SALARY

PERCEN'I'
TIME

$16,328

30%

$ 4,899

12,896

30%

3,868

Office Manager

7,029

30%

2,106

Secretary

4,110

30%

1,233

Department Accc ,untant

10,036

5%

502

Administration

13,520

5%

676

Draftsman

9,698

5%

485

Secretarial

6,750

8%

540

DESCRIPTION:
State Geologist
Assistant State Geologist

Administration Costs
(Overhead & Cctpital)
Supplies

Estimated

(Expe1.-ience 19 67-6 8)

Capital .Equipment

COST
APPLICATION

2,500
1,000

Estimated

2,000

Maintenance
(Experience 1967-68)

510

Contractual
(Experience 1966-68)

2,500

Publication Schedule

4,500

Vehicle Rental (Experience)

1,000

Marden Building Rent
(1500sq. ft.)
Travel Expense (Experience)
TOTAL

2,160

50%

1,080
4,150
$33,549

November 17, l.969
Robert G. Fuller
Robert G. Doy le

Attorney General's Office
Maine Mining Bureau

Oil and Gas Regulations

I am requesting that your office review the enclosed
summary of regulations and fee structure for a pennit and
licensing system of oil and gas operations under the authority
of the Mining Bureau. The system of permits, regulations and
fees for oil and gas should be similar to those presently in
existance for hard minerals mined on state land.
The enclosed matei;-ial will give you a general idea of
what we wish included i~ _J;his series of regulations.

"SI

We will, in the very near future, be asking to meet
with you and go over a series of oil drilling and production
regulations which will cover all phases of drilling,
production and transportation of oil found within our
~0 terri to rial jurisdiction.

cc:

James K. Keefe
Ric: ard A. Hebert

To

R. W. Macdonald, Chief Engineer

Dept. _ _ _E_·_n_v_i_r-,-_o_n....,m_e_n_t_a_l_I_m_p_r_o_v_e_m_e_n_t

Commission
From

Warr e n E. Winslow, Jr., Assistant

Dept. _ _ _A_-_t_t_o_r_n_e~y'---G_e_n_e_r_a_l_____

Su.bject _ _ _R_e_l_a_t_i_o_n_s_h_i~p'---b_e_t_w_e_e_n
__P_._L_._1_9_6_9_,_c_._3_0_l__a_n_d_c_._4_3_1__________

It would appear from a cursory examination of P.L. 1969,
c. 301 and c. 4'31, that a broad reading of these two sections
would allow either the Environmental Improvement commission or
the Maine Mining Bureau to control pollution resulting from oil
spills.
However, a closer examination of the two sections in question
reveals that each agency has its own sphere of primary control and
supervision. That is, in those areas where oil is being drilled,
either on shore or off shore, the Maine Mining Bureau has primary
control and policing functions to try to prevent pollution. If
pollution does in fact result from such mining operations, the
Environmental Improvement commission should try to control or
abate the pollution.
There is admitedly some overlap in these two sections; however,
~µey can be reconciled and there is no real conflict. Generally
speaking, the Mining Bureau has the job of preventing pollution
whereas the Envi.r onmental Improvement Commission has the job of
controlling and abating pollution once it has taken place •
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STATE OF MAINE
lriter,Departmental Memorandum

·~
-r

To

Bobe rt G

From

Frank M. Blackett ·

Doyle, -~

trator

Date

November 4, J969

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject Revising Bureau Forms

In the process of revising the Prospector's Permit for 1970, I realized
that several other forms were in need of revision.
I have attached my revised copies of forms A,J,K, and L. Would you
please review these and make any additional corrections you deem necessary.
Would you al§o briefly review the other forms in your drawer and bring to
my attention any of those which will also require revision.
The words "as amended" are used at the suggesting of Robert Fuller.

FMB:ls

STATE ·0F M INE
lnter~Bepartrn.ental Memorandum Date October 13, 19 69
To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. ___
M_a_i_n_e__M_i_·n_i_n-=gc..__B_u_r_e_a_u
_____

~mn

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept. ___~_1a_i_·_n_e_M_i_n_i_n_g=--_B_u_r_e_a_u___---,--

Subject

Enclosed Advisory From King Resources Company
-------------------------------------------

The letter from Dr. Frederickson outlines a program of
investigation for Gulf Area 1 which they plan to execute
within the very near future.
The Attorney General's Office
has cleared the Bureau and the Company to proceed with
exploration plans based on the license which was issued in
January.
(A CGJJIY of that opinion is also enclese<il. herein.)
The present surveyin~ work will IDe fil®n~ ~urins the next few
m@nths.
Startin! very s©~n the Company wishes t©- empley a
s:i_garker seismic instrument which will hi>e useGl. fer the <§J"e®p:ihysical w0rk.
This type 0f surveyin! has abs0lutely n0 affect en
the environment.
Both seismic and magnetic studies can be
done without hindering or harming the other resources.
I
would suggest that we approve the exploration plan and
authorize the Company to proceed.
Both Walter Anderson and
I will be working with the surveying crew and will, of ;course,
be reporting to Bureau members as the project proceeds.
In
order. that we might allow the Company to proceed as soon as
possible, I would like to have any reaction from each member
~or a Bureau meeting on Monday, October 20, 2:00 P.M., in the
Photo Lab.
I will be pleased to discuss this in person with you
anytime during the week.
pm

STA'rE _OF MAINE
Inter~Departmental Memorandum
To

Rober't G. Doyl e . Administrator

From

Subject

Ro b ert G. Fuller, Jr .. Assistant

Date ,July 25.

Dept.

Mining Bur ea u

Dept.

Attorney General

1969

Propos e d Geophysi c al work by Kinq Resourc e s Company

By letter dated July 22J 1969 you have informed me that
King Resources Company has requested permission to begin geophysical work in the Gulf Mining Area #1. You state that
such work will consist of non-explosive seismic surveying
and possibly some detailed gravity work. You inquire whether
there are any legal problems rais e d by King's proposal;
The conditions o_f King's operations in Gulf Mining Area

#1 are controlled by Maine under the document entitled
"License to Mine No. 7 - First Renewal") dated January 2J
1969. I assume for the purposes of this memo that the written
outline required by paragraph A of the license was submitted
within the 90 day period required. If not) it should beJ as
otherwis_e the Bureau has no facts before it in order to issue
the approval required by paragraph B _ (1) of the license) which
approval is a condition precedent to King's geophysical work.
King must also comply with the provisions of paragraph B (2)
of the license.
TO SUMMARIZE:
The only issue raised by King's request
is whether King has fulfilled the conditions of its license
in a manner satisfactory to the Bureau. When the Bureau is
satisfied that these conditions have been fulfilled) it may
then consent to the performance of the work requested.

/(}lie J~l-/~t~'0~'-,,-01 (/, ( ~

(f:!i7C'S~.

ROBERT G ,:--F )UiER) JR.
Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:mfe

Security Life Building, ·0 0 n ve r, Colorado 80202

Area Cod o 303 Tcl ap llone 534 -766 7

October 7, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Department of Economic Development
Room 211, State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
The following comments outline the i,,iork King Resources Company will
do during the coming six months to further explore their offshore licensed
area.
Background:
The geological target will be the marine portion of the lriassic.
These rocks occur ~n a series of downfaulted segments or blocks that occur
between upthrm,m blocks of metamorphic and igneous rocks. The metamorphic rocks
nearest the sea bottom have a characteristic magnetic 11 signature 11 ; hence, the
trends of these blocks can be detected from magnetic maps.
The Triassic sediments are also underlain by metamorphic rocks. The
depth-to-basement calculations - thickness of the Triassic sediments - are not
unambiguous under some circumstances; hence, must be checked by an independent
measuring method.
We have laid out a geophysical program utilizing continuous seismic
profi)ing methods to obtain the required additional data.
The measurements to be made by the King Resources Company contractor
do not involve the use of dynamite or any other type of explosives.
The exact number of line miles of profiling to be done will be
determined by the results. Inasmuch as the profiling is to be done (a) to
confirm the calculations made from the magnetic maps and (b) to re~olve ambiguous areas, a minimum program of about 300 line miles will .be required. The
actual progr-am may require several times this amount of profiling.

CANADIAN DIVISION :
1300 El vc d c n Hou se, Cill gu ry, Alb e r ta

EASTERN DIVISION:

WESTERN DIVISION:

7_00 Hou s ton No.turul Gas Building, H ou s to n , T ex a -:; 77002

600 D enve r Club Build ing, D e n ve r , C o lo r ado 80?.0?.

100 Park Avenue Building, Okl aho m a City, Ol~la hom a 73102

300 Wall To wers

710 Oil i!nd Ga o Building, New Orlc <:t n s, Loui !;i o,na 70·112

V✓ c o t,

MidlnncJ, T cx<.1~ 78701

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
October 7, 1969
Page Two
The purpose of this letter is:
l.

to inform you about the details of the program;

2.

to request your permission to conduct the above program, and

3.

to obtain a written statement that the above program will meet
our work obligation necessary to hold the license.

Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience,
I am

'

./

.

e v v ~AFF/gh

ccs:

eri ckson
S
esident and
Director of Technical Programs

Messrs. John J. McNamara, Jr.
Robert D. Schwarz

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Date October 6, 19 69

Dept. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. ___M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_1_·n~g_B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_a_i_n_e
__M_i_n_1_·_n~g_L_a_w
__R_e_v_i_s_i_o_n_s______________

I am enclosing a copy of the Attorney General's opinion
regarding claimstaking and recording.
You will receive a
bound copy of the new Mining Law for State-owned Lands within
a few weeks and an additional copy of this memo.
I thought,
however, that you would like to see a copy of this opinion
as soon as possible. What it means is that if you submit an
Affadavit of Investigatory Work from now until the new year,
or plan to do ice work for the 1969 calendar year, your
assessment requirement is $100 per claim.
Renewal fees are
higher than the previous years, i.e., increased from $2 to
$10.
You should receive a copy of the Mining Law quite soon.
If you have any questions concerning any part of it, I would
be pleased to help you in any way I can.
pm

Copies of this memo were sent to:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.

Donald McKinnon
John R. Rand
Peter Ferderber
Robert Hodder
John Cumming
Roberts. Young
Fred Park
R. E. Rohn
Larry G. Hayes
Harley c. Lee

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum

Date

October 6 , 1969

To

Robert Doyle, State Geologjst

Dept.

Economic Development

From

William E. Dennett, Cbajrman

Dept.

Legj sl a ti ve Bes ea rcb Cammj tt.ee

0

Subject _ _ _ _ ____!,S,!..lu,&..!b,!..!c><--!o,ol,lmm.u.Lil.l.J..t..lL.J.Lt:w.e.i;..e~

o..un............
Sci.,Uu.
r ...i.
f _.j--'c.....j..,_
a"-J.l.........J;M
'-1...jU.D.J..iuD~g§r-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please be advised that the Legislative Research
Subcommittee studying surficial mining requests a
meeting with you on Thursday, October 16, 1969 at
9:00 A.M. in the Legislative Research Hearing Room
228 at the State House, Augusta, Maine.
Should you be unable to attend this meeting,
I would appreciate being advised at your earliest
convenience.

MAINE MINiNG BURCl\U

MONTH OF July, August,' September, 1969
3 mos.
lst _Qtr. Budget
_____
Expenditures Balance

Salaries
Contractual

*

1,500.

750.

750.

2 000.

1,500.

500.

.

.

Travel In

450.

Travel Out

250.

Rents

100.

Auto Expense

250.

292.52

General Operating

100.

40.24

59.76

52.

51. 75

.25

Trans. to Ret. Fund
. ,.

5.71. 42

(121.42)

250.
90.

10.
(42.52)

~

Office Supplies

100.

100.

Capital

2.39
Total:

4,802.

-Per. Ser. Bal.
All Other Bal.

*

750.
735.68

Includes $1,000. · increase on C. 0 .. 583.

(2.39)

Scpt~rr~cr 30, 1969

Mr. Edward
Box 182

1.

Da.naczko

Sarles Street
Arro.on' · , NetJ Yor-~

Dear t-tr.. Dan.acz ·o:

The Main8 Mining Bureau has rec(.:i v -u. your '' Application
for Permit to Use Machin ry a1frt E:;:plosi ves". Un o-tunately
tl e . . 1ining Burea cannot act upon your application until you
have u register c~ claim to ,·mrk on.
,

- ant · cl · sing c.:opies of our "Anplication to . cc:ord the
Staking Out of
Clairn". Ploa.se bear in mind th - cl i "'
recorded, begini.-iin-;r on October 1, 1!}6J, ·ill come under the:.

new rate of $10.00 per clai~.

Very truly yours,
l,. l\INE MI -:ING BURE U

•rank M. Bl ck
O -fice 1,: nager

t

September 30, 1969

:•lr. ,_..oy G~eller
ltoutc 1, Bo~ 18
Polnon, i:'-l.ontana 59860
Dear r•1 r. Gfeller:

I am interested in acquiring the following
geological f i€:ld equipment:
,

one leather belt - BB 1 1/2"--- $4.65
one acid bottle case - ABC---- $2.75
one hammer holster - UH------- $2.25
Would you please forward
following address.

ana bill me nt the

Maine lining Bureau
n.oom 211

State Office Bui;l.ding
Augusta, Main
04330

Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,
M1 INE r~INING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pm

September 29, l9G9

i•1r. Charles E. Kidner, President

The Ximac Company
Wilmington, Vurmont 05363

Dear :-1r. "'idner:
I wi.sl! to advise you thu.t the claim t~gs on the shor_ of
Crystal Lake do belong tc,1 th Haine ,!iining Bur au and
represent the onland identifying marks of mining claims
coverin9 an underwater area. The posts were put on land, on
the shore; merely as a confident location.
lone of the land
c::..rea :i.s under "ai:i.ing claim. As a matter of fac - , these claims
ar<? no longer val:i.c since no work .was -one on the pond.
'fhe;
:may ha removed if you wisr1.
Knox rlining is a wholly owned subsidiary of Basic Inc.
of Cleveland, Ohio. Knox has its offices on Main StrcE:!t in
Rockland.
I ru, almost certein that the mineral rig1ts would
go with the lanct purchase.
Knox :•!i: ing has been lookin<j for nick.el deposits in thE.,
soutn--central Maine area £or the last ten or t 1t=-.l ve years.

BAH E 1'1IN:ffG Blilllil-\U

Robert G~ Doyle
Adi-ninistrator
RGD:p.

CHARLES E. KIDNER, President

Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta 0 rii-aine

SUBJECT

FOLD.

"t'

=

THE KIMAC COMPANY

rJ

Q¼Px~mw1S:~

I

9/22/69

DATE

m~~ ~

.A.

PH2 ~· W..~~nQ,a:.~ 7

M Es s AG E

I!Reply

message

Gentlemen ,
I am considering a lot on Crystal Lake ( Washington Lake)
in Washington , Me . On one of the lots nearby there iE are two stakes
on the lakefront . One says ' Maine Ming Bureau #3 542 Mining Claim- staked
by HRM #6810 for Knox ~ining #686 6/21/68 '. The other is identical except
the number is #3541 .
What are they mining for? How do you know if a lot you buy
has the mineral rights sold? Who is Knox Mining?
Sincerely ,
Wilmington, Vt . 05363

SIGNED

RECIPIENT

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum

Subject

Robert G . Fuller, Jr.

24, 196 9

Dept. __M
_i _n_i_n~g"--B
_ u_r_e_a_u_________

To Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
From

Date Septembe r

Assistant

Exploration assessment requirement - claim renewals

FACTS:
§ 2104(7) provides that mining claims

13 M. R.S.A

shall be extended .
upon application
to the Mining Bu r eau on or before December 31st and
upon payment of a like fee as paid when the claim was
recorded, and upon filing an affidavit that during the
period about to expire investigatory work has been performed on the claim to the extent of not less than 200
manhours or $500 worth of work .
(Emphasis suppl i ed.)
11

•

•

•

11

Me . Public Laws 1969 , c . 508 , reduced the amount of investigatory work to 50 manhours or $100 worth of work .
QUESTI ON :
In order for a c l a i m to be eligible for 1970 renew a l , . must the
affidavit indicate compliance with the i n vestigatory work requirements
of the present statute, or the amendment?
ANSWER :
If the claim is presented for renewal prior to October 1, 1969 ,
the present statute con trols , since Me . Public Laws 1969 , c . 508 does
not become effective until that date.
If the claim is presented after
October 1 , 1969 , the new law governs .

0

~

ROB
, JR .
Assistant Attorn ey General

RGFJ r : mfe

September 18, 1969
Robert G. Fuller

Attorney General's Office

Robert G. Doyle

Maine Mining Bureau

Exploration Assessment Requirement-Claim Renewal

STATEMENT:
Section 2101 of the Maine ."1ining Law refers to the renewal
of validly staked and recorded clc1ims. Th~is Section was
.revised by the last Lcgislature-·-such revision to take effect
on October 5, 1969. Under the present statute, a claim holder
is required to accomplish at least $500 worth of exploration or
development work on each claim during a calendar year in order
to have his claim renewed.
Under the nm-; law (as of October 5)
the ,-mrJ~ requirement is to be $100 per claim per year.

QUESTION:
If a claim is in gpod standing for the Calendar Year 1969,
as a newly staked or renewed clair.1 (from 1968), and assessment
work on that claim is not completed before October 5, 1969, is
the claim holder liable for $500 or $100 ns a minimum exploration work requirement for renewal of his 1969 claim for 1970?
pm

Scptemner 8, 19fi9

,·Ir. Lvcrctt L. 'Ayer

P.ycrc

.uto Body

• et:' Brunswick Ro.:;.(

Gar( .in.:~r r ;,Jv:i.ne

.,

r :cecci\-cd, in tH~.s .1 0rning's ·, nail( your ,ill fo·:- repair.s
to the i·Li.ning _ 1rcau eq o
-rigL ally, I . ti hoped that this
rc~)air· wo:r · coulc~ have been p i,..:., out of u plus u ds a ... he
e.n ~ o:<: ti:-: ')ast ioca year o
f it haci been possi lo or you
tt.1 sri]).·li ·· tlH: m«jor repair bL.l earlier, as
h
hope;.c you
~•ot:lc', I woul: :1u. re h,-c.n able to handle it witi .'..r: t!1e prcse. t
qutirtc:irs Luugr.:)t;.
Eow<,,ver, ~ue to the passa.12 of time nince
ti is · 10rk ~-,as comnletoC. our fi1: t qu . ter £undo hav-:: teen
deplc-1..eL1. to · point -;,;here \le cannot :? ocess this b_ll until
October 1, uhcn our seco:16. quart.e:. bu<l<Jet fm:ds become available.
I rc'9ret thc.t this situ tion mdsts
1d :: hope th - t. payment
or: c•r abot~t Oct.ob ... r 1 will be satis:.. ctory to youo
Very truly yo rs ,
MAI. E !-'I!:!I crG J3 P.E U

Frank :1. Blad~ct:t
ff·i ce .'.1anager

S'TA'TE OF 1v1/-\l1\JE
lpter~Departmental lvfemorandurn
To ___c_1_a_y_t_o_n__P_.__o_s_g_·o_o_d_,_c_h_a_i__r__1_n_a_n
Robert G. Doyle, A.dministrator

From _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date . September 5 , 19 69

Dept.

Maine Mining Bure a u

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Mining Bureau activities during the month of August

Subject

===============-=·-= ========::=============== ==

Early in August I attended a meeting with the Governor
and Commissioner at the U. S. State Department where we
discussed Canadian oil lease locations close to the Washington
County coast.
Meetings were held with the Humble Minerals' Department
people both in the field and the office.
Part of the
discussions related to new legislation and public lot activity.
Mapping work and field inspection visits, part of which
was related to State land in the offshore, were continued.
Assistance was given to oil companies attempting to
develop facilities along our coast.
This obligation seems to
be cutting across the Bureau and Division lines and, therefore,
will be ieported as part of Bureau activity.
Travel requirements and the possibility of consultant's fees are part of
this obligation and additional funds will be brought from
reserve to keep abreast of this situation.
pm

s·r/-\_T'E OF 1v1AJ1\JE
lT;1.ter~Departn1ental 1v1en1orandum
P. Osgood, Chairman
T0 - - Clayton
----------'---------From

Robert G. Doyle, Amuinistrator

Da te

Septemb e r

5, 1969

Minir_1g Bure a u
Dc/Jt. - - Maine
------~--------Dept. _ _M_a_i_n_e__M_i_n_i_·_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_n_i_n_g..:..__B_u_r_e_a_u__
a_c_t_i_v_i_t_i_e_s__d_u_r_i_·_n_;_g_t_-h_e_m_o_1_1_t_h_o_f_J_u_1_1_,_ _ _ _ _ __

With the Legislature adjourning early in July, much of
the first few days of the month were spent trying to assess
the effects of new legislation.
(Discussions in the Mining
Bureau minutes may be referred to for this assessment.)
With the summer field season beginning, the Division
staff people, working both under Bureau and Division responsibilities, began the series of field mapping inspection trips,
mining exploration visits arid geologic mapping work both on
private and State lands.
Geologic work in the near offshore was begun, and studies
on the Machiasport, Portland and Searsport areas were undertaken.
More work in the Rockland area, both by staff geologists
and contractual people, will hopefully assist mining activity
in Knox County.
There was a Conservation Committee meeting at Harborside
attended by various members of the Bureau.
An earlier memorandum describes this meeting in detail.
The upcoming Suprem~ Court case regarding offshore oil
rights required several Mining Bureau.meetings.
pm

luter~Departrnental Mcn1orandurn
To

Clayton P.

---

Frorn

Osgood,

Chairman

Date

Septcr-1be.r 5 2

Dept. _ _M_a_i_·1_1_e._l-_f_i_n_j_1_:1_g_B_u_r_c_a_u_ _ _ __

Doyle, Administrator
Oept.
Maine Mining Bure.au
Review of Bureau activities for the
third and fourth quarter of the 1968 d l969 fiscal year

Robert Go

Sribjcct

January
Almost the entire month of January was spent on two
principal activities.
The more pressing of which was final
drafting, discussions and minor amendments to four pieces of
legislation concerned with Mining Bureau activity for conservation
of mined land areas.
In addition, the annual reports, summaries
and renewal of permits for mining work on State land was attended
to.
This necessitated office and field work, visiting some of
the areas where activity was going on.
All members of the Division staff were involved in
legislation work, meeting with both legislators and representaw
tives of the Governor's Office.
The Mining Bureau meeting was held on Friday, January 10,
so that the Bureau could examine the . legislation before it was
• submitted.
Also during January, snme time was spent with the Attorney
General's Office going over both mining legislaticin and a
License to Mine for King Resources Company.
I visited the office
of Northeast Peat Company in Boston.
Several of us worked on the Knox Mining Company Pier Project
trying to give them assistance with piping the ore from the
Union Nickel Corporation.

us.

1969

The problem of who owns claim rights in T4~R7
Field visits were made to Jackman.

is still with

February
During the month of February I began discussions with the
legislators regarding the passage of the mining conservation
legislation.
We prepared plans for the type of presentation that
would be made to the Natural Resources Committee when the bills
came up for hearing.
I had conversations, as well, with the
Associated Contractors of Maine regarding this legislation.
Several of us continued discussions with EDA and the Knox
Mining Company regarding the project for Nickel concentrate
shipments.

I took time out to attend the annual meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers in Washington talking with mining
companies and various mining people concerning our projects in
Maine.
King Resources presented further plans for their activities
and with the Commissioner we all met fu the Governor's Office.
The Mining Bureau met again in February and turned most of
its attention to legislation.
We also initiated a discussion
concerning a cooperative program for coastal data study with the
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries.

March
We continued our work for the Legislature on conservation
bills.
I met with a group of timberland owners and discussed
ideas and made final plans for the hearings.
During the second
week of the month I was in Toronto attending the Projects and
Developers Association meeting.
Part of those meetings were with
Blackhawk and Noranda discussing their activities on certain
State lands.
We made a concrete proposal to Sea and Shore Fisheries
regarding the meta~ content data acquisition project,
As the month progresse~ the involvement with conservation
legislation became more intense and everyone in the Division spent
time on this project.
We continued discussions with King'Resources Company about
the legal status of our offshore rights and other engineering
activities.
Our hearing on the conservation legislation took
place in April.

April
Our hearings on the conservation legislation took place
during this month.and follow-up discussions with legislators
carried through to the middle of the month.
King Resources Company
took some of our time discussing their offshore activities.
I
made several trips to examine activities on public lots in
northern Maine.
With Austin Wilkins I discussed changing the location of a
public lot in Big Squaw Mountain Township to facilitate improvement of the Squaw Mountain skiing facility.

I visited New York to meet with the Humble Minerals
Department people to discuss their activities in Northern
Maine.
Both Tague Pond and Jackman areas were visited.
In
office routine I began a report to be presented at the American
State Geologists meeting where a discussion panel of federal
agency people reviewed new ideas regarding o£fshore ownership
of mineral rights.
The Maine Mining Bureau met and discussed legislation
and activities by King Resources Company and proposed work by
Northeast Peat Mines in Washington County.

MAY

The last hearing, that on the oil and gas bill, was
attended by Division staff members.
There was some discussion
at the hearing whether or not all transport of oil and gas
in the offshore areas included oil coming in from foreign
forces should be subject to regulations by the Mining Bureau.
Since this is the responsibility of the Water Improvement
Commission, under present and future legislation, we suggest· ed that it was unnecessary to include it in Mining Bureau
activity.
During the secorid week of May I was in Tucson, Arizona
attending the Association of American State Geologists' meeting
and also stopped in Denver to visit King Resources Company's
office,
The Maine Mining Bureau had its May meeting on May 19 with
particular discussion of the transfer of the public lot in Big
Squaw Mountain Township.
I worked with Donaldson Koons on the oil and gas law preparing
for a second hearing, and continued discussions with legislators
regarding conservation legislation.

JUNE

The Bureau activity during the early part of June included
discussions on the development of deep water harbors and mineral
deposits related to that near shore area.
I had meetings in
Boston and New York on this subject.
Legislation _matters and the problems of King Resources Company
in the near shore ~rea took a large part of the Bureau's and Division
staff people's time.
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~tutr nf :!laittr
In Council,--------Mlnin9
Bureau
___
_
Department, _Main•

ORDERED,

That

the State eontroller increa•• the Allotment. in Appropriation

14225, Main• Mining Bureau, an4:

Be it Purther ordered,
ft.at. the St.ate cont.roller authorise th• expenditure in
aqcordance with the attached Rtlqueat tor AdjuatlHnt ot
Allotaent,. for th• fit1cal y•ar endJ.129 3u.ne 30, 1970 ..
111

Stateaent ot raot
That the Maine Mining Bureau hu becaM invo1Ye4 in a more
extenaiw work progr• t;h&n was anticipated .. Increaa41d
expen41turea are
J.marily related to Conuactual-Conaultant
fees and other~ 1 Other~ categor/ expen••••

In Council,-------Read and passed by the Council, and by the Governor approved.

----------Secretary of State.
A true copy,

ATTEST:
Secretary of State

10.

4225
Appro. Nos. _ _ __
August 21:i-;---n 69
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Dat..___ _ _ _ __

Retained by Department

STATE OF MAINE

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
REQUEST FOR ADJUSTMENT OF ALLOTMENT
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 19?Q

Department _ _ _ _ _M
_AI__
NiE
_,_ ~_I_N_I_t:_:JG
_· _ B_U_Rf.
_"
_'A_U
_' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Source of Funds from which adjustments are to be made
1. Allotment Reserve
'.2 . Unallotted Reserve

§

4. Intra-Departmental Transfer
5. Contingent Account Allocation

6.

3. Allotment Revision
N ote.

If adjustment of allotment affects more than one of the above sources please show separate aniounts (indicating
t he source reference numbers 1 to 6) in requesting allotment changes in the schedule set forth below.

N ature of Adjustment
Please increase and/or decrease allotment for the accounts as indicated below.
Ref.

2

Appro.
No.

4225

Division

All Other

Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

$1,000

$1,000

$1 ,000

$1,000

lsl

Totul

$4, 000

Statement of Fact (If space is insufficient, attach addition al sheet. )

To ac1j nst allotment in a c cordance with att ached Council Order .

Signature of Department Head.
Budget Office Report (For use of Budget Office-only.)

Checked by_ _ _-=-----------Budget Examiner

Date

Approved by_ _=---=-~--:::-,,.......--State Budget Officer

Date

(COPY}

@,fa:tr

nf :aRatur
In

SEP 4 1969
Council, _ __

Department,

Maine Mining Bureau

ORDERED,

That

the State Controller increase the Allotment in Appropriation
#4225, Maine Mining Bureau, and:

Be it Further Ordered,
That the State Controller authorize the expenditure in
accordance with the attached "Request for Adjustment of
Allotment" for the fisoal year ending June 30, 1970.

Statement of Fact
That the Maine Mining Bureau has become involved in a more
extensive work program than was anticipated. Increased
expenditures are primarily related to Contractual-Consultant
fees and other "All Other" category expenses.

SEP 4 1969
In Council,-------Read and passed by the Council, and by the Go ernor approved.

A true copy,

ATTEST:
Secretary of State

4225J
STATE OF MAINE
Appro. Nos·--..---~~--~
August 26, 1969
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Date;__ _ _ __

7.

BUREAU OF 'l'HE BUDGET
REQUEST FOR ADJUSTMENT OF ALLOTMENT
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 19!Q__

Department _ _ _ _ _M_A_I_t_"l.t::_"'_M_I_N_I_1'_1G_B_URF:_:._'A_~U_7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Source of Funds from which adjustments are to be made
1. Allotment Reserve
2. Unallotted Reserve
3. Allotment Revision

Note.

D

4. Intra-Departmental Transfer
5. Contingent Account Allocation

[:J

0

6.

If adjustment of allotment affects more than one of the above sources please show separate aniounts (indicating
the source reference numbers 1 to 6) in requesting allotment changes in the schedule set forth below.

·Nature of Adjustment
Please increase and/or decrease allotment for the accounts as indicated below.
Ref.

2

Affro.
o.
42251

Division

All Other

-

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

·3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

Total

$4,000

Statement of Fact (If space is insufficient, attach additional sheet.)

To adjust allotment in accordance with attached Council Order.

Budget Office Report (For use of Budget Office.only.)

Checked by_ _ __,,,,___,._..,,,.._ _ _ _ __
Budget Examiner

Date

Approved by_ _- _ _ _ _...,...,_ _ __
State Budget Officer

Date

.... -

Budget OfficeThen to Department

.

,c

4225 1
STATE OF MAINE
Appro. Nos.
,~ugus t:. _ ti , 1069
"
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Dat,____ __ _ _ _
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
~ r

ADVICE OF ALLOTMENT

For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 19~

•

Department _ _ _ _ _1A
_ I_N_E__u_r_!lI
_'1'_m
_~_ B_u_m_._
'li_U_ -'-::-:~-:::-::=-====:-::7::-:-::::::::=-:-=::::'====--=:::-:::=-- ~:::::-::=====~
Source of Funds from which adjustments are to be made
1. Allotment Reserve

2. U nallotted Reserve
3. Allotment Revision
Note.

§

4. Intra-Departmental Transfer
5. Contingent Account Allocation

•

6.

If adjustment of allotment affects more than one of the above sources please show separate aniounts (indicating
the source reference numbers 1 to 6) in requesting allotment changes in the schedule set forth below.

· Nature of Adjustment

Please increase and/or decrease allotment for the accounts as indicated below.
Ref.

2

Appro.
No.

Division

4.225 ,

All Other

1st
Quarter

Quarter

· 3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Total

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,GOO

$4, 0.00

2nd

Statement of Fact (If space is insufficient, attach additional sheet.)

To adjust allotm :n-t in accordance with uttached Council Order.

e Report (For use of Budget Office·only.)

Approved by Governor and Council per Order #583 dated September 4, 1969 .

Checked by_ _ _--=---=---,------'-Budget Examiner

Ronald H. Lord

Approved by-=-~~_,K
,,,.=,-=;;..,
---C
~ ~ 4-- 9-/ ~ I 6 9
State Budget Offict
Date

R. M. Berry

The intent of the original leg~slation and purpose of
all subsequent changes is to develop the use of the mineral
resources on State lands, administering these activities in
a fashion sompatible with the best interest of the citizens.
Governors, Muskie, Reed and Cuitis, as well as the Mining
Bureau chainnan and members, have supported and directed
this philosophy.
The Bureau has indicated to me many times that we
should work toward getting a properly regulated mining operation going.

If we get a fair share of the value of the

minerals extracted, and the employme_nt, taxes and new
development which occur while at the same time preserving
the environment and ecology of the mined area, we would be
serving the State most effectively.
Question 1:
What were the reasons behind the change in the law?
Answer
The law changes in 1967, like all others, were made to
produce a law which was at equal standing with other states
and the Canadian Provinces. The specific change regarding
a ceiling on rent and license fees was needed because it
became apparent that at the then existing $5.00 per acre
rent and $25.00 per claim license cost, some of the large
area-large tonnage, but low unit value mineral · deposits
could not be explored and mined.
Such things as agricultural
limestone (rock and powder), peat, forming clays, diatomaceous earth, placer deposits and such, occur in large areas;
b~t, the net and gross profit per ton (or unit) is so low

Answer to Question 1:

(Continued)

that a license fee of tens or hundreds of thousands of
dollars would be more than equal to several years of profits.
Such deposits could not be mined under those circumstances.
The choice of . $500 rent- $500 fee.maximum is close to
the average mining license cost per year of other states
and provinces.
Except over water, the total cost for a
License to Mine is $1,000, ·a reasonable figure.
The Bureau
and I want to see development money spent on the ground, to
make a mine, not for fees.
You really cannot charge enough
to make a major contribution to the State tax rolls- no one
would explore State lands if you over-burdened them before
they even had a hole in the ground.
Finally, a license is only a temporary mid-step in the
mining law system.
It allows a company, which has proved
on paper that an economic deposit exists, to plan their
total operation with the approval of all the resource
agencies as to the compatibility of a proposed operation
with other State use of the land and with the environment
g~nerally. With the Land Use Ruling (passed on by all
resource agencies before issue) and a License defining the
limits of land use, the company may proceed with final
development.
The purpose of the License fee is to defray
the engineering costs by the State to itudy the proposed
operation and insure that the developmenf will not injure
other values, e.g. aesthetic, that the land may have.
In
the final stage, (a mining lease) the State takes its profit,
from the extraction of natural resources, in royalty payments.
In similar fashion, the State uses driver license fees to
maintain a licensing agency.
It makes money off the gas tax.
Question 2:
What has been the practical effect of the change?
Answer
I really do not understand the meaning of this question.
What are "practical effects", and upon whom or what?
Question 3:
How much revenue in mining license fees was taken in by
the state during the last full fiscal year before the law
was . changed?
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Answer to Question 3:
1 License in effect~ $225.00
Remember (see answer to Question 1) that a License is only
a temporary middle step between Claim and Lease status.
Question 4:
How much revenue in mining license fees was taken in by
the state during fiscal 1968-69?
Answer
One license is in effect - $500.00
Question 5:
Was the decision by King Resources to file offshore oil
claims with the state in any way connected with the change
in the law; did the change encourage the King decision?
Answer
I have no knowledge of what motivated King Resources
. Company to file its claims.
Question 6:
Has the change affected any corporate decisions by other
mi~ing interests in the state?
Answer

I cannot tell you what effect the change in the law had
upon mining company interests in Maine.
I cannot speak for
. mining company attitudes regarding the 1967 change.
Question 7:
By my calculation, King Resources would have been liable
under the old law for over $4 million in annual mining fees
-instead of the pal try sum spe_c ified by the new law. Any
comment on th'is?
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Answer to . Question 7:
Gulf Area I, the KRC block, is a geologic and economic
unknown.
We have a few ideas, based on ver j sparse information, that a gas pool and perhaps some oil is in one of the
large sandstone lenses at 6,000-10,000 feet depth.
That is
all we (and pres1.1i--uably KRC) knm,, .
If we were to ask ~ oil
company to pay $4 million for a li.c ense to look at such a
wildcat target area, no on e would even talk to us.

f.

lf

The high, one to five dollars, per acre figures for
offshore land sales are only for proven basins, already
producing oil.
Wildcat acreage goes for a few cents· an
acre, and for a · one to three-year permit.
The Canadian
Permit System is ten to twenty-five cents per acre cost for
a two-year lease guarantee.
This permit allO'ws an operator
to explore and to drill.
Once production has been established,
the operator must take a lease.
The Canadians make money on
lease royalties.
Starting in October, 1969, KRC will be operating under an
oil and gas permit and lease system based on the best
combination of State and national regulations.
Details of
new regulations for Gulf Area I are presently being prepared.
The State will be assured 6f permit revenue as well as lease
royalties from production.
In addition, the new Oil and Gas
Conservation and Development Control Act, enacted as Chapter
. 301.of the 1969 public laws, together with the existing
License, enables Maine to . control the exploration for and
production of oil which may be found offshore.
State
_approval is a prerequisite to development.
Question 8:
Are claims fees supposed to be paid annually? The agreement between King Resources and the state doesn't indicate
that they will be in this case.
Answer
Claim fees were paid by KRC in 1968.
The Company went on
License to Mine status in January 1969. As a Licensee, KRC
pays no claim fees.
The KRC area comes under the regulations
of the oil and gas statute. Maine will not lose any money
that it is able to get. More important, the terms of the
License are designed to insure that all exploratory work
will be submitted for Bureau approval before any of such
work begins, so that we can satisfy ourselves that no injury
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Answer to Question 8:

(Continued)

to the marine environment is likely·to occur. Maine has
learned from the Santa Barbara disaster, I hope, that
regulation of offshore drilling is an absolute necessity.
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Mr. Doyle,
In line with our telephone conversation Monday, I'm
submitting the following questions regarding a change in the
mining law that was made by the 103rd Legislature.

The change

involved the imposition of a $500 ceiling on the amount of
money to be paid the state annually x by a company for mining
license fees.

I understand that you were the author of this

statutory amendment.

The questions:

1.

What were the reasons behind the change in the law?

2.

What has been the practical effect of the change?

3.

How much revenue in mining license fees was taken in

by the state during the last full fiscal year before the law
was changed?

4.

How much revenue in mining license fees was taken' in

by the state during fiscal 1968-69?

5.

Was the decision by King Resources to file offshore oil

claims with the state in any way connected with the change in the
law; did the change encourage the King decision1

6.

Has the change affected any corporate decisions by other

mining interests in the state?

7.

By my calculation King Resources would have been liable

under the old law for over $4 million in annual mining fees instead
of the paltry sum specified by the new law.

Any comment on this?

8.

Are claims fees supposed to be~~ paid annually?

The

agreement between King Resources and the state doesn't indicate
that they will be in this case.
I'm sorry to trouble you at vacation time, but I would
appreciate the earliest possible response to these questions.
Feel free to add anything you feel is pertinent.
Sincerely,

S'rAT'E OF<' lVlAJl\fE
8, 1969
lnter~Departmental 1v1cmorandurn Date- August
--------To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
Robert G. ,Doyle, Administrator

From _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - -

Dept. __M
_a_J_·.n_e_M_i_n_J_·._n_g_B_u_r_-_e_a_u_____
Dcpt. ___M_a_i_n_e_~_1_i_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_i.:_l____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L_e_g_i_·s J._a_t_j_
.o_n_ _ ___________________

Mr. Jim Brunelle of the Portland Press Herald has asked
me a series of que~tions boncerning Bureau activity. These
questions and my answers accompany this memo. Would you
please review the pages and mak~ comments if necessary? I
will send the answers to Mr. Brunelle only after your review.
He would like the material by the weekend.
·
pm

first
Cooies.of this memo and accompanying/draft went to the
fo1.Low1ng people:
Wilkins~ Austin H.
Fuller, Robert G • .
Keef'e; James K.
Nixon, Andrew
Pease, Alan
Rolde, Neil

The intent of the original legislation and purpose of
all subsequent changes is to develop the use of the mineral
resources on State lands, administering these activities in
a fashion compatible with the best int e rest of the citizens.
Governors Muskie, Reed and Curtis, as well as the Mining
Bureau chairman and members, have supported and directed
this philosophy.
The Bureau has indicated to me many times that we work
toward getting a mining operation going.

If we get a fair

share of the value of the minerals extracted, and the
employm~nt, taxes and new development which occur, we would
.be serving the State most effectively.
Question 1:
What were the reasons behind the change in the law?
Answer
The law changes in 19.67, like all others 1 were made to
produce a law which was at equal standing with dther states
(and especially ihe Canadian Provincei)~ and not to be a
hindrance or nuisance to mineral development.
The specific
change regarding a ceiling on rent and license fees was
needed because it became apparent that at the then existing
$5.00 per acre rent and $25.00 per claim license cost, some
of the large area-large tonnage, but low unit value mineral
deposits could not be explored and mined.
Such things as
agricultural limestone (rock and powder), peat 1 forming
clays, diatomaceous earth, placer deposits and such, occur
in large areas; but, the net and gross profit per ton (or
unit) is so low that a license fee of tens or hundreds of
thousands of dollars would b~ more than equal to several
years of profits. Such deposits could not be mined under
those circumstances.
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Answer to Question 1:

(Continued)

The choice of $500 rent- $500 fee maximum is close to
the average mining license cost per year of other states
and provinces.
Except over water, the total cost for a
License to Mine is $1,000, a reasonable figur~.
The Bureau
and I want to see development money spent on the ground,
to make a mine, not for fees. You really cannot chaige
enough to mike a major contribution to the State tax rollsno one would explore State lands if you over-burdened them
before they even had a hole in the ground. Why make it
unnecessarily tougher in an already tough business? You
thus defeat the purpose of the whole program for mining
development.
Finally, a license is only a temporary mid-step in the
mining law system. It allows a company, which has proved on ·
paper that an economic deposit exists, to plan their total
operation with the approval of all the resource agencies as
to the sompatibility of a proposed operation. With the Land
Use Ruljng (passed on by all resource agencies before issue)
and a ~icebse, the company may proceed with final develop- ·
ment.
The ~urpose of the License fee is to defray the
engineering costs by the State to study the proposed operation.
In the final stage, (a mining lease) the State takes
its profit, from the extraction of natural resources, in
.royalty payments. As an example, the State uses driver
license fees to maintain a licensing agency. It makes money
off the gas tax.
Question 2:
What has been the practical effect of the change?
Answer
I really do not under~tand the meaning of this question.
What are "practical effects", and upon whom or what?
Question 3:
How much revenue in mining license fees was taken in by
the stite during the last full fiscal year before the law
was changed? ·
Answer
The figures below indicate the number of Licenses in effect
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during any particular period of time. Please note in
Question 1 that a Lic e nse is only a tempor a r y middle step
between Claim and Lease status .
-----1 License in effect - $225.00
Question 4:
How much revenue in mining license fees was taken in by
the state during fiscal 1968-69?
Answer
One license is in effect- $500.00.
Question 5:
Was the decision by King Resources to file offshore oil
claims with the state in any way connected with the change
in the law; did the change encourage the King decision?
Answer
In 1965-1966 when the License fee change issue was discussed
and then amendment_s proposed, no one on the Bureau, nor
myself, had ever ~ven heard of King Resources Company. I
had not presumed that the red sandstones of the Jeffrey's
Ledge area would become a target for oil and gas exploration
foi a long time.
There is ~bsolutely no connection between
the law change of 1967 and the King Resources Company's
staking of ~ulf Area I in 1968.
From all indications to me, the King Resources Company's
representatives who first ~alked to ~e in 1968, had no idea
that we had a mining l _a w, what it said or who administered
it. They had first been to p;u.c. and the Mai~e Port
Authority looking for advice before reaching my office.
Question 6:
Has the change affected any corporate decisions by other
mining interests 'in the state? ·
Answer
I cannot tell you what effect the chang e in the law had
upon mining company interest in Maine. There has been a
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predictable increase in total Bureau revenues resulting
from royalty and l ease payments.
Exploration, in g~neral,
is increasing and mining operations, on and off State lartd,
have begun.
I cannot speak for mining company attitudes
regarding the 1967 change.
Question 7:
By my calculation, I{ing Resources would have been liable
under the old law for civer $4 million in annual mining fees
instead of the paltry ·s ur11 specified by the new law. Any
comment on this?
Answer
Gulf Area I, the KRC block, is a geologic and economic
unknown.
We have a few ideas, based on very sparse information, that a gas pool and perhaps some oil is in one of the
large sandstone· lenses at 6,000-10,000 feet depth.
That is
all we and KRC know.
If we were to ask any oil company to
pay $4 million for a license to look at such a wildcat
target area, no one would even talk to us.
The high, one to five dollars, per acre figures for
offshor~ land sales are only for prove n basins, already
producing oil. Wildcat acreage goes for a few cents an
acre, a~d for a one to three-year permit. The Canadian
Permit System is ten to twenty-five cents per acre cost for
a two-year lease guarantee.
This permit allows an operator
to explore and to drill.
Once production has been established,
the operator must take a lease.
The Canadians mak~ mon e y on
lease royalties.
Since we did not have a prepared set of rules and regulations on oil and gas activity in the Bureau, we had t6 ke ep
the King area under some control until legisia.tion could be
passed taking care of this aspect.
A license was prepared
by the Attorney General's office and approved by the Bureau.
Starting in 1970, KRC will be operating under an oil and
gas permit and lease system based on the best combination of
· State and national regulations.
Details of the regulations
for Gulf Area I are presently being prepared.
The State will
be assured of permit revenue as well as lease royalties
fr~!Il production.
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Question 8:
Are claims fees supposed to be paid annually? The agreement between King Resources and the state doesn't indicate
that they will be in this case.
Answer
Claim fees were paid by KRC in 1968. The Company went on
License to Mine status in January 1969. As~ Licensee,
there are no claim regulations and claim fees in effect.
Under the legal circumstances and \-ji th the fact of leg is la-·
tion pending, it appeared to the Bureau that a Lic~nse to
Min~ issua~ce was · the most practical step to take for all
parties concerned. I reiterate that on January i, 1970,
the KRC area comes under the regulations of the oil and g·as
statute.
At that time, I can assure you that the State's
financial interest will, as always, be cared for.
Maine is
not losing any money that it is possible arid able to get .

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum Date August s, 1969
G._poyle
To _ _ Robert
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

w.

Anderson
From _ _ _ _ _A.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Maine
_ g_ Bureau
Dept. _ _ _
_ _ _Minin
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Maine
B-ureau
Dept._ _ _
_ _ _Mining
_____
_ _ _ _ _ __

Mining
Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ __Bureau
_ _ _ _gasoline
_ _ _ _ _card
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In response to your memo of August 4, may r explain
that I have been utilizing this card and a Mining B-ureau
vehicle to conduct geological investigations outside of
regular working hours.
These invest:Lgations have taken
place in the Union 7 1/2 minute Quadrangle, where r plan to
conduct a geologic mapping effort, and in the Livermore
Quadrangle. S:Lnce this work is being done on my own time,
I have not reported it on my weekly activities report--this
will be corrected and future work will be ~eported.
I hope it is appreciated that as Assistant State
Geologist I must take advantage of every opportunity( which
does not -often occur during office hours, to familiarize
myself with Main_e geology.
pm

l:.ugust 5, 1~69
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Jo;~!l Sw<::n,3011 Grani tc Comp.:::.ny

Cu11cor-::t, .k:w Ea.tu~hirE:!

~10re ,::r...; tu~ t..:..rE':c _t?iece::; of lcgL;lation µa:.;;s13...t by tiic
lv4L. Ls:;.:i....;h.tur~ w1.J. c.1 involve --:liuing an•' oil a.nu gas .
I ·1opo
co hc.:.v:) ·,ur Lrnr-t::, prLli.:'8l1 by tl1e liall. Tcl0 l ~ws go ~nt.o uffo(!t
.,n Octo.0cr 7, 1969.

Your cc-r..1,1<::!uts ar2 uelcomc .

very truly you_s,

RoiJo:..:t G. Doy le
.A.... mini~t.rator
/

Original copies of t h is letter were sent to :
l-1r.

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Larry A. . Cole - Ap plied Oceanics , Inc.
John Mulvahill
Roberts. Youn g
J. J. McNamar a
Arthur M. Hussey
Jack B. Malcolm
Charles D. Snead
Larry Cole - Kno x Mining Company

,tt. f-i . B.
August 4 , 1969
Walter A. Anderson, ~~st. Administrator
Robert G. Doyle , Administrator

Ma i ne Mining Bureau
;'4aine Mining Bureau

~tining Lureau Gasoline Card

I have :made it a pract i ce of reviewing, every six months f
where ·a n

how our budget and activities have been going.

reviewing ti1e gasoline purchases of mining bureau vehicles

After
I

tr1at you mah::! every effort to make very careful use of the
gasoline-credit card as it refers to D~partmental and Bureau

activities .
pin

\

I urge

lnter~Departrnental Men1orandum.

Datc_J)JJ y 2 c; ,-l.9J5_9_ _

To ___C-=---l~a~y_t_o_n
__O_s~gLo_o_d___Tr -_ ,. _ __

Dept. _M..a.ine_M.ini~n_g Bu rer1~1~1 _ _ _ __

1 fitv~l
From _ _=.:R=-=o~b:.. .:e::.. ::r=-t-=-----=G:.. .:•____:D=-=.o.J. y-=l:.. :e=----\'-:'-:_·_· ·_____

Dept.

7

Mai ne_Min.in_g_Blu:..e....__...__ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ __.: :_C~o::n.:.:s: :.e: : :. : :r. . :v. : a: . :t: . :1=-·o~n:__:_M::.::e::.:e:::_t=i~n:.::gi_:oa:::..t-"'--=.,Hc::a""r~b"'"'o~r=s=i'-'d.=e ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This memo will serve to review the discussion at Harborside
that took place on Friday, July 18, at 1:00 P.M. in the Callahan
Mining Company office. Mr. Osgood, Mr. Bond, Mr. Doyle, and Mr.
Charles Boothby of the Soil and Water Conservation Service
represented the State and the Maine Mining Bureau. Also in
attendance were representatives of the Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries and the Federal Fisheries Bureau. Three town
selectmen of Brookville and members of the State Planning Board
were at the meeting. Mr. Snead and Mr. Malcolm represented the
Company. The meeting was called at the request of Mr. Snead to
begin explanatory talks on the plans for restoration of the State
owned land related to the mining operation. Three principal
points were discussed:

1. The possibility of a fund up to $30,000 to be contributed to
equally by the three parties involved - the Bureau, the Company,
and the town.
-2. The preparation of reclamation plans for restoration of the
area.

3. The relationship of the various State and Federal agencies
which fee·1· concern about type and quality of restoration.

There was considerable discussion on all three of these
points, most important of which was t:ti·e fact that the Town
offices would need to have some sort of definate plan to
present to the voters of the town before there could be a
chance of getting the warrant passed, contributing tb the
reclamation fund.
This point brought more discussion and
possible planning ideas. It was recommended that the State
Park Commission be approached to see if a Park planner could
make some specific recommendations of possible post-operation
use of the property. Mr. Charles Se~ell of the Brookville
Planning Board will also approach E.D.A. to see if a planning
. grant 6ould be obtained.
The parties involved will work at .these ends and hopefully
come together again in October to see where things have
progressed.
bd

July 17, 1969
Leon V. Walker, Jr., Asst. Atty Gen.
Frank M. Blackett

Attorney_ General's Office
Economic Development

Application of $9.00 salary increase

Leo H. Fox, Assistant Controller, has advised me to request
a decision from your Department in regard to the following
situation.
Robert G. Doyle, the Director of the Department of Economic
Development's Division of Science & Technology, is also the
Administrator of the tlaine Mining Bureau. For l1is services in
this latter capacity he receives $3,000 annually, paid in four quarterly
amounts of $750.00 _each. My question, which neither !-'Ir. Fox nor
Mrs. Joan Hallowell of the Personnel Department could answer is,
does the $9.00 weekly increase atfect, in any way, Mr. Doyle's
salary as Administrator of the Maine Mining Bureau?

Mr. Fox informed me that I must have a decision
no later than August 1, 1969.
pm

0!1

this matter

O NE HUNDRED AND THIRD LEGISLATURE
No. 372

Legislative Document
S. P . 182
Re f rred to Committ
ord r <l printrd .

l'

In Senate, January 26, 1¢7
on State Government. Sent down for concurrence and

JERROLD B. SPEERS, Secretary
P resented by Senator Ferg uson of Oxford.

STATE OF MAINE
IN THE YE AR OF OUR LORD NINETEEN HUNDRED
SIXTY-SEVEN
AN AC T Relating to Duties of State Geologist With the Maine Mining Bureau.
Be it enacted by the P eople of th e State of Maine, as follows :
Sec. 1. R. S., T. 1 0, § 2101, amended. -The 3rd sentence of section 2101 of
Title IO of the Rev ised Statutes is repealed and the following enacted in place
thereof:
The State Geologist shaU act as administrator and recorder to keep the records
of the meetings and activities of the bureau and to maintain all prospecting,
development and mining records and data as shall be necessary to the bureau
and the mining industry.

_I Sec. 2. R. S., T. 10, § 2105, amended. Section 2 105 _of Title 10 of the
Revised Statutes is amended by inserting before the last sentence, a new sentence
to read as follows:
!
The State Geologist, acting as administrator and consultant to the bureau, shall
be paid from this dedicated, nonlapsing fund such an annual sum for his work

on these duties as the bureau, with the approval of the Governor and Councll,i
may designate.
·
Sec. 3.

Effective date.

This Act shall be retroactive to January 1, 1¢7.

STATE OF MAINE

SEMI-ANNUAL OUT-OF-S T ATE TRAVEL REPORT

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED _ _
I•

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT TITLE
D A TE S
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Robert G. Doyle
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Rb -rt G. Doyl

Unreported

1969

Robert G. Ooyl
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Portlan - Boston
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1969

Walt r A.
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1969

Robert G. Doyle
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Robert G. Doyle
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Air Travel
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74.33
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Robert G. Doyle
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Air Travel

76.00
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Rob rt G. Doyle

QU City-Toronto

Air Travel.

37.00

3, 69

Robert G. Doyle

T-oronto ...Montrea

Unrepo~t0

2, 69

Robert G. Doyle

Ga.rain r to N.Y. Luncheon witri Jersey
City & return
Standard & visits to
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Aug to Dallas
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1969

.a lt r A. Anderson Aug to D llas
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Toronto
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INSTRUCTIONS :

SIGNATURE OF DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY HEAD
(SIGN ONLY THE ORIGINAL )

PREPARE IN QUADRUPLICATE .
FORWARD ORIGINAL DUPLICATE ANO TRIPLICATE TO THE COMMISSIONER OF FIN ANCE A ND ADMINISTRATION , AUGUSTA, MAINE .
RETAIN QUADRUPLICATE.

STATE OF MAINE

SEMI-ANNUAL OUT-OF-STATE TRAVEL REPORT

FOR THE Six MONTHS ENDED

..,

June 30, 1969
----------------

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT TITLE
DATES

A CCOUNT N_O.

NAME OF PERSON
MAKING TRIP

DESTINATION

PURPOSE OF TRIP

COST

BALANCE l3 ·ooaT FOlfflARO
1969

Robert G.. Doyle

1969

Robert G. Doyl

19.... 2

c. 4-10
19(>8

Denver

$1416.43
Un);eported prior hotel e -

A1r Travel

Walt r A.. Anderson Augusta,...Phil~-

1969

dolphia & retur

l1ouston

&

&

r turn

SEE OTHER SIDE

32.70

&

meetings with peu~oleum
industry

94.50

-.so

Credi· Exp nse Account of March 9-13, 19'-,

Gardiner-Sos ton

31.97
214.00

Meeting With A.. J.
Bouaot, Univ. of Penn,.

1.0,.c.c. Meeting

Wal~er A. Anderson Augusta

r 30, , . Robert G. Doyle
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$1 '789 •.10

King Resources Company
Meeting

INSERT DATA CALLED FOR BELOW ON LAST PAGE ONLY OF THIS REPORT

1836.56
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~

INCREASE
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1.

TOTAL OF THIS REPORT FROM OTHER SIDE

s
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2.

TOTAL OF REPORT FOR SAME PERIOD OF PRECEDING YEAR
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250 .. 87

$
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3.

INCREASE OVER

4.

DECREASE FROM
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DECREASE :

Increase in staff and necessit.y of contact with th
and professiouai communities.

DATE susM1TTrn,

I

business

Dooeinber 22, 1969

INSTRUCTIONS:

SIGNATURE OF DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY HEAD
(SIGN ONLY THE ORIGINAL)

PREPARE IN QUADRUPLICATE.
FORWARD ORIGINAL DUPLICATE AND TRIPLICATE TO THE COMMISSIONER . OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION, AUGUSTA, MAINE.
RETAIN QUADRUPLICATE.

MAINE MINING BUREAU FUNDS AVAILABLE: Feb. 1, - June 30, 1969
$28,903.06

Appropriation Balance: December 31, 1968
Third Quarter Budget
Fourth Quarter Budget
Allotment Reserve De C • 31, 19 6 8

$4,050.00
2,300.00
-9,087.49
19,815.57

2,737.49
$9,087.49

12,184.00

Income - Jan. 1-31, 1969
Appropriation Balance Jan. 31, 1969
Third Quarter Budget
Expenses Jan. 1969
Balance 3rd. Qtr.

$ 31 , 9 2- 9~I

$4,050.00
-927.47
$3,122.53

Total Budgeted Funds Available for
$9,087.49
Jan. 1 - June 30, 1969
Expenses - Jan. 1-31, 1969
927.47
Total Budget Funds available Feb.l, 1969 $ ~, 16Q ._02

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE: Feb. 1, 1969
Unallocated Reserves
Budgeted Funds
~Total:

$31,999.57
8,160.02
$40,159.59

June 20, 1969
Linwood F. Ross, Purchasing Agent
Frank

i-1.

Blackett

Purchases
.Maine Mining Bureau

Accident reapirs to Mining Bureau Vehicle

_ Several weeks ago the Mining Bureau's 1968 Jeep Wagoneer
was involved in an accident in northern I•1aine.
I secured
damage repair bids from Blouin Motors, Carons . Auto Body in
Augusta, and Ayers Body Shop in Gardiner • . Ayers was the .
lowest bidder and I authorized him to order the necessary parts
to reapirthe Jeep. While we are still awaiting arrival of
tnese parts, the Jeep was struck again this past week by an .
unknown vehicle causing an additional $93.00 damage to the
right front side. Because Ayers had already placed an orde~
for repair parts for the previous damage, I authorized him to
order the necessary parts to repair the latest damage.
I would hope that this act.ion on my part meets with your
approvc1l.

cc:

Robert G. Doyle

June 20, 1969

Sunator Jo eph Sewall
Robert G.

Legislature

Maine Mining Bureau

Doy le
. L.D. 448

In rccogr.iti on of the fact that there \·1ill probably be a

very liillitcd amount of Suoplemental monev for ne\: revenu"' iteElS,
I would lik8 to ast if V◊U- •:1ould have the Co1ni.·1d ttee reuove the ;
A,?9ropriation request from L. D. 448, An 1'.ct Revising the Maine
Mining Law.

~-ios t of the material in L. D. 448 is a ~~eries of improvGm0nts
anu. cha11yes in the i\!ining Law and ttic .Mi11ing Bureau to .mal:e t.i1u
Oi.hJration ,run effectively and efficL:mtly. The acidi tional mcn ·•y
was to pay for a i.1ari"l.•.:! goologist who ,ould takB car•3 of oil and
gZ!s and offshore raatters.
r•Jc can rnanago to control our situation
with ;:;rc,;scnt ,staffi11g anu. possible ar.t-timt; contr--ctual work
,dtu the money we; have available.

v;ould you please see tnat after tht.: Appropriation re·Ju0:.,t
is removed, pas..-iage coul.:. be accepted so tnat \l~ could have the
nee:de, cnai1g..:s i 1. our operation. I am sending coi)h~s of tain
1:1e.moranciu."ll to Senator _
D erry, Chairman of the :◄ atural ~ Rcs,:,urces
Conm.:.ttt.!E:, tmcl Re ...>rescmtativ. Riucout, S7onsor of the• .uill. I
wuuld ask ci1at thuy assist you in seeing that L.D. 448 is passed
for tlw Governor's signature.
Tl:1ank _,ou very kin -, 1y for your attention to thi·- matter.

cc:

Commission er Keefe

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departn1ental Memorandum
To
From

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Date

June 19 , 19 69

Dept. _ _M_a_i_·_n_e_M_i_·_n_i_n_g__B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Mining
Dept. _ _Maine
____
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Su.bject _______M_i_n_i_·_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u__M_e_e_t_i_n_g_i_·_n_H_a_r_b_o_r_s_i_d_e_______________

Jack Malcolm has invited the Bureau to hold its next
meeting at the Callahan Office in Harborside. He would like to
show us some conservation measures and general mine progress that
have taken place since our last visit.
I would like to ask .if
you could set aside Thursday, June 26, for this meeting. We will
be leaving Augusta around 9:30 A.M. and returning to Augusta at
approximately 3:30 P.M. Would you please let my secretary know
as soon as possible if you can make the meeting.
I have delayed
this meeting for at least three weeks because of difficult
scheduling.
I would not like it to be delayed much longer.
The agenda that will be discussed at the meeting in
Harborside will be as follows:

(1)

The proposed budget for 1969-70.

(2)

Results of the Legislature's action on
Mining Bureau bills and others which effect
the Bureau.

(3)

Discussion of ·recent developments in the
oil and gas field and the Bureau's
relationship with these developments.

(4)

Any business which may come before the
Bureau.

I have asked Commissioner Green to be present at the meeting
so that he and Mr. Malcolm can most effectively review marine
pollution control measures which are being emplaced.
pm

June 19, 1969
Senator Richard N. Berry
Robert G. Fuller, Jr., Assistant

Senate
Attorney General

L. D. 1598 - Mining Bill .

The above L. D. has been referred to me for review and I
write to you in your capacity as ranking Senate member of that
portion of the Natural Resources Committee which reported out
the bill .
Section 2202 (5), in purporting to define the term "operation",
combines the definition of ·the term both as it is used as a noun
and as a verb. I find this combination confusing, al·though some-•
one else might not . Further, in defining "operation° as "removing
over-burden •• • in a manner not in compliance with the rules and
regulations for exploration . . . ", it becanes difficult to determine whether an activi t y is "exploration" or not until such regulations are promulgated, especially since the term 11 explora'i:ion° is
not elsewhere defined. See also my comments on sec·tion 2205 (5) •
I perceive what may be a due process problem with section 2203,
if the director is allowed to make decisions on the basis of hearsay reports of the substance of hearings held by his subordinates.
'rhere should at least be a statutory requirement of a written
record upon which he can rely. Also , I find no provision for
judicial review of the director's decisions , although section 2212 (4)
provides for judicial review of commission decisions. Or does
section 2204 (2) indicate tha a decision by the director is
equivalent to a decision of the commission?

In section 2205 (4) there is considerable confusion over
who does what... For example, ·the section states the amount of
the bond is to be determined by the director, yet four lines
later it says "In determining ·' he amount of the bond, the
commission shall, etc." Again , perhaps the language of
section 2204 (2) covers this seeming inconsistency, but the
confusion is still there as far as I am conc~rned.
Section 2205 (5) does not define "exploratory work". This
is an extreme1y important term to define , as such work is 'to be
exempted from plan filing and bonding. Also , the term "exploration"
is used in sections 2202 (5) and (6)1 I take it this may be different from "exp1oratory work" , but why use two terms , both undefined?

Section 2212 (l) author izing the commission t o hold hearings
is in utter conflict with s ection 2203, which states: "All hearings
under thi s chapter shall be held by the dir ector or members of his
staff authorized by the director." These sections should be reconcil ed o
section 2212 (2) authorizes the commission to issue orders.
suppose these orders are ignored? The commission is apparently
not authorized to sue in its own name for enforcement. The provision is somewhat toothless a
Sec tion 2212 (3) does not give the director any standards
to help him determine what an emergency is. I take it that mining
emergencies may be different than, say, air pollution emergencies. ·
Also, unless the language of section 2204 (2) can again be invoked :
as a rescue aid, the effect of the 5iirector' s stop order could be '
stayed by an appeal, sinc e sec tion 2214 provides that only ~ornmission
orders are P-.Q.E. stayed on appeal . There are other, due process quest i ons unanswered in this subsection; for example, how long is the · ·
stop order to be effective? How is notice to the affected party to
be given? How soon must a hearing on the order be held? These
deficiencies should be cured.

ROBERT G. FULLER, ,JR.
RGF I ,Jr o/mf

cc to:

Robert Doyle

Assistant Attorney General

June 16, 19r:9
William: . Gars i de

Legislative FinancG

Robert G . Doyle

Mine Mining Burtau
'·

. pp~opriation ::or L. D. 448

If the prese1t Lund mini.g reclamation :Oi ll (L.D. 472)
~c:-· e;es and i.s s i gned into law, the appropriation hill for i-lill !Jc taken care of, as I ur dersta.nd it; by S .nator Berry.
Since one hal f of ti1e appropriation in L.D. 448 \ oultl 1ave
fun_g.cd this same activity, plc se c;ut. the upp_opri ation ·or
L.D. 448 to $25 , 000 for the b1.enium, split equally· in two years*
Tnis is for a m rine ge logist and suppo t for t: c J>ureau' s oil.

and gas w rk, n~-1 a law .
pl,l

cc:

Re1.

~

Raymond M. ~ic!eout, ..rr .

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum
To

From

Dare

June 13, 1969

Dept. ___
E_x_e_c_u_t_i_v_e_O_f_f_i_c_e_ _ _ _ __

Neil Rolde
Robert G. Doyle

Dept. ___
M_a_i_n_e__
M_i_n_i_n_g=--_B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_1_
· n_i_n~g~R_e_c_l_am_a_t_i_o_n_L_e,........q_i_s_l_a_t_i_o_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I would like to underscore our brief conversation of late
yesterday morning regarding the conclusions of our settlement
of the mining L~D. 's.
Although the brief confusion about my feelings for the
Lund bill may have grieved you, I believe that brir principal
concern is to have a good bill as soon as possible for the
Governor's signature~
The legal review with Fuller (at the
earliest time possible in that tight time frame) indicated
several places where due process and basic protections for both
parties were sloppily drawn:--thus my serious concern.
I did
check my opinion with counsel, which was absolutely necessary.
Our conversation with Hildreth, Berry, Reed and Hardy illuminated
these concerns. We will now get an attuned group in the
leadership of Fuller's "housekeeping changes"--and a better bill.
I do thank you for your constant good nature in a complicated situation.
It is a great help in solving that quandary.
I might suggest two thoughts as to a home for this organi~
, zation which we are allowing to be born.
First, it t----.: :,:: 3 Y..\O-"'
correctly fits in the WAEIC as a section of their environrnenttl
control system.
This has the following merit.

1.

WAEIC is control oriented, wet lands will go
in it as well as oil pollution (as in L.D~ 1166).

2.

Torn Griffin of the task force, Bradford and
I agreed that this move into WAEIC Cor whatever)
was inevitable.

3.

It can be done with minor word changi~g to
the bill.

4.

It may assist in passage, providing both the
Governor and some members of the Legislature
an opportunity to keep from proliferating state
agencies.
This itself may save the bill.

5.

Industry people have indicated that this
placement would be acceptable.

-2-

j
I

I
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!

I

I

I

)
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The second thought is that a part-time appointment with
some qualified engineer or geologist at the University of
Maine would serve for the Directorship of the new Commission.
No new space or support funds would be necessary and one more
badly needed staff person could be added to the system. This
might be done by executive action with little or no change in
the . bill.
pm

June 11, 1969

Senator Carlton D. Reed Jr.
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Legislature
Maine
Mining,' Bureau
'

· L .. D. 472

Ralph Nolton advised me yesterday that LGD . 472 {the

Lund mining b~ll) has been distributed to the Committee. I
wonder i£ it would be possible t9 have a copy. I will look
at it with the Commissioner and h ve it back to you with

comments in a day or two. On the - basis of my present understanding, I thin~ that the Lund' bill is of no real value. I
still contend that L.D. 658 which you sponsored has considerable
merit.
pm

cc:

James K. Keefe

June 11, 1969

Representative Raymond M.. Ridoout, Jr.
Legislature
State House
ugusta, Maine 04330
Dear Ray:
As I mentioned to you in a te"!.ephone conversa.tion a few
weeks ago, it had been suggested to -me by the I,egislative

Fiscal Office that the Mining Bureau submit an up-dated total
budget request for the Maine Mining ureau and include it with
the ureau L.D. (448). The total oum necessary for the bienium
was $50,000, most of which goes, as I told you earlier, for
personal services. We will hire wo engineers and provide them
with clerical help and some travel money. The orders from the
Appropriations t.ommittee was that all money requests should be
removed from the 'so-called' Budget ook n~ put di ectly on
each enabling L.D.
his is the reason tha,c an appropriation
was placed with L.D. 448, the revision of the naine Mining La•:1.
L.D. 448, in slightly amended form, sits on the Appropriation
Table. I am not sure what will be don~ with the appropriation.
I it appears that no funding will be authorized, I urgently
req uest that the money request be removed from the b ' ll so that
it may be p sse-. ~e can function without additional sta~f and
money although we cannot do some of- the things the bill
aut.: orized us to do. We do need the ne, legisl tion now and
would hope to get the funding and start of new_activities at some future date. We must, however, have the bill , passed even
witho t the money.
I would be ple sed to discuss this with you at your
convenience.

Very truly yours,
MA.IUE Mil~ING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
OOD:pm

cc~ James - • Keefe

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum

Date _ _ _6_- 4
_-_6_9_ _ __

To Robert Doy le

Dept.

H._lkKow~n,
From _ H.
_ _
_ _ ___.:__Executive
_ _ _ _Secr,::tary
_ _ __

Dept. __+'_Ia_i_n_e_ I_n_s_u_r_a_n_c_e_A
_dv_ is_o_r_y_ B
_d_._ _ _

Maine Mining Bureau

of_Claim
er _State
Automobile
Fleet
Subject _ __ _ _ _Disposition
______
_ _ _Und
__
_ _ __
_ __ __
_ _Insuranc
_ __ _ e _ _ __ _ __
Advic~ has been received in this office as to the settlement of a claim occurring
on

_2_-_7_-_6_9____at Millinocket , involving one of your State vehicles

driven by

Robert Doyle

of Millinocket

, an<l property owned by Eric R. Givens
, as follm·m :--

xx:

1 762 .44on

Closed by payment of$ '
Closed ,rithout payment;

no

Claim

5-23-69

----

May 27, 15169

Mr. Loyal Sewall
Legislative Mail Room
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Loyal:

I have the reviewed the May 9 , or third draft of L. D. 472
and at your suggestion I am offering several thoughts on how the
bill might be improved.
In Section 2201, I am still not terribly pleased with the

last paragraph but will not pre'ss the issue .

In Section 2202, No . 4, we have already discussed sand and
g ravel. This would refer also to Subsection 10 of Section 22()2 .
In Section 2203, I will leave it for a p olitical decision
how the Maine Mining Commission ends up .

In Section 2204, No . 3, I did want it clearly understood that
the research done by the Commission , if it is to be separate,
should not overlap Geological Survey work .
In Section 2205, No . 4 , I suggest that a maximum fee of
$500 . 00 be included . There is no sense being punitive an~ changing
so much merely to talk to the Commission . As I noted, the av~ilable mining area will be at least 100 acres; this makes for a
$2500 . 00 admission fee to talk to the Commission . This is - just
too doggone expensive?
Also in Section 2205, No . 4, I think that $2.000 . 00 is too
high for the acreage bond maximum; $1500 . 00 is more attra~tive .
In Section 2205 , No . 5 , I submit the following language:
5.
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum Date

May 19, 1969

To

Robert G. Doyle

Dept. ___
E_c_o_n_o_m_i_c_D_e_v_e_l_o..,,_p_m_e_n_t____

From

Walter A. Anderson

DePt. ___E_c_o_n_o_m_i_c_D_e_v_e_l_o-=p_m_e_n_t____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_e_e_t_i_n--=g;......_w_i_·_t_h_P_e_n_n_s=y_l_v_a_n_i_a_M_i_·n_i_n-=g_R_e_,p=--r_e_s_e_n_t_a_t_i_v_e_s______

Friday morning I met with three representatives of the United
States Mining Bureau, namely, Harol York, Kurt Edcurton, and Avery
Reed, all of the Pittsburg Office. They stated that they had been
in contact with you and I assume that you are aware of their
·
proposed clay program which they claim has active participation by
fifteen states in the United States (eight of which being in the
northeast).
·
The attached proposed agreement explains the general details. I
explained that, economically speaking, our clays have been fairly
well covered and they suggested that we embark on an environmental
clay program. I told them that I would get together with you and
see if we could come up with anything that might fit into their
scheme of things.
I gave them the 50¢ tour and explained our program and the general
activity in the area and I had the impression that they went away
feeling as if they had accomplished something.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
- -· ·- - ---Jnter.:.Departmental Memorandum Date
- - To

- May 19, · 1969

William H. Garside, Legis .Finance Off. Dept. Legislative Finance Office

'J-'.,l)
_ _From Robert G. Doyle, Administrator:·

. __ _D_~pt, Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please be advised that in an earlier memorandum to the
Legislature, I requested that a $50,000 biennial appropriation
be attached to L.D. 448, an act revising the Maine Mining Law.
This request was made at the direction and advice of Mr. Hinds
of your office. Mr. Hinds suggested that the Appropriations
Committee has decided to attach all line appropri&tions to the
enabling legislature itself rather than in a single budget
book.
This $50,000 appropriation is broken down as follows:
Personal Services
Conservation Engineer
Marine Geologist

(1)

1970-1

1971-2

$11,500
11,000

$12,000
11,500

2,500

2,500

$24,000

$26,000

Other
Travel
Total

May 13 , 1969
Austin H. ·Wilkins, Commissioner
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Forestry
Maine Mining Bureau

Annual Report - ~ctivity on State Land

I am belatedly surnaitting to you a report on mineral activity ,
on State land during 1968.
_ The r:1ost significant event in 1968 was the opening and full
operation of the Callahan Mining Company Harborside Unit at Cape
Rosier in Hancock County . This is a 500 ton - a - day copper - zinc
mine which will operate as an open pit quarry . The ore will be
concentrated and shipped to the Gaspe copper s1i:1el ter and to the
Pennsylvania zinc smelter . This .~ine has an expected operating
life of _at least 10 years and a regular employi.ent of at least
80 people .
Also during ·1 968 the i<nox Mining Company compl~ted its exploration progr~~ on one phase of its nickel - copper ore body. A
feasibility study has been completed and operations are expected
to begin sometime within the next 18 months . The Black Hawk Mine
in Blue Hill continues to be held on stand- by but negotiations
for its ~eopening have reached a critical state . During 1968,
--97
.Pro spec tor ' s Permits were issued and ,:N ' o
claims were
recorded · or renewed . A mining lease was sig·n ed between Northeast
Peat Mines and the Bureau for a 3 , 000 acre tract of State land in
Eastern Washington County . A peat operation will be undertaken
on this land starting in 1969 .
In May of last year the Bureau accepted a recording of
166,880 ?laims in a single block covering over 3,000,000 acres
of submerged land in the Gulf of Maine . , The Bureau has indicat~d
that it maintains jurisdiction of ~ineral out to the 100- nile
limit based on Colonial charters . This claim block was issued
to King Resources Com~any of Denver, Colorado .
It is estimated that approxb1ately $5,000, OCO was spellt on
exploratio_p., development and mining on Stat_e - owned land during
1968 .
h ·
companies were actively involved in exploration in
nine counties of Maine.

Austin H. Wilkins , Commissioner
May 13, 1969
Page 2
The Bureau was asked to prepare and submit to the Executive
Depart ent a series of bills covering mining land rehabili:tation,
· ·apr~ovement of State mining activity and regulation of oil and
gas activity . In cooperation with all sectors of the economy
and State Government, such bills were prepared and submitted to
the Governor ' s Office pnd to the 104th Legislature .
In 1<.:68, the Bureau received fro.LI revenue activity on State
land including permit fees , license fees and royalties, the sum
of $c.f7t: J .n.,uM • Expendill.ir es for the same period were $ /'3; ~,.,_:i3_.5-p
Unexpended dedicated revenue held for Bureau in its account
amounted to $ 'lt;; _,. .,,, • - . Late in 1968, the Bureau made plans to
expend some of this reserve mon~y for conservation work as well
as increased obligation for Bureau administration.

I

May 13 , 1969

Mr. Roger L. Mallar, Engineer
Division of Planning and Traffic
State Highway Co,omission
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr . Mallar:
As I indicated in previous te~ephone conversations with
you concerning L . D. 658 , An Act Creating the Haine Mineral
Land Conservation , the intent of this bill is very clear as
it relates to the Highway Co ,mission activit_ies .
·

In Section 2123 , No . 3 , the exception concerning sand and
gravel would include what tl).e Highway Commission calls . "com:uon
borrow 11 • when I \ prepared this L . D. , I 1neant that its coverage
would include only ledge rocks which required drilling and
blastin for recovery . It would also cover the ~nconsolidated
surficial r.1aterial directly ovet' l.yi~ the ledge in question .

The Bureau does feel that this L. D. has the intent i on of
adtainistering the rehabilation of ledge. quarry operations
which are opened up for any purpose whatsoever • . I believe you
indicated that in the rare instances that the Highway Commiss i on
i s directly involved with such ledge quarry operations, the
Bureau would be acceptable' as the rehabilitation regulatory
agency .
_ The ideas nresented above have been trar,i.s ..ii tted to the
Legislature both at the public hearing and in private conversa-

tion and correspondence with members of the Natural. Resourc~s
Comrnittee . Wit:hout assuming any legislative prerogat i ve,
I feel that the above coincides with the feelings of that Body .
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pf
CC : Robert Fuller

STATE OF MAil\JE
lnter,Departn1ental Memorandum Date May 5, 1969 .
To

Senator Richard N. Berry, Chairman

From

Subie.ct

Robert G. Doyle. Administrator

Dept.

Natural Resources Committee

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Oil Pollution Control

I
I
I have had the opportunity to review at some length and with
several people, the suggested refinement of pending legislation
to cover oil spillage pollution within the jurisdiction of the
State of Maine.
As I indicated at the hearing last week, I feel that such
control at the State level is important even though we can expect
strong Federal controls in the very near future.
I have reviewed this matter with Mr • . Fuller and based on the
historical development of re.cent conservation legislation, I suggest
that L.D. 1074 remain as is presently written. The intention of
this bill and of the Mining Bureau itself, is to regulate the. explo ration development and production of mineral resources including
oil and gas which occur within the jurisdiction of the State.
If
there was no other agency involved in pollution control of oil and
gas, the Mining Bure.au would feel a necessary responsibility. Under
L.D. 1166, under Section 4, Subsection 416, there is already clear
responsibility given to the Water and Air Environmental Improvement
Commission for the control of oil and gas spillage.. The wording of
this paragraph is very clear and places the responsibility where,
in my opinion, it is best located.
I believe that the Attorney General's Office has suggested one
minor change regarding marine jurisdiction which will leave no
question as to the control held by WAEIC.
The question of absolute liability is a very serious concern
and one which should have a great deal of study. I would be pleased
to assist State agencies and the legislative members involved with
this question so tha t adequate control could at some future time be
brought forward.
I would hesitate to prepare. suc h a complicated
bill for presentation at this Session .
RGD:pf
Copies to:

Clayton P. Osgood
Commissioner James K. Keefe
Andrew Nixon
Neil Rolde
Karl Emerson, Pres. - Portland Pipe Line Co.
J. J. McNamara - King Resources Co.
Milton Huntington - Maine Petroleum .

V' ;-:::/ '; e,...

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum

Date May 1 • 1,6,

-:i14...c,.,.c,,.,ounnw11t..-.■---an-d~c-..ont- to'""'lt--- - - - -

To _--lille'--n--,y.,...--4C,.,,,-an■ha-w,,....,-st=at=e~eo=nt=ro:=-11,..,1-e=
-= r-

Dept. -

From _ _~--~~-=,-,,--- - - - -

Dept. _ -.....:::-7-=-::--,--=::-7-=-::--,-=-==-== - - - - - - - - -

Robert G. Doyle

....

Maine Mlnlng Bureau

Subject - - -~i--..--......-d---......,-rnn~:--ca-.1hr.'li~--- - -- - - - - - - - - - -Alr crawl to tu.con. Arizona

--

requesting aut ori&-ation to trn 1 to Tuscon. Arizona, on
attend tbe annual ••ting of the A8aociati011 of American
Stat• Ceologiata. I vlll be retumi via Dem,er to •i•it the aain
office of ting leaourcea Company on May 9-10. I vlll return to
guata
on May 10th.
I •

May 3. 1969. to

,\ 1

April 29, 1969

University Microfilms
Arm Arbor

Michigan

Gentlemen:

Please supply one xerox copy of the following report:
Ylt.;·· nkopf, Merl i:i:i .... ean

Trace element exploration
of ~1aine lake water. PhD,
Columbip. , 19?5.
(Univ. Micro~

films order no. 12,447)
Please submit original_ invoice to:
I

Maine Mining Bureau
State Office ~uilding, Room 211
Augusta, Maine 04330
Thank you.
Yours very truly,
r-lAINE .MINI~G BUREAU

Frank Mo Blackett, ,Jr.

Office Manager
FMB:pm

I

•

l, •

Columbia University in the City of New York

New York, N . Y.

THE LI BRAR I ES

10027

Butler Library

Mr. Frank M. Blackett., Jr.
Maine Dept . of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Blackett:
Your letter of February 5 has been refered to this depar tment
for reply. The Kleinkopf work about which you inquired is an unpublished dissertation; the original is the archive copy and is not for
loan a We could lend a Yiiicrofilm copy on interlibrary loan, or you could
purchase microfilm or xerox copies from University ~.icrofilms, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

1/

ours very truly
~- ,
/

6l';.e..-;,,,,,-"'
~

-r
/'

• / .....,,/2,,,
"I> Z-C-C,,,-;(e,,_,
-

~ Lene P. S4eehy
Refe:rience Department

~;:,d,
Kleinkopf, Merlin Dean
Trace element exploration
of Maine lake water. Ph.D.,
Coluxnbia.s 1955 o (Univ. l"'Jicrofilms order no. 12,4h7)

April 25, 1969

.
Mr. John W. Ames

South Congregational Church
45 Maple Street
Springfield, Massachusetts

01105

Dear Mr. Ames:
Your letter of April 20 ·to the Secretary _of State has been
forwarded to this agency for reply.
I believe the name of the company involved is ·the Knox
Mining Corporation. This is a very reputable firm which has
conducted extensive explor tion programs in this State for many
yearso I am sure that you will find them most cooperative to
deal with and I would sincerely doubt that any trespass on their
part was intentional.
·
I would suggest that you get in touch with their chief
geologist at the following address.
Donald Wyke
Knox Mining Corporation

Rockland, :ti1aine
I

If I can be of any further assistance to you,_ please feel
free to cont ct meu

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

'
Frank M. Blackett,
Jr.

Office Manger
FMB:pm

·

~au±4

01mtgr£zVt±ional OI4urtq
~tri:tdt (ll~urdy of Qilyrist

45 ~aple ;§tree±

;§pringfiell't, ~m,sad7usetts

01105

April 20, 1969

Sectretary ofState
Capitol Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Sir:
Last Fall v1hen I went to Belmont Maine to close my
property for the winter I discovered several substantial
posts lying on the qroup with a metal tag attached. The
taq was the name of a mining company. Recently when I
checked the property I discovered that this same company
had been there again andthis time driven stakes through
the ice in the pond. Would you please send me the name
and address of this firm surveying that area?
It would seem that they were trespassing on the land.
Would you have any further information about them?

s'.~

- --- - ___:...;,

John W. Ames

. ,,

I

1

April 23, 1969
David H. Benson, Representative
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Legislature
Maine Mining Bureau

L.D. 1074

Would it be possible for us to get together some time before
Tuesday afternoon when the hearing on Oil and Gas Legislation
comes before Senator Berry's Committee.
pm

April 11, 1969

Linwood F. Ross, State Purchasing
Purchases
Agent
Frank M. Blackett~ Jr., Office
Maine Mining Bureau
Manager
Credit Card Information for 1969-70 Gasoline Contract

M~i ne Mining Vehicles:
1.

1965 International half~ton pickup
Registration f.:96 _48 ·

?..

19 G8 Je~p Wagoncer
Registration #363-895

The Mining Bureau presently has two general purpose Texaco
cards. I would request tha~ one additional card be issued to the

Bureau under the new contract and that the cards be numbe-red 1,
2, and 3 respectively!
pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum Date Apri 1 8. 1969
To A11 Departments. ln~itutions & Agencies
From

x:1"-1.

Linwood F. Ross. State Purchasing Agent

Subject Credit Card Information for

Dept. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Dept.

Bur. of Purchases

1969-70 Gasoline Contract.

A new contract for gasoline and motor oil will soon become effective.
It is necessary for the successful bidder to provide credit cards for
all using agencies. Will you submit to the Bureau of Purchases a complete listing in DUPLICATE of all equipment for which you will need a
credit card. NOT LATER THAN APRIL 18, 1969.
Please show the name of your agency and the Registration No. or other
identifying mark of each unit requiring a credit card.
It is expected that the new cards will not be received by the effective
date of the new contract, May 1, 1969. You are hereby authorized to use
the current Texaco credit cards until cards arrive from the new Contractor.
Detail information regarding the new contract will be issued in the near
future.
LFR/JRD/db

DR.~F!'. FOR GOVERUOR' S SIGNATURE
I

April 10, 1969

Hr. Rodman J. Segal

8125 Williams Avenue
Philadelphia, ennsylvania
Dear Mr~ Segal:
In reference to your letter o M rch 26 concerning oil spill
difficulties in Maine; the agencies which deal with this problem
are .the Maine_ ort Authority, United States Coast Guard, and t he
United States Corp of Engineers. Of course, such problems he.re have
been minimal, however., in the event Maine sh uld become ctive in the
oil and gas industry I had instructed the Maine i ining Bureau to
draft a.nd submit lec;islation on oil and gas develo:pmcnt and
pcllution.

The attached bill, L.D. 1074, An ct Creating the Oil and
Gas Conservation and Development Contl:'ol, is presently before the
104th ,L gislature. When this bill is passed, I have instructed
the Maine Mining Bureau to proceed with preparing field rules and
oil and gas regulations for the State o Maine.
Thank you for your inter st in the State· of Maine and this
very import ·nt is.s ue.

Very truly yours,

Kenneth M. Cu. tis
Governor

' It . .W
I .
, J , c)

April 10, 1969

Governor Kenneth M. Curtis
and members of the Executive Council
State

HoUBf~

Augusta, Maine
Gentlemen:

Re:

Emer~ency Cquncil Order

In compliance with the request of the Governor and Executbre
Council, I hereby certify that an emergency situation exists in
regar to the attached Council Order, and it is essenti 1 that it
be considered at the April 16 meeting of the Governor and Council.
It is necessary that we h ve Council approval and that transfer
be made to all0w printing and subsequent payment of the maps •.
Respectfully,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Clayton P. Osgood
Chainnan
CPO:pm

(COPY)

i9tate nf itatur
In Council, _______
Department_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ORDERED,

4.P,aJs,

In Council,________
Read and passed by the Council, and by the Governor approved.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __....,ecretary of State.
A true copy,
ATTEST:

Secretary of State

10.

Retained by Department
STATE OF MAINE
Appro. Nos._7_7_ 0_ 5 _ _ __ _
1969
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Dat April 4, 1
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
REQUEST FOR ADJUSTMENT OF ALLOTMENT
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 19..6.9__

Department ____?>:_1_a _i _n_e_- _M_i_n_i_·n-'-...,
g '. _B_u
_r_ e_a_u_·____________ _________ _____
Source of Funds from which adjustments are to be made
1. Allotment Reserve
2. Unallotted Reserve
3. Allotment Revision

Note.

§

4. Intra-Departmental Transfer
5. Contingent Account Allocation

6.

If adjustment of allotment affects more than one of the above sources please show separate amounts (indicating
the source reference numbers 1 to 6) in requesting allotment changes in the schedule set forth below.

· Nature of Adjustment

Please increase and/or decrease allotment for the accounts as indicated below.
Ref.

2

Appro.
No.

Division

Isl

Quarter

-

2nd
Quarter

· 3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Total

$5,000 . 00 $5 , 000.00

7705

Statement of Fact (If space is insufficient, attach additional sheet.)

To a d j ust Allotment in accordanc e with the attached c ounci l or de r .

Signature of Department Head.
Budget Office Report (For use of Budget Office .only.)

Checked by_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Budget Examiner

Date

Approved by _ _::,---=---,--"=""',e----State Budget Officer

Date

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum
To
From

Date _ _
A.p_
. _ r_i _l_ B--"-,_ 1_9_6_9_

Walter Anderson, Petroleum Engineer

Dept. _ _
E_c_o_n_o_:.m
_1_· c__D_e_v_e_l_o:...p,;_m
:__e_n_t _ _ __

Robert G. Fuller, Jr., Assistant

Dept. _ _ A_t_t_o_r_n_ e=
y_ G_e_n_e_r_ a_l _ _ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _L::...o
: :. D
c___...:;__ l ...;.0...;.7_4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In accordance with your request, I have prepared amendments to the above L.D., reflecting the thoughts expressed
by Richard c. Byrd, Esquire in his letter to Robert Doyle
dated March 19, 1969.
I return Mr. Byrd's letter.

RGFJr: vbw
encs.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO L . D . 1074
Amend proposed section 2155(1) (E) as follows:
E.

That every person who produces, stores , transports or

refines crude or untreated oil and gas which originate . from
within the territorial jurisdiction of the State shall furnish
a performance bond with good and sufficient surety, as required
by the Mining Bureau for each facility , conditioned fe~ ehe
a~ey upon the faithful performance of the following obligations:
ee p±~g plugging each dry or abandoned well , ee ~eme~e removing
all obstructions to commercial fishing , and ee repairing each
well causing pollution or waste; and shall furnish evidence of
liability insurance to indemnify commercial fishermen , r iparian
owners , owners of boats and shore installations or state
resources agencies for damages caused by pollution, or waste
as defined in subparagraph A, subsection 22 , section 2153
of this Title;
Amend the first sentence of proposed section 2159(4) as
follows:
4.

--effective .

No order of the bureau providing for

unit operations shall become effective unless and until the
plan for unit operations prescribed by the bureau has been
approved in writing by these persons who, under the bureau's
order, will be required to pay at least 85% 65% of the costs
of the unit operation, and by the owners of at least 65% of
the production or proceeds thereof that will be credited to
interests which are free of cost, such as royalties, overriding

-2-

royalties,
finding,

and production payments, and the bureau has made a

either in the order providing for unit operations or

in a supplemental order, that the plan for unit operations has
been so approved .
Amend section 2166 as follows:
Any person aggrieved by any order or decision of the
bureau acting under this Aee subchapter may, within 30 days
after notice of such order or decision , appeal therefrom to
the Superior Court .

Notice of the appeal shall be ordered by

the court and the appeal shall be heard without a jury ifl ebe
maHHe~-aHe-wieh-ehe-~i~hes-p~ev±tletl-by-±aw-iH-eehe~-eiv±±
aee±efts - se-hea ~e-.·

Th e proceedings shall not be de nova.

shall be limited to the record

Review

~he-eett~e-sha±±-~eeeive-±H

ev±eeftee-±H-aRy-p~eeeetl±R~s-he~ettftcle~-a-e~aftseripe of the proceedings before the bureau and a-eepy-ef the bureau ' s order or
decision afte-sha±±-reee±ve-stteh- £tt~eher-ev±eeftee-as-ehe-eettre
±R-±es-e±se~ee±eft-eeems -preper .

The court shall h a ve-jttr±seiee±efl

ee-eftee~-stteh-jtte~meRe,-afte-eree~s-eH£e~e±H~-stteh-jtttl~meHe,-as-ehe
pttb±±e-±Reerese-afte-ehe-e~tt±e±es-ef-ehe-ease-sha ±±-~e~tt±~e determine
whether the bureau acted regularly and within the scope of its
authority , and whether the order or decision appealed from is
s upported by substantial evidence , and on the bas i s of such
determinations may enter an order affirming , or nullifying such
order or decision , or remanding the cause to the bureau upon such
terms as the court may direct ~

April '1, 1969

Richard C. Byrd, Esq.
P..ndcrBo!:. & Byrd

Firs~ hational uank Ruil~ing
Ottuwa, Kansas 66067
Dear Mr. Byrd!
I want to thank you for your letter of March 19 in wt i ch you
made several suggestions crmcerning our Ac t for Cr.eating the Oi 1 and
Gas Conservation and Development Control i n t,e State of Maine. Your
recommend~tions are well ta:-_:en and the Attorney General~~ Office
concurs lith your suggestions on judicial review. We shall maJw th~
necessary corrections and pass them on to the sponsor of this i-:ill.

Than}: you again for your critique and interest.

Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Walter A. Ander3on
Assistant State Geologist
WAA:
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date April 2, 1969

ttpt'¥f

To __R_o_b_e_r_t_G_._D_o_y_l_e_ __,_,,,-,,,,....."-+-1
/ J~ - From

Frank M. Blackett, Jr.

Dept.

Economic Development

Dept.

Economic Development

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_n_i~n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u
__I_n_c_o_m_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Attached is an income statement of the Maine Mining Bureau
for the quarter ending March 31, 1969.
Also attached is the income
statement for the same quarter in 1968.
I tho"ught you might be
interested in comparing the two statements.
You might note the sharp decrease in claims staked in the
first quarter of this year.
Perhaps this is largely due to the
mining legislation being presented.
In reviewing the
American Exploration and
change purse this year.
or' what?
Does Tocci owe
fees or lease royalties?
pm
cc:

Walter A. Anderson

Bureau records I note the absence
Northeast Peat as contributors to
Does North American have "banked"
us something either in the way of

of North
our
money
license

QUARTER ENDING MARCH 31, 1969
INCOME:
Prospectors Pennits:
New
Renewals
Income

3
2

$10.00

Claims:
New
Renewals
Income

26
15
$82.00

Subtotal - Income on
Claims and Permits

92.00

Licenses to Mine:
New
Renewals
Income

0
0
0

Subtotal - Income on Licenses

00.00

Leases:
Current
New
Income from Royalties

3
0

$17,000.00
17,000.00

Subtotal - Income on Leases
TOTAL GROSS INCOME:

$17,092.00

EXPENSES:
Salaries
Purchases
Expenses Accounts
General Operating

750.00
79.61
916.16
169.98

TOTAL EXPENSES

1,915.75

TOTAL FIRST QUARTER NET INCOME

$15,176.25

ACCOUNT BALANCE - March 31, 1969
*Based on office record reconciliation.

$44,079.31*

QUARTER ENDING MARCH 31, 1968
INCOME:
Prospectors Permits:
New
. Renewals
Income

8

4
$24.00

Claims:
New
Renewals
Income

114
44
$316.00

Subtotal
Income on
Claims and Permits

$340.00

Licenses to Mine:
New
Renewals
Income

0
0
0

Leases:
Current
New
Income from Royalties

$12,000.00
5,000.00
17,000.00

Subtotal - Income on
Licenses and Leases

$17,000.00
$17,340.00

TOTAL GROSS INCOME:
EXPENSES:
Salaries
Purchases
Expense Accounts
General Operating
TOTAL EXPENSES
TOTAL NEW INCOME OF LOSS
ACCOUNT BALANCE - Mar. 31, 1967

$375.00
102. 6LJ66. 30
179.09
$723.03
$16,616.97
· $39,794.94

LINNELL, PERKINS, THOMPSON. HINCKLEY & THAXTER
ATTORNEYS ANO COUNSELORS AT LAW
CANAL BANK BUILDING

ELLIOT P. PERKINS
PORTER THOMPSON
FRANKLIN G. HINCKLEY
SIDNEY W. THAXTER
STANLEY R. TUPPER
CASPAR F. COWAN
ROYDEN A. KEDDY
DONALDS. SMITH
CHARLES P. BARNES II
.JAMES R. FLAKER
PETER G. RICH
THOMAS SCHULTEN
BRUCE E. LEDDY

192 MIDDLE STREET

WILLIAM S. LINNELL

PORTLAND, MAINE 04111

1885-1968

AREA CODE 207
TELEPHONE 774-2635

OWEN W. WELLS

March 22, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
Department of Economic Development
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
On behalf of my client, The John Swenson Granite Co., Inc., I submit the
enclosed redraft of the Grandfather Clause of L. D. No. 658.
I discussed at some length the question of the expansion of an existing quarry
up to a percentage of its existing area. Unfortunately, the percentage factor
is not realistic in trying to provide for the future operations of some of my
client's recently acquired quarries. Consequently, I have redrafted it with
a maximum limitation of ten (10) acres. I believe that such an exemption of
existing quarries would be satisfactory to my client.
I am sending a copy of this to Mr. Swenson. I will be in touch with you this
coming Tuesday and Malcolm Swenson is planning to be in Augusta, Wednesday
afternoon.
I see by the schedule of events distributed by the President of the Senate that
the mining bills will be held at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, March 27.
Very truly yours,
~

Lac.....C--1... ·

L0

Sidney W. Thax~ r
SWT:w
Enclosure

STATE OF M.An,JE
lnter,Depart111ental Memorandum Date March 21, 1969
Clayton P. Osgood I Chairman

To

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

D~t

Maine Mining Bure au

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L_e-=g'--1_·s_l_a_t_1_·o_n_________________________

This is to confirm the day and time of the hearings for the conservation and Bureau reorganization bills.
They will be held in Room 105
at 1:30 P.M. on March 27, 1969.
It is my understanding that all of the five sponsors of the bills
(three Bureau bills plus the Lund bill and the Mosher bill) will make
a brief opening presentation statement after which the Committee
Chairman, Senator Berry, will call for each bill in turn and anyone
may comment on that bill in relationship to any other bill. We hope ,
in this way, to cut down the number of nece~sary pro and con stateme nts.

I would suspect that the Bureau reorganization bill will be heard
before the conservation bill; since, it is necessary to explain the
organization and function of the Bureau before discussing details of
future Bureau responsibilities.
Many of the out-of-town people who will be in Augusta to appe ar at the
hearings will be arriving on Wednesday evening the 26th. Several of
us ar~ planning to meet for dinner at either the Holiday Inn or at
87 Winthrop Street. All those wishing to attend will be welcome to
join us sometime after the working day on Wednesday.
A call to my
office will take care of the details.
During the evening I hope that
we may discuss the various presentations to be given at the hearings.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
ln ter,Departmental Memorandum
To

Clayton P. Osgood, Ch a:yr man

. From ___ Hnll qr::.:L[,_'.'.._ n c.2vL, 1~1;~64csci.lrc~~-

Date __M_ar
_c_h_2_1~''----1_9_6_9__

Dept. _-:..;M:.::a.:.:i.:.:n.::...e=---~=-='l.:.:i.::...n-=i=--n--'g-2--'l3=---u_r_e-=a-=u_ _ _ _ __

l)ir cct nr

Dc/H. _ _ S_c_•c:_L_,T_n_d_
. _S_l_1o_r_"_
c~_ r_·i_s_h_e_-._
r.· _i _e_s_ _ __

Subject _ __ S_.,_p_e_
- c_··_t_r_o_,_p'--l_-io_t_o_m_e_t_-r_1_·_c_I_q'-L_
Li-1p_1_n_c_n_t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

On JJeccn ilJL'L' Lli , L'J(iH , r 1·or.'1v,tr·liL'.lL LL 111L: 1110 to UHi StatL! C:l!ulo g :i.s t r>CLJuesting th a t th e Mining Bureau ut :i. U. ze available roy al ty funcls to pur-chase
spectrophotometric equipment to permit t h e Department of Sea a ncl Shore
F isheri es to monito r minin g effluent and other pollutants in coastal
heavy met a l locations. The Department has statutory responsibility for
this work, but does not have the necessary a nalytical equipment . I have
h ad no acknowledge me nt nor reply fro m the State Geologist.
ll cc, tu sc ul' t l1 L: 1·L~s 1t.l.ts 1·1.· u111 t l1 c s 111all 11u11ilJ l!l' ul.: 111()11.itu1.·i.11g s a111p.LL! !:i \1d1:i.ch
we hav e b een a lJJ. c t o collect t h us :1.'ar, 1vhich include rock111eeds, shellfish,
sediments, and fresh a nd salt water, it is esse ntial that a lar g e block
of samples be collected and analyzed.
P rev ious samples have been pro cessed by the Federal Wa t er Pollution Control Administ ration and the
U. S . Public l lealth Servi ce . Th e FWPCA h cts warned us that we s11ould
develop th e ncccsscti:·y caJ_ht hilit y to clo th<=s e analys ecs ours cl vc s s inc e
they are already a mply supp.li ed with requests fr om other sources . The
USPHS has recently d e cided to discontinue s l1 ellfish research in the
Northeast, and we wi ll not have that source of as sistance. Although we
greatly appreciate the ass ist ance i:vhich h as been given us by these two
Federal age ncies, it is neither effici e nt nor desirable for some one else
to do the work for u s in terms of the large number of samples which should
b e process e d wit]1in th e next few months.
\A/c haVl! ulJt,1..i. 11 L! li cnst <• s t .i.m,1.tc:-; on co ntra t il.Tlitly :=;i :-; . Tli cs '"1ppe a1.· to b e
prohibitively .I 1i g h, so ml'.thin g on the orLll'.r of S35 t o $'10 each for sediment,
rockweed, and shellfish sampl es .
Sinc e we a nticipate the need for several
hundred s a mple s in )Joth th e eastern P e nob scot - Blue Hill Bay area and in
the St. George R:i.vec area, total cos t for contract a n a ly s is would probably
a mount to b e tw een $1 5 ,nnn and $211,000 per year.
Although it would be impo ss ible f or the
without a dditional financial support in
personnel, we believe we can supply th e
operation, provid e d we 1~ e c e iv e ade quate
equipment required.

Dep ar tment to continu e this work
the way of field and laboratory
ma npow e 1~ durin g the first ye ar of
funds to purchase the analytical

I a m cn c lo s :i.ng a copy of my ccirlier me mo to the State Geolo g ist and a copy
o f my lritt c• 1: t " ,l n lrn Mal r·o lm, Mtma:,.r;cr ci:1· tile Callahan Mining C.or•p. mine
at ll cu:·buc sili l'. , outli11i11 g tJi c sampling pr>L gra111 we asked Callahan to ma intain.

March 20 , 1969

Mr . Richard Bell

Bell Operations
157 Virg i nia Avenue
Chester, W. Va . 26034
Dear Mr . Bell :
In reply to your letter regarding the conservation
legislation , I am pleased to hear of your interest in what
we are trying to do . The L. D. 658 does include new quarrying operations , but does exempt those which are presently
operated .
We examined the problem of quarry land operation rehabilitation and feel that the present lan&uage in L.D . 658
allows for a considerable amount of flexibility in a
reclamation plant . It is our hope that the legislature
will agree with this flexible concept and allow mining operations to grow without hindrance .
Those of us who are involved in this situation would
appreciate a letter from you directed to Senator Richard
Berry, Chairman, Natural Resources Committee , 104th Legis lature , State House, Augusta , Maine .

Finally , I feel that under the present circwnstances,
we would be unable to ex mpt quarry operations from the
rehabilitation system but can assure you that our agency
will not hinder such activity , at least under L . D. 658 .
Yours very truly ,

MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G . Doyle

Administrator
RGD:pf

IlD® TI TI
- SALES OFFICE

BEU CLAY
Clmon, Tenn.
BELL KAOLIN
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8'ltsbu11, S. C.
BELL MINERALS
West Pans, Me.

BEU RESE.!RtH
Chesttt, W Va
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Please reply to:
Bell Clay Company
Gleason, Tennessee 38229

{..
•

l

:
c: •
-"

Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta
Haine
04330
Gentlemen:
are writing you reference information on Legislative Documents _;Nos. 658, 47 2, 452 and 41+8 all of which we have in hand
and have studied .

vJe

We are in the business of Ball Clay mining in Tennessee, Kaolin
mining in South Carolina and Feldspar mining in your State . We
have a strip mining bill for the State of Tennessee and the
writer was laI'gely responsible for its contents. We were concerned with and active in the reclamation of Ollr properties
long before such a bill was passed by our State Legislature.
We have done extensive back filling, impounding of water and
plan.ting of trees and legumes. We are merely bringing this
to your attention so that you may understan.d our interest and
concern with your above mentioned documents.
In studying subject documents we note that No. 658, Sect. IV C
states, nan operator shall not be required to fill mine pits,
shafts or underground workings 11 ·which would appear to exempt
our operation. To this I might add that the State of Tennessee
specifically exempts quarries and similar types of mining oper·ations. On the other hand, we are unable to find any specific
reclamation requirements for quarries or exemptions.
We would appreciate your assistance in clarifying such matters
for us and assuring you of our desire to cooperate in every possible way as our expe1 ience and past record of conservation and
reclaraation might prove helpful.
1

Looking forward to your reply, ·we are
Very truly yours,
B(i

ERATIONS

\,\
Richa d Bell
President
UNIFORMITY

SERVICE ' QUALITY

RELIABILITY

LAW OFFICES

ROBERT A . ANDERSON

RICHARD C. BYRD
JOHN L. RICHESON

ANDERSON & BYRD
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

OTTAWA, KANSAS 66067

March 19, 1969 . :,

--.

PHONE
Area Code 91 3
CHerry 2•1234

,.,
-t>~

•'

Mr. Robert Doyle
State Geologist
Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine

2·

::,_,, \
-::.;.u
t:.J

\.,

Dear Mr. Doyle:
I have recently had an opportunity to review the proposed regulations for
the control of oil and gas conservation for the state of Maine - Subchapter
#3~ Oil and Gas Conservation and Development Control Act. I think that
you are to be complimented on an excellent job of preparing the proposed
act.
I have only three comments to make. The first relates to Section
3. 3. 1. (5). This pertains to bonds to be furnished by operators to reimburse the property owners for damage "caused by pollution or waste. 11
My concern is whether the word "waste" should be included in that paragraph. Under your definition of waste in Section 1. 1. 1., waste includes
the inefficient, excessive or improper use of reservoir energy. I question
whether you intend to require a performance bond to guard against all
types of waste as that term is defined in Section 1.
My next comment relates to Section 7. 4, and it would be my recommendation that you lower the 85 percent requirement in that paragraph to 65
percent. The 85 percent requirement would give one small operator a
veto over your entire unitization order.
Finally, I would recommend to you that Section 14 pertaining to II Judicial
Review" contain a provision that the Appellate Court, on review, shall have

Mr. Robert Doyle
Page Two
Mar ch 1 9, 19 6 9

the authority to affirm the Bureau's order in whole or in part, or reverse
the Bureau's order in whole or in part. I think it should be clear that the
court does not have the authority to promulgate rules and regulations pertaining to the conservation of oil and gas. In other words, if they found
the Bureau's order was unlawful or unreasonable, they could set it aside
and remand it back to the Bureau, but they could not issue an order in
place of the one that the Bureau had entered.
I hope these suggestions will be helpful and I would appreciate your keeping
me advised of the progress of this legislation.
Yours very truly,

O?vr_,f~~
Richard C.

(! ,~;r-d-

Byrd, {I
General Counsel
Interstate Oil Compact Commission

cc: Mr. Lawrence R. Alley

?·larch 19 , 1969

J. Malcol ..; Swenson, hre idcnt
T~
Joh 1 .::,wenson ·Granite Cotapany, Inc .
Concord , New Hampshire 03301

Dear Malcolm:
I h~ve heard from llr . Thaxter in regardo to the
conse vation le 6 islation . I hope that he and I will h~ve
an opr... ortunity to

t

,ect '!.•1ith you and discuss the

~

. oblern

of your exempt . The int nt of the bil;t io to provide
such an ext . sion. I.et us . ,eet and. see if it actually
says what it intends to do.
As you oro'b ably hear<l, the hearing i set for next
'rhu.:s<lay aft :cnoon at l :30 in room lQS in the Stotc Office
Builtling.

Yours very truly,

:{obert G . Doyle

Atluiniutrc.tor
l'GD: ;.f

THE

JOHN SWENSON GRANITE

COMPANY, INC.

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
603

225 - 2783

March 10, 1969

Robert G. Doyle,Administrator
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Thank you for your memorandum of March 4. We have reviewed
the copies of #452, #472 and #658, and will be pleased to meet with
you when you call a committee meeting.
In regard to the Legislation #452, this does not require
comment; #472 will effectively eliminate our operations in the State;
#658 is, of course, much more acceptable, if there must be Legislation.
We have, however, serious questions about the exemption of our existing
operations, provided by that Bill. We are not sure that as stated it
would cover our quarry operations. Nevertheless, we hope these questions
can be resolved, and that we can give our support to #658.
We have discussed the above mentioned questions with
Mr. Sidney Thaxter of the firm of Linnel, Perkins, Thompson, Hinkley,
and Thaxter of Portland. We have retained him as our Legislative
Counsel, and expect that he will be in touch with you within the next
few days.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
THE JOHN SWENSON GRANITE CO. I NC.

JMS/asb

March 11 , 1969

Michae l A. Napolitano, S · t e Audit or
Depart ent of Audit

Augus t a. , Maine

De- r Ir . Napolitano:
The f·rst of t he year I r ceived rom you t he audit r eport of the Maine
Mining Bur eau for the year ending June 30 , 1968 . Y ur comments wer e noted
at that time .
Lat er I discussed this matt er wi t h Robert Doyle , Sta e Geologist and
Administrat or of the Maine Mining Bur eau . At t hat t ime we t alked wit h one
of your audit o sand I w s of the impre sion that t hi was s uf _icient to
in orm you t hat e would make every effor t t o comply ith your recommendat ion,
"hat prenwnbered r eceipt s be i s u d whe n a cknowl dging all monies eceived
wi t hin t he Depar tment " .
Today 1 , mysel , have di cussed t his matter with t he office ma.nag r of
t he Depar tment of Economic Development ad have been given assura ce that
the prenumbe ed ece ipt s will be i ssued as you hav suggested .
Very truly yours,

C. P . Osgood , Chairman
Maine Mining Bureau
cPO : cs
cc :

ober t Doyle

March 7 , 1969
Robert G. Fuller , Asst . Atty Gen .
Robert G. Doyle , Administrator

Attorney General
Main~ Mining Bureau

Comment on L. D. 472

Please look this over and make any comments you wish . We will
incor porate what you suggest in a final draft and send it out
to interested parties .

pf

COMMENT ON L.D. 472
1)

General
If mining is properly regulated, it can be an important
factor in the Maine economy.

L.D. 472 represents perhaps too strong ·a reaction to a past
problem.

The industry has no more or less effect on the

environment than the tanning industry or our potato processing plants;yet, no one suggests that they should be
shut down,

(see Section 2201, page 2).

The q'uestion should be not whether the industry shall be
allowed to operate, but under what conditions and regulation should it be allowed to operate and _prosper.
2)

Section 2203
Proliferation of agencies is indicated in L.D. 472.

The

Maine Mining Bureau exists, it is experienced and represents the independent viewpoints of the leading conservation and development agencies; even though the agencies
representatives' only operate on a part-time basis, the
Bureau has a full time administrator, like the water
pollution agency where staff and budget are available.
Given 17 - 20 thousand dollars a year we can do the job
with L.D. 658.

L.D~ 472 gives research and demonstration functions to a
new Maine Mining Commission which can overlap presently
funded activities of the Maine Geological Survey and the
Maine Mining Bureau.

Additional expense, duplication of

effort and the lag time to give these. new people the

-2experience already available in the existing agencies.
3)

Section 2206
The annual permit system.

A policy determination should

be made that if the encouragement of a properly regulated
minerals industry is a worthy objective of the legislature,
then isn't it inconsistent to pass L.D. 472, a bill com/

pelling the industry to operate on a year to year basis~
What responsible mining operator is coming in and spend
up to millions . of dollars in exploration and development
costs when there is no guarantee that a newly organized
and as yet inexperienced commission will allow him at
best to operate on a yearly basis.
It seerns · to make more sense administratively to encourage
mineral development under continuing regulations with no
artificially imposed cut-off dates.

But using proper

staffing and supervision, the Mining Bureau will make sure
that compliance is accomplished.
4)

Section 2210
It is not logical or engineering-wise to tie your regulatory agency to a single set of reclamation methods for
all types of land and all types of mining in the State.
The agency should be given intelligent, logical flexibility.

L.D. 658 does this.

L.D. 472 would be too

confining to affect good reclamationo

In L.Do 658 there

is a reclamation plan concept which would allow for
rehabilitation tailored to the land and the operation.

-35)

Section 2211
This represents over-regulation, leaving the agency no
flexibility to adjuEt to each land area involved.

A mining operation in northwest Somerset County does
not present the same set of problems as does a mine in
Knox County.

Don't tie:. the hands of your administrators

by over-regulating.
6)

Section 2216
This is not consistent with encouraging growth of a well
regulated mining industry.

If a law requires immediate

conformity to the statute at time of effective date,
including prior operations, some difficulties are' presented.
There are companies which have operated quarries for generationsa

To comply with LoDo 472 would require thousands of

yards of new material from only one source - another hole.
It would also require an obligation for a new operator
in an old area to spend large sums of money before he
could begin to operate on his own mine.
The Committee should consider the impact that #2216 will
have on the 20 million dollar minerals industry in the
State.
7)

Conclusion
Miniµg companies are interested in coming to Maine.

They

represent an industry which can contribute to the State's
economy.

-4Regulation is desirable to insure that their operations
will carry forward in a way which won't affect the future
"multiple use concept" in Maine.
It is certain that the regulation of mining activity to
preserve our natural heritage is a subject of proper
concern for this Legislature; it is equally important that
the regulatory legislation should exercise the police
power of the State in coordinated program.
bills before you.

You have three

I am sure there will be a temptation

to pick and choose from each; but in this there is a
danger that the final result will not represent a coherent
body of legislation.

Amendment and substitution should

be carefully scrutinized to insure they are harmonious
to: the bill to which they relate.
If the industry is of benefit to Maine, with effective
regulations, don't make the statute so burdensome that
the continuation or expansion is too difficult with a
heavy handed set of regulations. - Look at L.Do 472 with
this thought in mind.

COM1:'1ENT ON L.D. 472
1)

General
If mining is properly regulated, it can be an important
factor in the Maine economy.

L.D. 472 represents perhaps too strong ·a reaction to a past
problem.

The industry has no more or less effect on the

environment than the tanning industry or our potato processing plants;yet, no one suggests that they should be
shut down,

(see Section 2201, page 2).

The question should be not whether the industry shall be
allowed to operate, but under what conditions and regulation should it be allowed to operate and _prosper.
2)

Section 2203
Proliferation of agencies is indicated in L.D. 472.

The

Maine Mining Bureau exists, it is experienced and represents the inoependent viewpoints of the leading conservation and development agencies; even though the agencies
representatives' only operate on a part-time basis, the
Bureau has a full time administrator, like the water
pollution agency where staff and budget are available.
Given 17 - 20 thousand dollars a year we can do the job
with L.D. 658.

L.D~ 472 gives research and demonstration functions to a
new Maine Mining Commission which can overlap presently
funded activities of the Maine Geological Survey and the
Maine Mining Bureau.

Additional expense, duplication of

effort and the lag time to give these. new people the

-2experience already available in the existing agencies.
3)

Section 2206
The annual permit system.

A policy determination should

be made that if the encouragement of a properly regulated
minerals industry is a worthy objective of the legislatur.e,
then isn't it inconsistent to pass L.Do 472, a bill comi

pelling the industry to operate on a year to year basis~
What responsible mining operator is coming in and spend
up to millions. of dollars in exploration and development
costs when there is no guarantee that a newly organized
and as yet inexperienced commission will allow him at
best to operate on a yearly basis.
It seems·to make more sense administratively to encourage
mineral development under continuing regulations with no
artificially imposed cut-off dates.

But using proper

staffing and supervision, the Mining Bureau will make sure
that compliance is accomplished.
4)

Section 2210
It is not logical or engineering-wise to tie your regulatory agency to a single set of reclamation methods for
all types of land and all types of mining in the State.
The agency should be given intelligent, logical flexibility.

L.D. 658 does this.

L.D. 472 would be too

confining to affect good reclamationo

In L.Do 658 there

is a reclamation plan concept which would allow for
rehabilitation tailored to the land and the operation.

-35)

Section 2211
This represents over-regulation, leaving the agency no
flexibility to adjuBt to each land area involved.
A mining operation in northwest Somerset County does
not present the same set of problems as does a mine in
Knox County.

Don't tie :. the hands of your administrators

by over-regulating.
6)

Section 2216
This is not consistent with encouraging growth of a well
regulated mining industry.

If a law requires immediate

conformity to the statute at time of effective date,
including prior operations, some difficulties a;·e: presented.
There are companies which have operated quarries for generationso

To comply with LaDa 472 would require thousands of

yards of new material from only one source - another hole.
It would also require an obligation for a new operator
in an old area to spend large sums of money before he
could begin to operate on his own mine.
The Committee should consider the impact that #2216 will
have on the 20 million dollar minerals industry in the
State.
7)

Conclusion
Miniµg companies are interested in coming to Maine • . They
represent an industry which can contribute to the State's
economy.

-4Regulation is desirable to insure that their operations
will carry forward in a way which won't affect the future
"multiple use concept" in Maine.
It is certain that the regulation of mining activity to
preserve our natural heritage is a subject of proper
concern for this Legislature; it is equally important that
the regulatory legislation should exercise the police
power of the State in coordinated program.
bills before you.

You have three

I am sure there will be a temptation

to pick and choose from each; but in this there is a
danger that the final result will not represent a coherent
body of legislation.

Amendment and substitution should

be carefully scrutinized to insure they are harmonious
to <:the bill to which they relate.
If the industry is of benefit to Maine, with effective
regulations, don't make the statute so burdensome that
the continuation or expansion is too difficult with a
heavy handed set of regulations. - Look at L.D. 472 with
this thought in mind.

,,/.:. .
✓

•
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March 6 , 1969
Henry L. Cranshaw , State Controller
Robert G. Doyle, AdministTator

Accounts and Control
Maine Mining Bureau

Prospectors ' and Developers ' Annual Meeting

I am requesting permission to attend the Prospectors ' and Devel ...,
opers ' Annual Meeting in Toronto on March 9 and 12 . I have several
important discussions with mining companies which are planning
eA"'J)loration programs in the State of Maine for the 1969 field
season . I will be travelling on :Mining Bureau funds . Would you
please have air script issued between Quebec City and Toronto and
return . I will ticket at Herricks .

RGD
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STATE OF MAINE
4, 1969
lnter,Departrnental Memorandum D a tMarch
e----------Industry
To _ _Mineral
_____
_ _ _ _ _Group
_ _ _ _ _ __
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

From _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. _ _ Maine
_ _ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Legislation

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hearings on L.D. 452, 472, and 658, copies of which should be in
your hands, are scheduled to convene Thursday, March 20, 9:30 A.M.
Copies of the sand and gravel bill, which has not been printed,
will be forwarded to you as soon as possible.
I will be meeting with John Mulvahill, Charlie Snead and as many of
the drafting committee as we can get together, sometime prior to
the hearings. On March 6 there will be a meeting of the Maine
Landowners group here in Augusta.
I will present the Mining Bureau
views and make general comments at that time.
The Knox County mineral producers have had a meeting with officials
of Dragon Cement Company and will presumably meet once again.
I
have been in close contact with John Hill of Dragon on this
situation.
On Monday next I will meet with some State people here to write
a Bureau position paper which will be presented at the hearings.
The Bureau will review this document and evidence their support.
I hope sometime, within the next week or so, to meet again with
the sponsors of the Bureau Bills and outline our proceedings.
I think that we can hope for active support from Senator Reed, the
sponsor of the hard rock Bill.
I know we will all appreciate any comments that you have
individually or collectively to make.
I will try and get a notice
of the drafting committee meeting date out to everyone so that those
who might wish to attend will have time to do so.
See you on the 20th.

The memo to the Mineral Industry Group of March 4, 1969,
was sent to the following people:

Mr. J. G. Rowbury
Staff Forester
Scott Paper Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19113
Mr. Charles D. Snead
Callahan Mining Co.
277 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Mr. Phillip Corey, President
Blue Rock Quarry
Westbrook, Maine
Dr. A.M. Bell
Noranda Mines Ltd.
44 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Dr.
New
160
New

John Callahan
Jersey Zinc Co.
Front Street
York, New York 10038

Mr. J. Malcolm Swenson, President
John Swenson Granite Co.
Concord, New Hampshire
Mr. Eugene B. Hotchkiss
Vitro Minerals Corporation
90 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Mr. P. Andrew Nixon
Special Assistant to The CornrnissionE
Department of Economic Development
Mr. V. N. Harbinson, President
Spooner Mineras and Oils Ltd.
607, 80 Richmond Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Mr. Jack B. Malcolm
Manager, Penobscot Unit
Callahan Mining Corporation
Harborside, Maine 04642

Mr. G. Parsons
Humble Oil & Refining Co.
316 State Street
Bangor, Maine 04401

Mr. Noel O"Brien
Executive Assistant
Denison Mines Limited
4 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario

Dr. Harley C. Lee
Bsic Inc.
845 Hanna Building
Cleveland, Ohio 4115

Mr.
New
160
New

Dr. Jack E. Frost
Humble Oil Company
Minerals Division
Houston, Texas

Mr. John T. Maimes
Vice President in charge of
Woodlands
Great Northern Paper Co.
6 State Street
Bangor, Maine

Dr. Roberts. Young
North American Exploration Co.
Box 3235, University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Dr. John Kostuik
Denison Mines Ltd.
4 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario

Mr. John O. Hobbs, President
Dragon Cement Company
5-A Joyce Kilmer Avenue
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08900

William H. Callahan
Jersey Zinc Co.
Front Street
York, New York 10038

Mr. Christopher Hutchins
Vice President
Dead River Company
55 Broadway
Bangor, Maine
Mr. John Mulvahill
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Houston, Texas 77001
Mr. Webster F. Stickney
42 Park Street
Farmingdale, Maine

Dr. Robert Miller
Exploration Department
Noranda Mines Ltd.
44 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Mr . . ~ ~<s. Hayes
BaJ,..s-y iu~
oration
Mr. Larry G. Hayes
Kinx Mining Corporation
P. 0. Box 668
Rockland, Maine 04841

Mr. Sidney W. Thaxter
192 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04111

Mr . _ Bruce W.inte..rs
Maine· Minerals & Deposits
Box 233
Easton, Maine
Dr. E. Donaldson Koons
Department of Geology
Colby College
Waterville, Maine

Mr. John Hill
Dragon Cement Company
Thomaston, Maine
Mr. F. Dale Corman
Spooner Mines and Oils
80 Richmond Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Mr. Vernon Oille
Spooner Mines and Oils
80 Richmond Street West
Toronto, Ontario
George A. Wathen, Esq.
11 Parkwood Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330
Mr. Kneeland Swenson
John Swenson Granite Co.
Concord, New Hampshire
Robert Schwarz, Esq.
Bennett, Schwarz & Reef
482 Congress Street
Portland, Maine
Mr. Harold Kaler
Lime Company
Union, Maine
Mr. Thomas Kinnelly III
Deep Cove Shores
Raymond, Maine
Mr. Curtis Payson
Capri .S.partments
Holiday Inn
Augusta, Maine 04330

Mr. 'John Hill
Dragon e€ment Company
Tho~ asto , Maine
Mr. !
J H
? t:ivahill
Humble
and Refining Co.
Ho_;3..S" on, T xas 77001
Mr.

March 3, 1969

Robert G. Doyle
Department of Economic Development
State House Room 211
Augusta, Maine 04330

Dear Sir;
Mr . Charles Wier of the Indiana Department o f Natura l
Resourees gs;ve your name to us as a possible source of
information on surface mining in your state .
We have a tool which is effecting a considerable savings for some of the strip mine drilling operations in
our area and thought there might be a market for this
tool in your state .
Could you supply us with a list of strip mine and quaAny help you could g ive us
would be greatly appreciated .

rry operations in your state?

Sincerely Yours

Jerry Meece
President
Indiana Bit Service, Inc .
JTM/wjw

MEMBER:

American Petroleum Institute - National Water Well Drillers Association

F bruary 28 , 1969
Albert E. Sandecki
50 Tanner Street
Haddonfield, New Jerdey

Mr .

08033

Dear Mr . S andecki:
l can a~pre iat y ur con em regard·n· these tion of our
bill hich relate top eeent ·ning opera ion in the State .
I ' hall not become involved with the le al ililplications of th·s
so- called randf ther claWle , but 012ld urn your tt n·t • on to
the f ct that the Callah an operation do a not r present any
precedent for ope~ pit mining in Maine .
·
The lime one quorr:e of Knox and Aroo took Countis an<l
the grea number of granit oper tiono in the State are very
similar, if we on ider the method of xtractiing of the rock .
If, for instance, the Dragon C m_nt Company ha to rehabilitate
under 1969 t andards fter fifty year of prior operations,
then I think th t they 1oultl have to elose .down the µlant .
I don't th··nk that thi would be your intention . F o the
St te's point of iew, we can treat Call ban no di~ferently
than wet eat Dr on .
Yu are correc · in a suming that the Penobscot operations
.of Callahan would be xempt und r LO 656 .. The Mining Bure
lease to Callahan ~ill tak care of the reclamation of the
are .. I think that you u1uot also
ree that Callahan has done
an effective job of r clama ion to date~ where r possible .
! do not believe that we hould cond mn future oper tions
of any kind in :Maire becauae of the error of our parent
nd
grandparents . We till ha e time to io a good job with what
we ha o to work with. I hate to see an industry destroyed
merely to correc ancestral errors . I ould much rath r ' start
with our present base level and maintain vigilance over that
system . I ho~ that you would agr e ~

Your

very 'truly,

HAINE MINll'li Dt.REAU
Ro rt G. Doyle
Admini tr tor

RGD:pf
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50 Tanner Street
Haddonfield,
New Jersey 08033
15 February 1969
Maine Department of Economic Development
Room 211, State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Thank _ you for the copy of LD 658. I have studied the
proposed legislatt ve document and am thankful that there is
some consideration on the part o f the DED and your offices
towards the reclaming of surface mined areas in the State of
Maine.
In reading LD 658 I get the impression of anxiety for
the area that concerns me the most.namely the Goose Pond area.
I am referring to page 5 and the last statement of Sec. 2126
under "Reclamation plan and operator's bond required." ••
"This section shall not apply to land areas disturbed by ~
mining operations, or to mining operations undertaken, within
this State prior to the effective date of this subchapter."
I realize that the Callahan Corpo~ation's operations at
Goose Pond are but a part of the whole ~ but on the other hand
these operations in Hancock County at Harborside represent the
precedent for this form of mining activity in the State of Maine.
Under this statement of the proposed bill LD 658 am I
correct in the impression that the Callahan Mining Corporation
and their lessors The Penobscot Comp~ni and the Maine Mining
Bureau would be exempt from any lawful. obli gation to restore
the Goose Pond bed and surrounding areas?
'

In the interest of avoiding any misunderstandings on my
part I would sincerely appreciate a reply.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

~s~~Albert E. Sandecki
CC:CMF

'

.

February 28, 1969

Mr . John .J . Ryan

Public Relations Manager
J . M. Mathes Incorporated
260 Madison Avenue
New York , N. Y. 10016
Dear Jack:

Sorry to be slow in answering your letter of February 13 .
I was in Washington then came back to the great blizzard of 1 69 .
We are still digging out !
I talked to our natural re ources counsel at the Attorney
General ' s Office about the Canadian claims story . It is his
considered opinion that it would not be to our advanta~e in
making any comment, at the present time a bout our offshore
right , especially to the general media . As I suggested to
you , I have had the same sort of feeling . It is an excellent
story but we feel that we woul4 be do:ng our State a great
deal of harm to discuss this situation bef re we have had an
opportunity to explore fully our relationships ·1ith the Federal
government . These discu sion should take place ometime in
the Spring . Let us leave the thing on a back burner and see
how it works out later on in the year .
I enjoyed your visit very much and always look forward
with pleasure to seeing you .
Yours very truly ,

MAINE MINIID BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Adminiatrator
RGD : pf
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PUBLIC RELAT IONS AND PUBLICITY

February 13, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Director
Science and Technology
Department of Economic Development
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:

I know you're busy with the mining legislation, but
have you had an opportunity to develop information on the
Canadian claims in the Gulf of Maine. You were also planning
to send a map of the area.
Hopefully, you'll have legal clearance on this by now
so we can proceed.

Regar~ ]

-·

_/, .
~ ~ '

-

JJR:pg
cc:

J. Keefe
C. McKay
G. Dille

John J. Ryan
Public Relations Manager
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~JAM ES K. KEEFE, Commissioner

STATE HOUSE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330
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February 27, 1969

Representative Herman D. Sahagian
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Rep. Sahagian:
I believe that there has been a Bill submitted to the
Legislature which would limit and control the taking of mineral
samples from the pegmatite "feldspar-mica" quarries of western and
southern Maine. The Bill has not yet been printed so that I am
not sure of the details. The purpose of the Bill would be to keep
mineral collectors from illegal trespass across the farms and into
the stone quarries.
It would also limit the amount of gem material
which is taken out of the State. Both of these are good ideas but
extremely complicated to put into legislative form.
Recognizing the similar problem with archaeological remains,
I can see the concern of the Maine Archaeological Society. Several
Bills have been submitted to control the exploration and extraction
of prehistoric materials. Since almost all of the exploration
would be done on somebody's private land, it is nearly impossible
to write any control legislation.
I will advise you when the Bill is printed so that a copy
can be sent to Mr. Hill.
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pm
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February 17 , 1969

(
'----

Representat ive Raymond F. Rideout, Jr.
Robert G. Fu ller, Jr ., Ass istant

Legislature
Attorney General

L. D. 448

The above L. D. has been assigned to me for ~eview.
Do you see any inconsistency between the language in
§2102, which apparently does not provide f o r issuance of permits
to prospect for sand and g~avel, and the language of §2109
which provid~s for the ,Payment of royalties on sand and gravel?
Since I helped the Mining Bureau put this bill together , .
I am not a little embarrassed at this apparent inconsistency,
but better to catch it now than never.

ROBERT G. FULLER, JR.
Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:vbw

cc:

Robert G. Doyle

February 12 , 1969

Mr . Albert E. Sandecki
50 Tanner S trect
Haddonfield , New Jersey

08033

Dear :Hr . S andecki.:
I

In reply to your recent letter regarding legislation
presented by tmMai rie Mining Bureau on mining conservation,
the following bills have been submitted :
LD Li-48 "Ar.t. act revising the Maine

iining Law" ; this
act accomplishes some very minor , amendments to the
Mining Law on State- owned land . These changes
include a new s c hedule of fees , a change in the membership of the Bureau and other legal language improvements . It has nothing really to do with
conservation .
·
LD 658 is the hard rock mining conservation act which
would regulate c onservati on practices of mining operations on all lands in the State . I am enclosing a ·
copy of 658 with this letter .
There are two other bills , one dealing with sand and
gravel and the o·l:her wi th oil and gas , which have. not yet
been printed . I will see that you have copies of these
bills as soon as they are available .

It is our intention ~hat legislation be passed which
will allow the orderly development of the mining industry ,
giving full protection and c onsideration to conservation
practices . I hope that after reading 658 , you will find
that i t accomplishes these purpo es .
Yours very truly ,

HAINE MI NIN:; BUREAU
Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist

RGD : pf

50 Tanner Street
Haddonfield,
New Jersey 08033
10 February 1969

p

Maine Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Dear Mr. Doyle:
In reference to your letter to me of 18 September 1968,
you stated that "The Maine Mining Bureau, ls preparing legislation
on " Mine Lands Rehabilitation" which will be presented to the
next Session of the Legislature in January (1969). 11
Is L.D . No 448 11 An Act Revising the Maine Mining Law"
submitted on January 28, 1969 by Mr. Rideout of Manchester the
legislation you were referring in your previous letter of 18,
September 1968?

Sincerely ,

Albert E. Sandecki

cc: CMF

February 12 , 1969
Robert G. Fuller , Jr ., Asst . Atty . Gen .

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist

Attorney General

Ec onomic Development

Commentary on LD 472

I find this to be a bad b•11 which will be opposed by all the
interests involved in mineral extraction and use . It ·s cumberso
and duplicates many of the functions now being c rried out by the
Maine Mining Bureau and the Maine Geological Survey .

In the considered opinion of those that have looked at the
bill, no mining operations would be allowed to take place if this
bill passes . I feel that it would destroy the mini1,g industry in

Maine .

RGD:pf

February 5, 1969

.fr . Fred V. Carrillo, Geologist
Albany Office of tlincrnl Resources
United States Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines

P. O. Box 70

Aloany, Oregon

97321

Dear Mr . Carrillo:
In reply to your recent letter on nickel reserves in
Maine, I can advise you that there are three know nickel
prospects in the State . The most likely of these is the .
Knox Mining Company property in Western Knoc County . For
information on this property , t-tould you please write directly
to J.1r ., Larry Hayes , Mine Manager, Knox Mining Company , Main
Street , Rockland , ~mnc o
There is EL."lother nickel proRpect in Eastern Washin,..ton
County called the Frost Prospect . It has been drilled by
thre different groups, including twenty- four hole by
Noranda Mines , Ltd .
·

I suggest th t there are everal hund ed thousand tons
of less than 1% nickal·ore in the deposit as it• is known at
present .
The third nickel shol is located in Central So .crsot
County near l'he Forks . This prospect is called th Moxie
Pond depo it .. This ha been drilled at least £out· tiwe by
various co panic t most recently by Humble Minerals . I would
ugge t ~ hat the tonnage and r de re
ila · o th t. of
tho Frost Prospect .
·
I

There is drilling and/or dev lopment acti,,ity on all
three o these prospect at the pre ent moment . We arc cnclo ing a copy of Pro pect Eval tion of Wahington County .
Vi

ey

truly your,

HAINE dl

uro

UREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Sta.to Geologi t
RGD:o

Endl :

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
· P. 0, BOX 70

ALBANY, OREGON

97321

January 28, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Dept. of Economic Development
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
As part of a study on the availability of nickel in the United States we are interested
in developing figures on the nickel reserves of Maine. Any information your office
could give us on known Maine nickel deposits particularly recent developments of
the Harriman-Crawford Pond area of Knox County, would be appreciated.
We would like to obtain a copy of "Maine Geol. Sur. Spec. Econ. Ser. No. 3,
Prospect evaluations of Washington County, Maine, by R. S. Young (1963)" if
possible.
Sincerely yours,

Fred V. Carrillo, Geologist
Albany Office of Mineral Resources

February

s,· 1969

A. D. Mutch
Consulting Geolo ·et
570 Milton St ., Apt . 16
Montreal 130 , Canada
Dear Sandy:

I ha

heard through the grapevine th·a t you had be. nm
rly congratulation on mak·ng the break.
I hope that you ~ill be very uecc sful . You will f "nd n closed
property map howir1.g o mcrsh · p in Northern Maine

to fly by y uroclf .
nd o rough

min·ng le

e

di cuss the
th.a c land .

k tch of what I c n de ribe in the Jay of
r a . I am afraid that I
not at liberty to
"nd of - rem n- that i being complet tl on
Gener lly

peaking, _it follow

a combine

royalty and participation de 1 ith the pap r company et•~ing in the nei hborhood of 20%to 35% partic pation opportunity (and/or a 5% to 10% net mel r royalty) . W will al o
send you a p blicption l i t of 1ha.t we hove av ilabl .
our'be t bet would be to meet in Toronto for
ro p ctors . I will be in the. office late in February ,
if that i
onvenient for you a i7 ll .
I beliov

the

Yours very truly ,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
St at e Geologi t

RGD :pf
Encl .
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Febr u ary 1st"

' J f /570 MILTON ST,, APT, 16
1
MONTREAL 130, CANADA
PHONE: 514 844 · 6670

Mr. R. G. Doyle ,
Main e Geological Survey.,
State House _,
Augusta , Mai ne, U . S.A • ••
Dear Bob:
If you have not already hea r d by this letter you will see
that I have left Falconbri dge . I have been i'cc h i. :ng to make th j.s
bre ak for years and try my wings on my own.
Being so close to Maine and being there a few years back
when we .. had good geological targets lined up but where unable
to get our companies and the paper companies to come to any sort
of a deal i t is only natural that I should return again and
try to see what I can do on my own.
Unfortunately I have no geological data on Maine except
that which I have in a few personal text books for I left all
the files in Falconbridge. Therefore I would like to obtain
a new set of maps and the key publications and trust you will
be good enough to send me a list of what is available so that
I can get started .
I would very much like to obtain a property map of th~
state showing the areas owned by the pape ~•:,companies and the
parts thereof which are being explored by mining companies
under agreement . It follows from this that it would help me
to know the type of agreement which has been made and to go
even further if you have any ideas on ar / s which you think
would respond to further work and where a'deal should be possible
I would be very pleased to know .
My plans are to collect the various maps and reposts on Maine
and to up date myself on the current work. If I see areas which
appeal to me which are open I think I can line up people to
do the work. I hope to complete the study stage by late February
and to made a trip down to see you in early March before the
prospectors convention.
I look forward to hearing from you ,
Sinc
~ r

~

,

~~

"

---

_

, ,,

A.ti.Mutch.

______ __
,,_,,

February 5 , 1969

H. N. Kirkpatrick , Comm.:s ioner
Department of Mine and Min rals
P . - O. Box 680

Lexington , Kentucky

L~OSOl

Dear Mr . Kirkpatri k :
In reply to your recent letter concerning Bas.:c , Inc .,
I can give you the follo ·ng information . Basi c i the
surviving member of an exploration yndicate formed in
1966 to prospect for base material properties in Eastern
U. S . The best property that this yndicate found wa a
nic~el copper deposit in Knox County , Maine ( i n the Town of
Uni on not Camden) , the Company that tri.ll mine the property ,
and Basic o~ms most of Knox Mining Company .
There is some hope that the property will be in development sometime during 1969 . They have the tonnage and grade
to go ahead with a medi
size operation , I think .
Basic is a small Cleveland , Ohio company which has
been producing and manufacturing refractory materials for
the last 20 yearo . For more information , you may write
direct to : Mr . Larry Haye , Mine Manager , Knox :Mining Company , Main Street , Rockland , Maine .
Very truly yours ,

MAINE MININ:; BUR.EAU

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD : pf

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERALS
P. 0, BOX 680
AREA CODE

H. N. KIRKPATRICK

LEXINGTON, KY.

COMMISSIONER

40501

January 30, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Economic Development
State Office Building, Room 211
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Sir:

--._

-~_,;;..--

I am interested in all the information I can obtain about
Basic, Inc. a mineral company in Camenden, Maine.
Dr. Wallace W. Hagen Suggested I write you. Any
information you can give me on this company, I would
certainly appreciate it.
Sincerely,

J //;t/4#4:J/d;;?

H. N. KIRI{PATRICK, COMMISSIONER
Departmerit of Mines and Minerals

HNK:c

eoa

PHONE 2!54-0S67

January 30 , 1969

Clayton P. Osgood , Chai rman
Rober t G. Do yle, St ate Geologi s t

Agr icult ure .
Economic Development

I fel t an o bli gation to enter t a i n t he Falcon B i dge Pe opl e
at dinner and even tho ugh it was expensi ve , t h St ate r eceived
bene f it from t he hos pital ity .
Pierre L' Esperance i s a paleontologi s t a t t he University
of M:>nt real who has done a f i ne j o b of r esearch ( a t no cot to
t he St ate ) of f oss i ls and stratigraphy of Nor t hern Mai ne . Hi s
~ork w uld be worth s eve ral t ho usands of dol l ars i f we wo uld
have c ont ract ed f e r it. Lunc heon .:..ras a ge s t ure of t hanks .
RGD ; pf

Encl.
CC: William Dowling

Jan. 28 , 1969=
Doris Buck, Accountant

Bureau of Purchases

Frank M. Blackett , Jr .

Maine Mining Bureau

Replacement of lost credit cards

Texaco Acct.# 19 999 0007 7
The two Texaco credit cards issued to the Maine Mining
Bureau under the above account number have been lost.

Therefore,

would you please take the appropriate action to have these cards
cancelled and two replacement cards issued to the Bureau as soon
as possible .
The two lost cards were "general purpose" cares and I
wwuld appreciate it if their replacements could be of the same
nature .

It has been the custom of the Bureau that the cards be

put in the custody of an individual rather than be assigned and
kept in a particular vehicle.
Thank you for your efforts in expediting this matter.

CONSERVATION LAWS OF THE STATE OF MAINE

A SYNOPSIS
Presented to

GOVERNOR KENNETH M. CURTIS
by the

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
as part of the

!!DEVELOPMENT THROUGH CONSERVATIONn
Symposium

Augusta, Maine

January 27, 1969

OUTLINE OF MAINE LAWS RELATING TO CONSERVATION
6Maine Revised Statutes Annotated)
TITLE 12 - CONSERVATION
Title 12 forms the basis of conservation law in Maine.

Among its ma jor

provisions, it establishes the various state agencies concerned with the conservation and preservation of natural resources, defines their organizational
structure, administrative functions, powers, and duties; it establishe s conservation districts, game management and wilderness areas, sanctuarie s and
preserves, parks and memorials, and the law regulating their use as well as that
of other natural area~;it provides for the protection and promulgation of wildlife and promotes related scientific research; it establishes the fishing, hunting,
and trapping laws of Maine; it provides for pest and disease control and fire
prevention and protection; and it authorizes the creation of compacts with other
states for conservation purposes.
CHAPTER 1 - Soil Conservation Districts.

Authorizes the formation of soil

conservation districts to provide for conservation of soil and water resources
and for control and prevention of soil erosion, thereby to control floods, protect dams and reservoirs, maintain· the navigability of rivers and harbors,
preserve wildlife, and protect the tax base; establishes the procedure for forming such districts and the regulations governing elected district supervisors;
authorizes a State Soil Conservation Committee to assist and coordinate programs
of the district; defines allocation of State funds.
CHAPTER 201 - Forest Commissioner.

Establishes the office of Forestry

Commissioner and details the organization and function of the Forestry Department,
otherwise known as the Maine Forest Service; creates the position of State Entomologist; defines departmental responsibilities - the supervision and control of state
lands, reforestation and rehabilitation programs, establishment of nurseries,
disease and fire protection of forest and shade trees, research in the field of

f ore s try and . d i s ea ses, advice and as s istance in ~1e utilization and market]ng
of wood products, a nd the dissemination of informational and educationa l mate r ial s ;
authorizes the acceptance of federal, municipal, and private funds, the sale of gravE
and timber and grass rights, the granting of mining rights, and the issuance of
permits for dredging.
CHAPTER 203 - Park and Recreation Commission.

Establishe s the Ma ine State

Park and Recreation Commission and defines its powers and duties; as s igns to this
agency jurisdiction, custody, and control over all state parks, memorials, and
national parks which are under the control and management of the State, excepting
Baxter State Park; establishes authority to acquire, sell, or convey park lands,
negotiate and execute leases and agreements with the federal government, and
accept federal funds for all purposes relating to parks and recreational areas.
CHAPTER 20~ - Keep Maine Scenic.

Establishes a Keep Maine Scenic progr am to

be maintained by the Maine State Park and Recreation Commission for the protection
of Maine's natural beauty and the elimination of offensive litter and other unsightly conditions on roadsides, streets, waterways, beaches, parks, and other
public areas; authorizes the Governor to appoint a Keep Maine Scenic Committee
to advise and consult with the Commission in the implementation of programs.
CHAPTER 206 - Allagash Wilderness Waterway. Establishes and provides for
the preservation and protection of the area designated as the Allagash Wilderness
Waterway; grants administrative authority to the State Park and Recreation Commission except for that previously delegated by law to the Departments of_ Forestry
and Inland Fisheries and Game and to the Water and Air Environmental Improvement
Commission; describes initial plan for acquisition, authorizes the acquisition": of
additional property by eminent domain or otherwise; establishes ~ules and regulations for use, police supervision, penalties for violations, and appeals procedure; specifies allocation of funds and payments to Maire Forestry District.
CHAPTER 207 - Surveyors. Establishes regulations applying to the appointment
and duties of surveyors or scalers under the Forest Commissioner.

CHAPTER 209 - National Forests.

Grants State consent, with certain limitations,
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to fcdc1',1l acquisition of lands dee med necessary for establishmt2nt and c~ x tens ion
of n a tional forests; specifies jurisdiction and applicable fed eral rul es and
regulations .
CHAPTER 211 - State Parks. Designates certain forts and other areas as
state parks; establishes Baxter State Park and defines area included; creates
Baxter State Park Authority and describes its powers and duties; specifies
jurisdiction and rules and regulations applying to park use.
CHAPTER 213 - Disease and Pest Control. Defines duties of State Entomologist;
enables the initiation of surveys and inspections, pest and disease control measures, and related research by the State Entomologist under supervision of the
Forest Commissioner; describes the relationship between the State m d municipalities \.v i th respect to pest and disease control; specifically authorizes control
of the Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moth and White Pine Blister Rust; authorizes the
creation of compacts with other states in cooperative pest eradication and
control programs; establishes administrative, financing, and jurisdictional
regulations for such· compacts.
CHAPTER 215 - Fire Prevention and Protection. Authorizes closing or restricting forest use by proclamation of the Governor during periods of drought; designates specific forestry districts for purposes of fire control and authorizes
the Forestry Commissioner to take measures to implement fire control policy; defines
relationship between the Forestry Department and municipalities relative to fire
control jurisdiction and responsibilities; authorizes Forestry Commissioner to
appoint forest rangers and other personnel and describes their duties and res-.
ponsibilities; establishes regulations pertaining to public and private dumps;
particularly with respect to fire control; establishes regulations pertaining
to the kindling of out-of-door fires; establishes fire control regulations for
railroad right-of-ways and adjacent land; requires sawmill

owners or operators

to submit an annual report to the Forest Commissioner as to the species, amount,
and location of woods cut; establishes regulations applying to the disposal of

lj.

sL:i:,;h ~md brush; prohibits the obstruction of woods roads; establishes rc:;rulations applying to assessment of taxes · in Maine Forestry Districts and use of
funds for conservation purposes; defines jurisdiction and penalties for violations
of fire irotection and prevention regulations.
CHAPTER 301 - Inland Fish and Game. Establishes general provisions relating
to definitions, the care of walls and fences, closing of gates, lost persons,
wild animals in captivity, and the importation of wild animals and birds.
CHAPTER 303 · - Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game. Establishes the
office of Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game and defines his duties and
responsibilities; authorizes an advisory council and describes its function;
authorizes the Commissioner with consent of the advisory council to prescribe fish
and game regulations relating to boundary waters between Maine and New Hampshire
and the provinces of Canada, and regulations applying to Maine generally; authorizes emergency action where necessary; requires biennial revision and distribution of fish and game laws.
CHAPTER 305- Wardens. Authorizes the Commissioner to appoint fish and game
wardens and describes their powers and duties; authorizes cert.a in other public
officials to act as wardens.
CHAPTER 307 - Guides. Requires persons engaged as guides to procure a license
from the Commissioner; establishes a Junior Guides Examining Board; describes
procedure for persons to become licensed guides and pertinent regulations.
CHAPTER 309 - Sanctuaries and Preserves. Designates certain areas as preserves
and sanctuaries; empowers
the. Commissioner to create temporary game preserves
\
and to establish state game farms; grants State assent to federal wildlife laws;
promotes fish culture and scientific research and authorizes the Commissioner to
issue permits in connection with such work; restricts
firearms in game preserves or closed areas.

hunting or possession of

s
ClfJ\PTER 311 - Ha t cher i es , Screen s and Game Mam1geme nt Areas .

Au t hori z es

the Commis sioner to a cquire land for fish hatcheries and game mana ge men t c.1reas and
describe s pe rtinent regulations; gr ants the Commissioner authority ove r the scre ening of inland wa ters; designates specific game management areas and authorizes
the Commissioner to regulate public use.
CJ{.t~ PTER 313 - Fishways and Dams.

Establishes regulations applying to fish-

ways and dams; defines legal implications of tampering with, injuring, or destroy-

,

ing fishways or dams , and the bulldozing of rivers, streams, and brooks.
CHAPTER 315 - Camps.

Restricts possession or consumption of fish and game

in camps, houses, or other buildings used in lumbering, log-driving, or construction operations; protects public camp sites and picnic grounds; defines and regulate1
sporting camps; requires fishing license for children's camps.
CHAPTER 317 - Licenses Generally. Establishes regulations applying to free
hunting, trapping, and fishing licenses, their revocation and expiration, and
penalties for violations.
CHAPTER 319 - Hunting and Trapping. Regulates the hunting and trapping of
certain game birds and animals; establishes requirements and fees for resident
and non-resident hunting licenses and hunting and trapping regulations; specifies
certain hunting and trapping prohibitions.
CHAPTER 320 - Commercial Shooting Areas. Establishes regulations applying
to the operation of commercial shooting areas.
CHAPTER 321 - Bow and Arrow Hunting. Establishes bow and arrow hunting
regulations.
CHAPTER 323 - Fishing Regulations. Establishes general and specific regulations applying to fishing; specifies penalties for violation.
CHAPTER 325 - Transportation and Sale of Game. Prohibits the sale of deer or
parts; restricts transportation of game; specifies penalties for violation.

(i

Cl li\l.' 'J.'El{ 3 c. 7 - l?hc.:i::;crnt:::; . Prohibits the breeding, keeping, or re .:1 ri ng of

pheas ants \vi thout a duly authorized license.
CHJ\PTER 329 - Bounties. Authorizes payment of a bounty on bobcat.
CHAP TER 331

Accidents. Specifies procedure and liability involved in

a vehicular collision with wild game or the shooting of a human being while
hunting; specifies penal ties for violations.
CHAPTER 333 - Liability of Landowners. Defines liab~lity of landowners as
relates to use by others for hunting, fishing, trapping, camping, hiking, or
sightseeing.
CHAPTER 335 - Enforcement and Jurisdiction. Establishes law relating to the
enforcement of game regulations.
CHAPTER 401 - Sea and Shore Fisheries. General provisions relating to definitions and rules, application of general laws to domestic and foreign marine
species, regulations of\ the Commission and the salmon commission.
CHAPTER 4-03 - Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries. Defines purposes and
general organization of the Department of Sea & Shore Fisheries; authorizes departmental research on polluted shellfish.
CHAPTER 405 - Commissioner. Establishes the office of Commissioner of Sea
and Shore Fisheries and describes his powers and duties; authorizes the closing
of contaminated flats and the conservation of certain marine species; specifies
the procedure for adoption of regulations; requires biennial publication and dissemination of laws.
CHAPTER 407 - Advisory Council. Authorizes the appointment of an advisory
council and describes its powers and duties.
CHAPTER 4-09 - Salmon Commission. Authorizes the appointment of a Salmon
Commission and describes its powers and duties as relates to Altantfc sea run salmon
CHAPTER 411 - Coastal Wardens. Establishes regulations applying to the appointment and duties of coastal wardens; authorizes sheriffs and police officers to
act as coastal wardens; prohibits false personation of coastal wardens.
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Ci{i\PTER LJ13 - Research Emd Development. Authorizes th e Commissioner to
initi a te scientific research relative to marine life; permits research by
private inte rests subject to Commissioner's approval; department authoriz e d to
underta ke programs for research and development of commercial fishing resources
of the State.
CHAPTER LJ-15 - Licenses and Permits Generally. Provisions relating to the
issuance, transfer, expiration, fees, and suspension of licenses, permits, and
rights pertaining to sea and shore activity.
CHAPTER L!-17 - Regulations Governing Taking of Fish and Shellfish. Establishes
regulations applying to licenses generally, the taking of specific marine species,
enforcement and penalties.
CI-Li\PTER 4-19 - Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Compact. Authorizes an Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Compact to promote better utilization of the marine, shell,
and anadromous fisheries of the Atlantic seaboard by the development of a joint
program for the promotion and protection of such fisheries, and by the prevention
of the physical waste of the fisheries from any cause; authorizes an Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission composed of representatives from each member state;
describes its organization, administration, powers, and duties, and establishes
regulations relating thereto.
CHAPTER 4-21 - Wetlands. Establishes a Wetlands Control Board to control the
removal, filling, dredging, or draining of sanitary sewage

into, or otherwise

altering any swamp, marsh, bog, beach, flat, or · other wetland bordering coastal
waters; defines jurisdiction and duties of the Board; describes permit application,
appeals, penalties for violation.
Although Title 12 contains the body of Maine conservation law, there are
many other provisions . which directly or indirectly relate to conservation interwoven throughout the Maine Revised Statutes under other titles.

The following

include the more significant or obvious provisions of this nature.

TI TIX l O - COi' \Ml~ RCE /:\ND TRADE
Cl-fJ"\PTER 3 - Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Endorses the federal Atomi c
Energy Act of 195L~; recognizes the need for laws and regulations in conn~ction
with the development of industries producing or utilizing atomic energy and other
forms of radiation, particularly with respect to the conservation of natural
resources, including wildlife, and the protection of streams, rivers, c1nd air-,
space from pollution, among other considerations in the public inte rest; dire cts
the Departments of Forestry, Inland Fisheries and Game, Sea and Shore Fisheries,
and other agencies concerned, to initiate and pursue continuing studies as to the
need for changes in the laws and regulations arising from the use of nucl,ear
or radioactive materials, particularly as relates to hazards to the natural
resources of the State.
TITLE 17 - CRIMES ..
CHAPTER 91 - Nuisances. Prohibits the erection of a dam and the creation of
flowage without cutting and removal of all trees, bushes, and stumps from the
flowage area; prohibits the abandoment of wells and mining shafts without filling
or covering; prohibits pollution of any river, stream, or pond, unlawful diversion
of waterways from their natural course or state, and obstruction or impeding without legal authority of any navigable river, harbor, or collection of water.
CHAPTER 127 - Trespass.

Prohibits hunting upon unimproved land devoted to

wildlife preservation.
TITLE 22 - HEALTH AND WELFARE
CHAPTER 258 - Pesticides Control. Establishes a Board of Pesticides Control,
composed of commissioners of departments concerned, to regulate in the public
interest, the application of pesticides; describes the functions and procedures
of the Board; authorizes the Board to designate critical land and water areas,
establish limitations on use, specify unsafe practices, .and make such regulations
as deemed necessary.

TI TLE 23 - 1UG H\\1J\YS
CHAPTER 3 - Offici al s and Their Duties .

Authoriz e s the Sta t e Hi ghwa y Com-

mis s ion to take ove r and hold such property as it de e ms necess a ry to provide
roadside and landscape development for the preservation and development of
nat--ura l scenic beauty , and to secure the relocation, removal , or dispos al of
non-conforming automobile graveyards and junkyards.
CHAPTER 11 - Laying Out, Altering and Discontinuing Highwa ys. Authorizes
the State High\vay Commission to preserve and develop the natural scenic beauty
along and adjacent to any state or state-aid highway to integrate public improvement with the aesthetics of the area traversed by the highway.
TITLE 30 - MUNICIPALITIES
CHAPTER 217 - Ditches, Marshes, Meadows and Swamps. Authorizes court
appointed commissioners to effect necessary improvements on meadows, swamps,
marshes, beaches, or other low lands held jointly by several proprietors; describes jurisdiction, procedures, apportionment of expenses, liabilities, and
appeals.
CHAPTER 221 - He a lth, Welfare and Improvements.

Authorizes municipalities

to acquire real estate or easements by conderrmation procedure for town ways,
and to contract with State and Federal government to comply with federal requirements for projects approved by the Governor for improving harbor and river
naviga tion or preventing property damage by erosion or flood.
CHAPTER 227 - Municipal Forests.

Authorizes cities and towns to acquire

by purchase, gift, or bequest, lands for the purpose of reforestation; directs
the Forest Commissioner upon request to furnish seedlings or transplants for
the pl a nting of town forest lands, and to offer advice as to the planting,
manage ment, and protection of such forest lands; empowers cities and towns to
appoint foresters and defines their powers and duties.
CHAPTER 229 - Parks, Trees and Playgrounds. Authorizes municipalities to
establish park and conservation commissions and appoint commissioners to care
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and su pi.:: rinte nd public parks and related improveme nts, to coordinate th e
a ctivities of cons ervation bodies, and to conduct research on local op e n a r ea s
for the p u r pos es of obtaining informa tion and recommending programs per tinent to
proper utili z ation, protection, development, or use of such open areas; authorizes
park and conservation commissions to acquire land for conservation purposes;
authorizes municip a lities to

11

eceive, hold, and manage devises, bequests , or

gifts for the establishment, increase, or maintenance of public parks and playgrounds, and to set aside land for the preservation of trees along public ways;
establishes regulations applying to land taken for parks, squares, open areas,
public libraries, and playgrounds, and regulations for the care and removal of
trees; authorizes municipal appoin17Tient of tree wardens and defines their powers
and duties.
CHAPTER 239 - Planning, Zoning and Development. Authorizes the establishment
of regional planning commissions and the development of comprehensive regional
plans which recommend, among other considerations, the improvement, redevelopment,
rehabilitation, and conservation of industrial, commercial, residential, and
other areas; authorizes municipal comprehensive plans relating to equivalent
purposes.
CHAPTER 21.J-l - Fis cal Matters.

Authorizes municipalities to raise or appro-

priate money for projects approved by the Governor for improving navigation or
preventing property damage by erosion or flood, for providing real estate and
personal property for recreational purposes and support of recreational pro-

,,

.

grams , and for propagating and protecting fish in public waters located wholly or
partially within their boundaries.
TITLE 38 - WATERS Al\1JJ NAVIGATION
CHAPTER 3 - Protection and Improvement of Waters. Establishes a Water and
Air Environmental Improvement Commission to study, investigate, and recommend
wa y s and means of controlling pollution of the air, rivers, waters, and coastal
flats of the State by the deposit of municipal sewage, industrial wastes, and other
substances and materials insofar as they are detrimental to animal, fish, or

-- 11
aquatic life or to the practica ble and beneficial use of air a nd water resources;
defines the organization and functions of the Commission; directs the Commission
to make recommendations to each Legislature with respect to river classifications
and establishes standards and procedures for such classification of fresh waters
and tidal or marine waters; classifies specific water areas; authorizes the
Commission to accept federal funds for water pollution control, water resources
and air pollution studies and control, and to provide grants to municipalities
\

for pollution abatement programs; restricts pollution generally and sets forth
the law rel a ting to enforcerrent of regulations and criminal liability; establishes
a New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission and defines its membership, organization, and operation.
CHAPTER 5- Rivers and Streams. Establishes regulations applying to mills
and dams and the creation of flowage areas and water storage reservoirs.
CHAPTER 7 - Floating Timber.

Establishes regulations applying to timber

lying in any river,stream, pond, bay or inlet, or on or near the shore thereof.
CHAPTER 9- Wharves and Fish Weirs. Establishes regulations applying to the
location and construction of wharves and fish weirs.
CHAPTER 11 - Sanitary Districts. Encourages the development of sanitary
districts consisting of a municipality or two or more municipalities of sufficient
size to economically construct and operate sewage systems so as to assist in -the
pollution abatement of public streams, lakes, and inland and ocean waters; defines
organization, powers, and procedures of such districts; authorizes the issuance
of bonds and establishes regulations applying to rates and assessments.

n

January 23, 1969

Sen tor Richard Berry
State Office

Augusta, Maine
Dear Dick:

Would i t be possi le to set the hearings for the mining and
oil and gas bills for sometime in .!:•larch, say after the tenth?

Several proponents have a rough February schedule and. would be
please about the later date. The bills could go in between the
17th and 21th of February· if this time L, more appropriate. It is ,
of course, t_.e Committee's decision and we will o our best on
whatever date is chosen.
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pm

COMMISSIONERS
DAVID H . STEVENS
CHAIRMAN

BERTRAND A.

LACHARITE

STEVEN 0. SHAW

6YI.VESTER I.. POOR
CHI£,. ENDINEER

AUGUSTA,

MAINE

04330

January 21, 1969

Dear Sir:
For many years the Maine State Highway Commission has recognized
the devastating ·effect on the landscape of borrow pits, gravel pits,
and waste areas adjacent to highways. It has attempted to control these
activities by requiring Contractors to 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • eliminate any unsightly condition which may be seen from the public way. 11 (Reference Supplemental Specification, February 1960). The regulations have been
increased considerably over the years so that -now contracts provide
for quite definite corrective action by the Contractor to clean up : : ·.
areas desecr·a ted by him,' .
To enumerate the various provisions now included in all present
day highway contracts the following are excerpts from our Standard
Specifications, Revision of June 1968.
Subsection 106.06. 11 All storage sites, either on the right
of way or on private property, shall be restored to their original condition at the completion of the project by the Contractor
at his expense. The provisions of this subsection· shall . not
apply to the stripping and storing of topsoil, or to other materials salvaP,ed from the work. 11
Subsection 106.02 b. "Sites from which material has been
removed shall, upon completion of the work, be left in a neat
and presentable condition. Where practicable, borrow pits,
gravel pits, and quarry sites shall be located so that they
will not be visible from the highway. Unless otherwise permitted, pits and quarries shall · be so excavated that water will
not collect and stand therein. 11

Subsection 203.06. "The location of all waste areas outside
of the right of way or construction limit lines shall be appro".'ed
by the Engineer and the written permission of the property owner
shall be obtained by the Contractor. A copy of the a~reement
shall be supplied to the Engineer, if requested, before any use
is made of the waste area. When waste areas are located within
wooded areas,, a screen of trees shall be maintained between the
waste area and the right of way. Waste areas adjacent to and
in sight of any public way shall be uniformly graded to drain;
loamed, seeded, and hay mulched. When the Engineer determines
that loam, seed, and hay mulch are necessary, the requirements
shall be incorporated into an agreement between the waste area
land owner and the Contractor. The Engineer shall be furnished
with a copy of the agreement if requested. Seeding of waste
areas shall be in accordance with Section 618 - Seeding, Method
Number 2 • 11

•,

Subsection 203. 08. "The location of all borrow pi ts and
ledge borrow quarries adjacent to or visible from any Public Way
shall be approved by the Engineer in writing. In wooded areas,
all pit haQl roads shall be kept to a minimum width and placed
at approximately right angles to the road or angled away from
the view of oncoming traffic. Prior to the completion of the
project all borrow pits _in view of any Public Way and any portion
of any haul road visible from any Public Way shall be graded to ·
blend with adjacent ground, loamed, if necessary, seeded and hay
mulched. When the Engineer determines that loam, seed and hay
mulch is necessary in the case of privately owned pits, these
requirements shall be incorporated into an agreement between the
pit owner and the Contractor. The Engineer shall be furnished a
copy of the agreement if requested."
In addition to the above, included in all Federal Aid projects is a
Special Provision regarding erosion control and pollution. All areas likely
to cause water pollution by siltation from erosion of slopes, pits, and other
excavations must immediately be protected to prevent such an event. (A copy
of this Special Provision is attached.)
There are other provisions which also have an indirect effect on the
protection of forest lands such as burning restrictions, restoration of
damaged property, both public and private, and clean up of work sites.
On the positive side of the picture the State Highway Commission has
spent many thousands of dollars over the past years to restore, beautify
and enhance the public ways of this State by planting trees and shrubs,
letting landscaping contracts, selectively clearing ad,jacent roadside woodlands and many other related activities. It has had on its staff since 1930
a full time Landscape Architect (except for a period during World Way II and
several years following), with several assistants, for the expressed purpose
of making recommendations for progressive improvements to the scenic value
of highways.
·
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~,1hile the foresoini:; spells out the present policy and attitude towards
forest protection we fully realize that more work can be done; for example,
we plan, in the future, to exercise more control over pits used as sources
of gravel (borrow pit restrictions do not now. extend to gravel pits). We
also intend to extend the provisions for pit restoration to include pits
beyond the view of the travelling public. A draft of a proposed Supplemental Specification is attached.
Another matter we would like to mention is enforcement and policing
of such regulations.
The enforcement of pit and waste area restrictions is a matter which
we feel we can help considerably under -the provisions of our contracts.
While a State law ref!;arding such restrictions may be passed it is quite
another matter to adequately police and enforce such a law. The duties
of our Resident Engineer on construction contracts do not normally include
the enforcement of State laws since they have not been given such authority.
They are, however, charged with the responsibility to see that contract
specifications are strictly adhered to by the Contractor. If forest land
protection is fully provided for in our contracts, and we believe it will
be, it is a relatively simple matter for this Department to enforce such
provisions since final payments to the Contractor cannot be made until he
has completely fu.lfilled the contract provisions; which in this case wou.ld
include his restoration of desecrated areas caused by his work. Providing
another enforcement agency to attempt to keep track of highway pit activities throuehout the entire State and to follow up the treatment of such
areas is a duplication which can easily be avoided. Our Resident Engineers ·
and their supervisors are intimately acquainted with each highway contract,
therefore we feel that we can provide very effective enforcement of our
specifications, whereas the responsibility of enforcing a State law would,
of course, be another agency's responsibility and beyond the authority of
the Resident Engineer.
To summarize, we feel that better results can be obtained at less
cost to the taxpayer if highway activities are not included on the proposed "Maine Mineral Land Conservation Act 11 because:
1.

Construction Contract Specifications can provide for equal or
better treatment of areas than a statute written to be adapted
to many situations.

2.

Necessary changes can be made in Specifications between contracts,
whereas legislative action would be required to change - the law.

3,

Highway Specifications can be readily enforced at the project
level by the State Highway Commission before the Contractor
leaves the site.

4.

The State Highway Commission will cooperate to the fullest to
protect forest land adjacent to highways from the scourges of
construction activities.
Very truly yours,
DAVID H. STEVENS, Chairman
State Highway Commission

DHS/mc

June 12, 1968
Supersedes 107, 4/10/68
SPECIAL PROVISION
SECTION 107
LEGAL RELATIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE PUBLIC
(Erosion Control and Pollution)
EROSION CONTROL: The Contractor shall exercise every reasonable precaution throughout the life of the Contract to prevent siltation to rivers,
streams, estuaries, coves, bays, ponds, lakes, and other impoundments as
well as tidal marshland. Construction of drainage facilities as well as
performance of other contract work which will contribute to the control of
· siltation shall be carried out in conjunction with earthwork operations or
as soon thereafter as is practicable.
The schedule of work, required by the provisions of subsection 105.05,
shall contain provisions for immediate seeding, mulching, sodding or otherwise protecting any slopes or ditches which through erosion, are likely to
cause siltation to rivers, streams, estuaries, coves, bays, ponds, lakes or
other impoundments as well as tidal marshland. Special attention shall be
given by the Contractor in conducting his work to minimize the length of
time slopes and ditches are left unprotected. Approval of the schedule of
work by the State may be contingent upon the Contractor's intentions to
provide for such protection as is necessary to prevent water pollution by
erosion or as are ordered by the Engineer.
· These protection requirements will also extend to the Contractor's
aggregate preparation, borrow pit, mixing plant, waste dispoaal, and hauling
operations: He shall provide a11 · necessary ditches, sedimentation ponds,
dikes or other devices deemed necessary by the Engineer. Pits, plant sites,
waste areas and haul roads which are to be developed in areas where no such
activities existed prior to this contract, whether in sight of the road or
not, shall be graded smooth, loamed, seeded and hay mulched where future
use of the area is not anticipated. This policy shall aJso apply to the
expansion of existing Bites but only to that area effected by the expansion.
Prior to suspension of construction operations for any appreciable
length of time, the Contractor shall shape the top of earthwork in such a
manner as to permit the runoff of rainwater. Temporary slope drains shall
be provided to carry runoff from cuts and from embankments whic~ are located
in the immediate vicinity of rivers, streams, estuaries, coves» bays, lakes,
ponds or other impoundments as well as tidal marshland. Should such preventive measures fail and an appreciable amount of material begins to erode
the Contractor shall act immediately to bring the siltation under control.
The erosion control · measures des.cribed herein shall be continued until
the permanent drainage facilities have been constructed and until the grass
on seeded slopes is sufficiently established to be an effective erosion
deterrent.
Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Engineer, cons~ruction
operations in rivers, streams, estuaries, coves, bays, lakes, ponds, or
other impoundments as well as tidal marshland shall be restrict~d to those
areas where channel changes are shown on the plans and to th?se areas which
must be entered for the construction of temporary or permanent structures.
1 of 2

Upon completion of the work, rivers, streams, estuaries, coves, bays, lakes,
ponds or other impoundments as well as tidal marshland shall be promptly
cleared of all falsework, pt.ling, debris or other obstructions placed therein or caused by the construction operations.
Excavated material shall not be deposited in or so near to rivers, streams,
estuaries, coves, bays, lakes, ponds, or other impoundments as well as tidal
marshland that it will be washed away by high water or runoff.
Frequent fording of live streams with construction equipment· will not be
permitted. Temporary bridges or other structures shall be used whereever
stream crossings are necessary. Unless otherwise approved in writing by the
Engineer, mechandized equipment shall not be operated in live streams except
as may be required to construct channel changes and temporary or·permanent
structt.n"es.
In the execution of any work within or adjacent to any State or National
Forest, park or other public or private lands, the Contractor shall comply
with all of the rei;ulations of the appropriate authorities having jurisdiction
over such f:,rest, park or land. He shall keep the areas embraced in his construction operations in an orderly condition and dispose of all refuse and
discarded materiais.
POLLUTION: The Contractor shall exercise every reasonable precaution
throughout the life of the Contract to prevent pollution of rivers, streams,
estuaries, ccves, bays, lakes, ponds or other impoundments as well ac, +idal
marshland. Pollut ants s uch as chemicals, fuels, lubricants, bitumens, raw
sewage, wood chips and ol.her !1armful was t e shall not be discharged into or
a10...,..,.c:;r1° ,,, rivers, stre3Jlls, estuarie s , coves , bays, °lakes, ponds, or other
:impoundments ,i~, well as tidal mars hland or into natural or man made channels
leading· t~ereto. The Co:n trac tor shall also c omply with the applicable regulations of the State Fi.shery and Ga.me Code and other statutes relating to
prevention and abatement c,f pollution.
The Contractor' s ·r,.tt.ention i s directed to Section hl3. of Title 38,
Revised Statutes of Lhe State of Maine 1961.i:
"Section l.113. Pol lution re s tric ted .. _No person, firm, corporation or
municipality or av,e nc;y the reof shar;__ dis charg;e into any stream, river, pond,
lake, or other body of' wa ter or watercour s e, or an,y tidal water,s, whether
classified or unclas s ifj_ed, any was te, r e fuse or efflurnt from any manufacturinv,, processing or industrial plant '.'Jr' establishment or any sewage so as to
constitute a new source l;f po1lution to said waters with out firs.t obtaining
a license therefor from the commis s ion , 11 (Water Improvement Commission)
Such construction operation s as . removing borrow, washing aggregates, constructing embankments under water, di s posinp; of waste exca,rated material,
disposing of oil, hi tumen::=;, wood chip~:; or chemicals may result in violation
of the water pollution laws.
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SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION
.
SECTION 107
LEGAL RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITY TO PUBLIC
(Sources of Material)
106.02 (b) Contractor Furnished Sources.

The last paragraph of this

subsection is . hereby deleted and the following para~raphs substituted in its
place.
The source of all borrow, sand, gravel, stone, including ag~regates for
portland cement concrete and bituminous concrete, all loam and all other
earthen material sources shall be approved, in writing, by the Engineer prior
to the removal of any such material from the site for use in this work.

In

addition to providing acceptable material, a condition of approval will be
the acceptability of the arrangements for final disposition of the site.
The Engineer will not approve proposed sources if the existance of an excavated area will be detrimental.to safety;,conservation, health or to the
esthetic value of the area.

The indiscriminate use of public or private

property, including existing commercial sites, to the detriment of the scenic
value of the landscape will not be allowed by the Commission under the terms
of this contract.
J

Acceptable conditions of approval shall include grading the area to
blend with the surrounding terrain, covering the area with loam, seeding in
accordance with ·section 618, Seeding, Method Number 2, and mulching with hay.
Unless otherwise permitted the sites shall be excavated and graded so that
water will not collect and stand therein.

If standing water is permitted by

the Engineer the side slopes of the pit, above and below any existing or
anticipated water level, shall not be steeper than a

4 horizontal

to 1 vertical.

These requirements shall be incorporated into an agreement between the
land owner and the Contractor • . The Engineer shall be furnished a copy of the
agreement.

There will be no separate payment far this work and all costs incurred
in grading, loaming, seeding and mulching shall be considered incide~tal
to the various contract items.

January 16, 1969

David S. Browning, Esq.
Fulbright, Crooker, Freeman, Bates
Bank of the Southwest Building
Hou5 ton, Texas 77002

&

Jawors}:i

Dear Mr. Browning:
The bill is not yet in LD form but as soon as it is, we ,1ill
be happy to send you copies.

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pm

FULBRIGHT, CROOKER, FREEMAN, BATES & JAWORSKI
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
BANK OF THE SOUTHWEST BUILDING

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

January 14, 1969

Maine Geological Survey
Department of Economic Development
Statehouse
Augusta, Maine 04330
Gentlemen:
We would greatly appreciate it if you would send
to the undersigned copies of Maine legislation and regulations, if available, concerning offshore petroleum and other
mineral exploration and development.
Thank you very much for your kind assistance in
this matter.
ruly your

avi
.· rown
For the Firm
DSB:zc
Via Air Mail

STATE OF MAINb
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To _ _R_o_b_e_r_t_G_._D_o~y~l_e_________
From

Subject

Ronald W. Green, Commissioner~-

Date

January 16, 1969

Dept. ___E_c_o_n_o_m_i_·_c_D_e_v_e_l_o_,p,_m_e_n_t_____
Dept. ___S_e_a_a_n_d_S_h_o_r_e_F_i_·_sh_e_r_i_e_s___

Responsibilities for oil facilities and damages caused to equipment and
resources
The following are changes that we would suggest in the
paragraph submitted to us:
I

(5) that every person who produces, stores, transports
or refines crude or untreated oil and gas which
originates from within the territorial jurisdiction
of the State shall furnish a performance bond with
good and sufficient surety, as requi,Ied by the Mining
Bureau for each facility, conditj_on~'"for the duty to
plug each dry or abandoned well]~ei ove all obstructions
to commercial fishing operation ~..,e)!t ir each well causing
pollution or waste; and shall furnish evidence of liability
insurance to indemnify commercial fishermen, riparian
owners, owners of boats and shore installations or State
resources agencies for damage caused by pollution or waste;

State of Maine

FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
· Augusta, Maine 04330
TEL.
AUSTIN

H.

FOREST

2 □ 7-523-4511
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STATE
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HOLT

FOREST

COMMISSIONER

January 15, 1969

Mr. Robert Doyle
State Geologist
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
I have noted your memo of January 10 relative to
changes in the makeup of our Mining Bureau.
You will recall I was the one that requested that a poll
be taken.
I am sure all of us understand that this will
require legislation to drop the Secretary of State and
add Sea and Shore Fisheries and State Soil and Water
Conservation Committee as full members.
If this is not
going to be possible then we certainly can invite representatives from these agencies to sit in informally at our
meetings as was the case of Charlie Boothby recently when
we were reviewing possible Mining Bureau revised legislation.
I, for one, have no objection to adding these two additional
state agencies and dropping the Secretary of State with
the fuil knowledge that this was a request.
Very truly yours,

d1r:1,--z;;•
a_;.a

AUSTIN H. WILKINS
Forest Commissioner
AHW:as
cc:

Osgood

KEEP MAINE GREEN, CLEAN AND S C ENIC

TASSEL

EMBLEM

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum

Date

January 1 0 , 1 96 9

To

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist

Dept. --=
E;_;;c;..o;:c.. n:=o=-m
= i;..;:c=---=D==--e=-v_;__;;;e--=l:...:o;. z.p; .m
:=e==n-::t'-----

From

Robert G. Fuller , Assistant

Dept. ___A_t_t_o_ r _n_e_,y'--G
~e_n_e_r_a_l______

Subject __S
~ u~r_f_i_c_i_·_a_l_

M
_1_·n_ e_r_a_l_s_ C
~ o_n_s_e_r_v_ a_t_i_o_n_ A
_ c_t___________________

If you want to adapt Sec . 9 of the Mineral Land Conservation Act to the above Act , be sure to put in Sec . 1 1 (Judicial
Review ) also .
I see some jurisdictional problems in outright adaptation .
You have , in the reference Act , cha r ged the Agent with
enforcement responsibilities . Do you really want him to hold
hearings , issue orders , etc . ? I t may be very di f ficult to
find a properly qualified person to do this in a municipality .
Perhaps the Agen t should inspect , and , if he finds a violation ,
notify the Bureau , who will run the hearing and issue the
order . Or you may want to have the Bureau detail a member as
a Hearing Ex amin er to handle violations .
See me late nex t week and we will work this out together .

RGFJr:vbw

J nuary 10 , !969
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Copies sent to:

Commissioner James K. Keefe
Rayburn MacDonald, Water Improvement
Ronald Speers, Inland Fisheries & Game
Austin Wilkins, Forestry
Joseph Edgar, Secretary of State

(5)

Sent to:

t ha t every pe r s o n wh o pr o d uces, s tores, tr ans p o r t s
o r refin es cru de o r u ntreat ~ d oil and gas whi ch
o r i g inat e s fr o m wi th in t he te r r ito ria l ju r i sd iction
o f t h e State s h al l f ur n is ~ a perf or mance b ond
wi t h g ood and suf f icient suret y (not t o ex ceed
t en t h ousan d ( $ 10,000.0 0 ) d ol la rs per l ea s ed area)
con d i t io n for the duty to p lu g ea c h d r y o r
a bandoned well a nd to re p air e~c h wel l c a usin g
p ollution or waste; and shall f u r nish evidence
of li a bility insurance to inde mnify com mercia l
fish e rmen, ripari a n own e rs, owners of boats a nd
shore installations or State resource agencies ·
for damage caused by pollution or waste;

Leon Walker, Attorney General's office
Ronald Green, Sea & Shore Fisheries
Charles Boothby, Soil & Wate r Conservation Comm.
Joseph Edgar, Secretary of State
Austin Wilkins, Forestry Dept.
Ronald T. Speers, Inland Fisheries & Game
R. W. MacDonald, Water Improvement Comm.
Clayton P. Osgood, Agriculture

Sent:
1/10/69 with the following note:
Would you
please review and return with approval and/or comments
within five days •

.

(5)

tha t every pers on who p1·oduces, stores, transports
or refines crude o r untre ated oil and gas whi ch
originates from within the territorial jurisdiction
of the State shall f ur n is h a performance bond
with g ood an d sufficient surety (not to exceed
ten th ousand ($ 10 ,000.00) dollars per leased area)
con diti on for the duty to pl u g each dry or
abandoned well and to repair each well causing
pollution or waste; and shall furnish evidence
of liability insuranc e to indemnify commer cial
fishermen, riparian owners, owners of boats and
shore installations or State resource agencies for damage caused by pollution or waste;

Would you please review and return with approval and/or
comments within five days.
Robert G. Doyle

JAN 1 3 1969

(5)

that every person who produces, stores, tran sp orts
o r refi n es crude or untreated oil and gas which
ori g inates from within the territorial jurisdiction
of the State shall furnish a performance bond
with good and sufficien t surety (not to e x ceed
ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars per leased area)
condition for the duty to plug each dry or
abandoned well and to repair each well causing
pollution or waste; and shall furnish evidence
of liability insurance to indemnify commercial
fishermen, riparian owners, owners of boats and
shore installations or State resource agencies ·
for damage caused by pollution or waste;

Would you please review and return with approval and/or
comments within five days.
Robert G. Doyle

r\,,-V'. 1._.

(5 )

t ha t e v cry p er s on who p r o cl u c e s , s t o r e s , t r an s :) o 1.· t s
or refines crude or untreated oil and gas which
originates from within the territorial jurisdiction
of the State shall furnish a performance bond
with good and sufficient surety (not to exceed
ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars .per leased area)
condition for the duty to plug ea ch dry or
abandoned well and to repair each well causing
pollution or waste; and shall furnish evidence
of liability insurance to indemnify co mmer cial
fishermen, riparian owners, owners of boats and
s h ore installations or State resource agencies·
for damage caused by pollution or waste;

Would you please review and return with approval and/or
comments within five days._ - ,.L
~ .
["CJ __,,~
,A.,...-,..vt _ ',.,,
~
:."'I .,.,•

January 9, 1969
Neil Rolde
Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist

Executive Department
Economic Development

Synopsis of Conservation Legislation

The Maine Mining Bureau has completed work on the preparati on of
Mineral Conservation Legislation. Three major mineral conservation
bills will be presented to the Legislature. The Maine Mining Law
for State land has been amended to make it more efficient and up to
date.

Tne conservation measures will cover all types of mineral extraction
activities; they include:
1.

A 1-:!ined Land Rehabilitation Act. The act will regulate
and administer the rehabilitation of all land surface
areas which are disturbed by mining operations. Before
mining operations can tak e place on an area of the St.ate,
a reclamation plan is submitted and approved by the Mining
Bureau. A bond of up to $1,500 per acre m·. 1st be
presented by ~he ope rator before mining is allowed.
The Bureau will hire a conservation engineer and staff
to control conservation and rehab i litati on activity.
Violations of this act and the other conservation bills
will be prosecuted by the .Attorney General's Office .

2.

Surficial Materials Conservation. Act. This act covers
operations of surficial materials - ~and, gra~el,
clay, loam, etc. It i s similar to the rock nining· act,
requiring a reclamation plan to be approved and a
bond submitted for pit land rer..ahilitation expenses.
It differs in that the direct contrcl of rehabilitation
is placed with municipal officials - with the Bureau
acting· in an advisory capacity, assisting the local
officials. Assis ta.nee from tr..e Soil anc Water Di.strict
technicians is also included in the bill. Bond fees
of up to $1,000 per acre will be required of the pit
opera.tors.

3.

Oil a.nd G-as Ccntrol Act. This act authorizes: t.be
.M ining Burea.u. to si:per,/ise the oil and g~.s industry
in offshore exploration and production. This act covers
all phases of activity: exploration, development
drilling , production, transportation, and refining.
Pollution control statutes will be in effect for all
these operations.

Neil Rolde
4.

-2-

January 9, 1969

Mining Law Revision. Several sections of the Maine
Mining Law for State Owned Lands have been in need of
revision. This act acoomplishes these revisions. The
schec..ule o· fees, assessment requirements for claims,
membership to the Bureau and other parts of the Law
are being improved. These changes will streamline the
Law and bring it into line with those of other states
and c·nadian provinces.

This series of acts has been prepared with a great amount of
assistance from many sources. Priv te consultants, State agencies,
industry and conservation elements - in particular the Soil and Water
Conserva.tion Commission and Sea and Shore Fisheries have assiste·· the
Bureau in production of the new legislation. The Attorney General's
Office has provided excellent assistance in the legalistic organization of the material.

NEWS BUREAu

Department of
Economic Development
Augusta, Maine
04330
For Release

January 8

1 9 6 9

From:

Publicity Division

Augusta, Maine - Clayton P. Osgood, chairman of the Maine Mining
Bureau, announced today that the Bureau has completed its work of
drafting mining conservation legislation and has submitted the
proposals to sponsors and the Governor's office.
The Bureau has prepared four separate bills dealing with mining land rehabilitation, gravel pit improvement, oil and gas production control and revision of the Mining Law for State-owned lands.
Governor Curtis gave impetus to the work of writing the legislation in his directive last May to the Bureau.

The Governor asked

the Bureau to study the pollution and conservation problem, to hire
consultants and obtain the best possible advice in the country to
prepare definitive regulations.
Osgood said that the Bureau has studied legislation from all
over the United States, talking with conservationists, industry
people, resource agencies and consulting engineers.
"We are trying to come up with a reasonable balance between
conservation and growth of the industry," he explained.
Osgood said the Bureau will join the Department of Economic
Development in its public meeting January 27 in the State Office
Building, when the "Development Through Conservation" theme will be
outlined by Governor Curtis and other speakers.

-30-
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J nua ry 3 , 1969

Mrs. George H. Myer, Ch lrman
Marine Resources Comnittee
i l+ Ma I newood Avenue
Orono, Maine OlH73
Dear Hrs . Myer:

In rep ly to your recent letter concerning geologic
information and plans for offshore oil development, I c n
advise you hat there arc no concrete pl ns for oil xploration
and dri 11 Ing t"lhich have been given to me by the Industry .
It is my hope that some exp loration work will take place
this year nd I imagine th t drl f ling on the Georges Bank
will occur this season .
Shou ld the Machi sport refinery become a reality, the
Free Tr de Zone Conmlttee will handle pollution control for
that Inst llation . The Maine Mining Bure u, through the Oil
and Gas Conservation Act, will t ke c re of any other
inst 11 tions on the co st .
I am enclosing a publication list of all our available
booklets and maps . They wl 11 provide what information we
have in print . I will also include a reference to
U. S.
Co st nd Geodetic Survey bulletin on the offsho re geology

Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle
Stote Geologist

RGD :cr

14 Mainewood Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
December 26, 1968
Mr . Robert Doyle
Department of Economic Development
Augusta, Maine
Dear Hr. Doyle:
The League of Women Voters of Orono is studying Maine's
marine resources beyond the material presented at the Marine
Resources Symposiu.rn in Brunswick, November 20.
Could you please send me by return mail information
on the geologic formations off our coast, possibilities for
offshore oil, and plans for oil development.
We would also appreciate particulars on the bill your
department has been working on relative to controls on pollution from the now only-dimly-possible Machiasport refinery.
Yours truly,
1%1'/<2 . Ce.c7-12- 1✓
Mr s. George H. Myer

//&,-er-

Chairman, Marine Resources
CoITut1i ttee

1970- 71

1969-70
MAINE MINING BU!lEAU

( / I

Personal Services
-(--3-)
All Other
Capital Expenditures
t:,..\.iC-.(,'f//,--:c:../1 H i••""
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